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Preface to Transmedia Marketing: From
Film and TV to Games and Digital Media

_______________________________
Over the past decade, I’ve had countless queries from anxious filmmakers and media makers
seeking advice about setting up a Facebook page or a Twitter account. While that’s not my core
business, they saw it as more in my wheelhouse than theirs. My first response was, “Why?” Some
said, “Because these days you need it for a film (or TV show, or game, or book).” I probed
further, “What do you want the social media platform to achieve?” Dead silence. A few secretly
hoped that simply having a social presence would be enough to place them firmly in the twentyfirst century. To their chagrin, I advised them there was no point in setting up social media just
to have it. Like every other form of content creation and content marketing, social media must
be part of a thoughtfully-designed plan to achieve enunciated goals with key target audiences.
Now, most of us unconsciously espouse that philosophy as we craft our social personas.
Yet today, I get the same kinds of queries around transmedia – the media buzzword du
jour. Many producers and marketers want their media and entertainment properties to be
transmedia, but don’t fully understand how adding media platforms to their project fits into the
overall story arc or audience experience. Like the art of developing a vibrant and relevant social
media graph, being transmedia is more than ticking off a box to say you’ve done it. You must
invest in it, tinker with it, and learn from it.
The great news, when you strip away the semantics, you’ll find that the core of transmedia
is something you’re probably already doing. You’re already engaging audiences with your
narrative using various media. Through both traditional and mobile media, you’re reaching them
wherever they are – in theaters, in living rooms, in cars, in museums, and on the street. And your
content isn’t just randomly distributed across various media streams. It’s part of something
bigger and more strategic.
Transmedia Marketing is a holistic content creation approach – both storytelling and
marketing – simultaneously across multiple media platforms. It’s part of a thoughtfully-designed
plan to achieve enunciated goals with key target audiences. Sound familiar? That’s because
social media has ushered in a mindset of engaging audiences with media and entertainment
properties with additional media platforms – Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Tumblr, Instagram,
Google+, Pinterest, and LinkedIn. A fully-transmedia approach simply expands that universe of
platforms to film, TV, radio, books, publications, games, online, mobile, toys, live installations,
events, and more.
So, that decade of chasing the Wild Wild West of social media, proclaiming, “There’s
gold in them thar hills!” had some kernels of truth. The opportunities and lessons of social
media and viral marketing preview this modern era of transmedia. Tweets or shared online video
teasers, once seen as marketing tools for a bigger product, are media products unto themselves.
The socialization of content has blurred the lines between entertainment and its marketing. In
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any form, media content can both advance the story and market the story. In this new media and
entertainment world order, that makes you both a Media Maker and Media Marketer. And to
connect audiences with your media projects in this content-saturated world, you must provide
multiple media on-ramps. That also makes you Transmedia.
As a twenty-first-century media maker and media marketer who’s telling stories and
engaging audiences in entertainment experiences on multiple media platforms, Transmedia
Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital Media is for you.
Still, you might ask, if your primary job is to write television scripts, why do you need to
understand games? Because your pilot’s premise might be suitable for an interactive gaming
experience that feeds superfans. If you create movie trailers, why do you need to understand
social platforms? Because your trailer could be the lynchpin of a mysterious social teaser
campaign to promote the film. If you produce films, why do you need to understand target
audiences? Because to greenlight your film, you must prove to financiers and distributors that it’s
marketable to key audiences. And if you publicize games and digital media, why do you need to
understand story? Because to secure press and blogger coverage, you must craft compelling
narratives about your media project.
You can embrace this new sensibility of making and marketing content across multiple
media platforms. Grandma Moses didn’t start painting in earnest until she was 78 years old. Her
bold and indomitable spirit is what transmedia’s about. Remember how foreign your first
Facebook account felt when you set up? Now, it’s second nature to tell your story or telegraph
something you deem important on it. You’ve become an agile content creator and marketer on
that platform. And, you can be just as facile and compelling on other media platforms – on air,
online, in print, and on the go.
It’s well worth it, because embracing multiple media platforms delivers huge rewards.
Transmedia cuts through the morass of content and connects your audiences with deep,
participatory experiences. This translates into audiences’ active engagement and co-creation
with your content. Then, they find meaning and connect personally to your content. This
translates into audience loyalty for and ambassadorship of your project – the Holy Grail of
branding, marketing, and engagement. When your fans use, love, and tell others about your
media content or project, that’s a smash hit for you.
Transmedia Marketing will get you there because it takes a twenty-first-century holistic
approach to content creation across multiple media platforms, using both storytelling and
marketing. It teaches media makers and marketers like you the fundamentals of developing
a sound marketing and content plan through strategic research, target audience identification,
goal setting, and branding. And it demonstrates how to execute key elements of your plan –
from publicity, events, partnerships, and advertising to online content and video, social media,
and interactive media.
These key concepts come to life throughout, with real-world insight and quotes from
original interviews that I conducted with more than 45 top media and entertainment experts
across various media. They include writers, directors, producers, composers, distributors,
marketers, publicists, critics, journalists, attorneys, and executives from markets, festivals, awards,
and professional organizations.
Transmedia Marketing culminates with several powerful case studies from various media
platforms, also based on exclusive interviews, which showcase different content creation or
marketing approaches: A.I. Artificial Intelligence’s “The Beast” – participatory tribal audiences;
Mad Men – branding the American Dream; Lizzie Bennet Diaries – perspective storytelling; and,
Here Comes Honey Boo Boo “Watch ‘n Sniff” Premiere Event – socialized talent and content.
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In addition, a macro case study of a project I managed, Martin Scorsese Presents the
Blues, is woven throughout the book as a teaching tool to demonstrate critical techniques in
action. Many chapters conclude with an Author’s Anecdote – a takeaway or muse about ideas in
that chapter – derived from my professional experience or perspective. By the book’s end, you’ll
be versed in the craft of marketing film, TV, games, and digital media and you’ll be ready to
write and execute the marketing and content plan for your project.
As an online companion to the central concepts and real-world examples in this book,
http://www.transmediamarketing.com/ has a rich array of resources to help you develop and
market your transmedia project. It provides a primer on various transmedia platforms – film,
broadcast, print, games, digital media, and experiential media. It takes a deeper dive on the
Martin Scorsese Presents the Blues case study, providing a combined marketing plan and
project evaluation, plus additional sample materials. And the Web site provides bonus material
on content creation and marketing, experts’ insight, and transmedia marketing success stories.
The overall goal of Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital Media
and its resources is to teach you how to imagine the unlimited storytelling and marketing
possibilities for your media project. The perfect outcome is that you’re freed enough from the
conventions or boundaries of any media platform or job description to conceive and execute
transmedia projects that truly connect with your audiences – the top ingredient for true success.

Early Praise for Transmedia Marketing
Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital Media skillfully guides media
makers and media marketers through the rapidly changing w orld of entertainment and media
marketing. Its groundbreaking transmedia approach integrates storytelling and marketing
content creation across multiple media platforms – harnessing the pow er of audience to shape
and promote y our story. Through success stories, full color examples of effective marketing
techniques in action, and insight from top entertainment professionals, Transmedia Marketing
cov ers the fundamentals of a sound tw enty-first century marketing and content plan. Learn
more: http://w w w .focalpress.com/books/details/9780415716116/!

Transmedia Marketing pioneers the powerful idea that successful entertainment projects must blend
storytelling and marketing across multiple platforms. Creatives, business execs, and marketers alike
will devour this book’s clear guidance and real-world examples of how to shape a project so
audiences will love it, participate in it, and share it.
– Linda Reisman, producer, Jeepers Creepers, Affliction, The Danish Girl
Transmedia Marketing is an in-depth, authoritative, and extremely timely survey of multi-platform marketing
in the age of pervasive communications. Anne Zeiser has a unique understanding of the vital role that
narrative plays in connecting a mass audience with your content or brand, and her advice for how to close
that circuit is some of the best I've seen. There is more than a little bit of secret sauce contained in this book.
– Jeff Gomez, CEO, Starlight Runner Entertainment; transmedia producer, Avatar, Pirates of the
Caribbean, Transformers, The Amazing Spider-Man, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Halo, Hot Wheels
[One of] the best books for those interested in storytelling, play and design.
– Lance Weiler, storytelling pioneer, “40 Must Read Books on Story, Play, and Design,” Culture Hacker
Anne Zeiser has earned the industry’s respect by taking a strategic approach to everything she does. This
book takes full advantage of Anne's deep experience and expertise in 21st century transmedia marketing.
– Lesli Rotenberg, senior vice president, PBS Marketing & Communications
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction – Transmedia Platforms

_______________________________
Since the days of cavemen watching fire at night, humans have loved to be entertained.
The flickering fire and oral traditions that ensued created one of the first media platforms,
delivering a good yarn with special effects. With the advent of each new medium, there’s been a
hue and cry that first film, then radio, and then TV were about to become extinct. Nothing could
be further from the truth. New forms of media rarely cannibalize older ones, but rather enhance
them. Especially if you make them transmedia and they work together.

Transmedia Platforms Today
Today’s transmedia is about creating, distributing, and marketing content simultaneously on air,
online, in print, on the go, and on the ground. Like great transmedia creators – from Leonardo
da Vinci to Lance Weiler – you can tell your story and engage people with it using many vehicles
– from films and vlogs to mobile games and live events. Being a transmedia creator, distributor,
and marketer may give you an advantage in this exploding media environment.
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The more platforms there are, the more voices are likely to be heard, the more
opportunities for different sorts of stories to be told. Also the more platforms there are for
certain shows to be seen (and potentially binged on), the more likely a risky show may be
given a longer leash to find its audience. The wider distribution of these shows on other
platforms, including past seasons for binging, is becoming a lifeline and, potentially, a
new revenue stream for networks and studios. From a creative point of view, these new
players developing original product means the bidding war for talent will grow even
more fierce and potentially costly. But I’d like to think it will allow creators to be able to
realize their passion projects without having to compromise their vision.
—Matt Roush, senior TV critic, TV Guide magazine
The definitions of media platforms are ever changing. Until late in the twentieth century,
mass media included just eight categories: Movies, Television, Radio, Books, Newspapers,
Magazines, Recordings, and the Internet. Thereafter, Books, Newspapers, and Magazines
combined to become Print; Television and Radio combined into Broadcast; and, Mobile entered
the mix. Now, Internet and Mobile have merged into Digital Media, Games has become its own
category, and Experiential – from theater to theme parks – is a media platform. Already, the Film,
Broadcast, and Print categories don’t reflect the realities of those media: film and TV overlap to
include the many other kinds of video content, some of which is considered digital; magazines
aren’t always in print; and, television isn’t always broadcast over the air.
But, for the purposes of categorizing, the current media platforms that might relate to
your transmedia project include Film, Broadcast, Print, Games, Digital Media, and Experiential
Media. To adopt a modern transmedia storytelling approach as a content creator and content
marketer, you must become immersed in these transmedia platforms to mine the opportunities
that each offers, and that they offer together. The world is your oyster with such an exploding
array of media options.

If you are going to pursue a transmedia strategy in which your media is going to live
across multiple platforms, make sure you consider all those platforms from the beginning.
If you don’t, it’s likely to feel tacked on and irrelevant. If audiences consume a platform,
you want them to feel like it was a key part of the experience.
—Nick Fortugno, chief creative officer, Playmatics
While you can create and promote simultaneously on any of these platforms, don’t feel
compelled to use platforms just because they exist or they have a shiny, new technology.

Be wary of the laundry list of technologies and first find the story. Then look for avenues
and platforms that allow for active participation in the story.
—Kamal Sinclair, co-director, New Frontier Story Lab, Sundance Institute
Media provides a powerful platform to inform, influence, and motivate. As you explore
the transmedia possibilities, keep your story and project goals at the forefront and then open up
your mind to the possibilities for storytelling and engaging your audiences in a unique
experience.
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Finding Your Platforms
Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital Media will steep you in a
transmedia storytelling sensibility and help you harness your inner marketer – enabling you to
fully embrace the key concepts of transmedia marketing. This will empower you to fully engage
your target audiences with your project. Since entertainment content and its marketing are
often one and the same in today’s world, the marketing and promotion tactics you deploy for
your project – from publicity, events, and trailers to blogs, games, and digital and social media –
may also serve as narrative transmedia platforms. With Transmedia Marketing, you can integrate
your story and marketing into a single transmedia content-creation enterprise.
Transmedia Platforms: A Creator’s Guide to Media and Entertainment is a companion to
Transmedia Marketing. It will help you understand the capabilities of the media platforms
available to you so you can conceive and develop transmedia projects. Without “knowing” the
larger universe of media platforms you can’t imagine the possibilities. You might be comfortable
working in film, but games feel foreign. Or you might be a digital guru, but not well-versed in
live events.
Transmedia Marketing provides insight on the key media platforms of Film, Broadcast
(television and radio), Books and Publications (newspapers, and magazines), Games, Digital
Media – Internet and Mobile (Web sites, blogs, pods, vlogs, social media, and mobile apps),
and Experiential Media (theater, concerts, exhibitions and live installations, theme parks, and
toys).
It is not intended to be a definitive overview of each media platform. There are many
comprehensive resources on the various platforms and on the genres within them to give you a
better grasp of them. And there are myriad experts in each arena who you can enlist to gain a
deeper understanding and work with you on your project as it plays out on different platforms.
Nor is it a definitive overview of every available platform. Media platforms, especially in the
digital arena, are booming and changing daily. Every week there’s a new entrée or a major
announcement of a change in platforms’ functionality.
Transmedia Platforms provides a brief summary of the History, Industry Standards, and
Trends of some of the top media platforms in the overall media universe. This will to help you
understand each platform’s culture, major players, and audiences so you can assess the
opportunities each presents and identify the best mix of media expressions for your transmedia
project’s content and marketing.
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CHAPTER 2

Film

_______________________________
What began as a technological novelty merging two existing media forms – still photography and
live theater – has become a rich art form of scripting, casting, shooting, editing, scoring, distributing,
and promoting film. From the comedic silent films of the 1920s and propaganda films of WWII to the
special effects blockbusters of the 1990s and feature documentary exposés of today, films have
always been part of the cultural conversation and sometimes even started it. Movies have been
credited with everything from changing elections to creating a celebrity culture.

The Photoplayer magazine; Licensed in the public domain via Wikimedia Commons

Claudette Colbert on the cover of The PhotoPlayer magazine in 1949.

History of Film
From the moment film innovators thought of projecting film for audiences to see, the movie
industry was born. The technology that contributed to moving pictures began in the US with
Eastman’s invention of celluloid film in the 1880s and Edison Labs’ creation of the Kinetoscope,
a peep-show device in which film is moved past a light in 1889 and the Kinetograph movie
camera in 1893.
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But the filmmaking tradition as we know it, began in France in 1895 when the Lumière
brothers used celluloid photographic film and a crude motion picture camera and projector to
string together still frames to capture live action – actualités. By the turn of the century, movies
had caught on as both commerce and art in Europe and the US. Nickelodeons – storefronts cum
movie theaters that charged five cents for admission – popped up everywhere. Silent Film stars
such as Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, and Mary Pickford were born. WWI slowed down
Europe’s preeminence in film, giving rise to Hollywood’s dominance.
Hollywood film studios emerged in 1910, and by 1924, Universal, Paramount, Fox,
Warner Bros., and MGM were all major forces. The Studio System was a highly sophisticated
and controlled money-making machine. The studios’ marketing arms created stars and film
magazines, driving content consumption; their distribution divisions turned that consumption
into profit. Soon, music and then, spoken dialogue entered movies and by 1929 all Hollywood
movies were “Talkies.” Some of the silent stars simply couldn’t make the transition.
From the time of the introduction of sound through the late 1940s was “The Golden
Age of Hollywood,” spawning stars including Shirley Temple, Humphrey Bogart, Katherine
Hepburn, Cary Grant, Greta Garbo, The Marx Brothers, and Mae West. Movie Genres emerged
such as Romance (Gone With The Wind and Casablanca); Fantasy (The Wizard of Oz and It’s a
Wonderful Life); Musicals (The Broadway Melody); Biographies (Citizen Kane and Henry V);
Gangster flicks (Little Caesar and The Public Enemy); Horror (Dracula, Frankenstein, and King
Kong); Film Noir (Gaslight and Maltese Falcon); and, Comedies (It Happened One Night and
Duck Soup). Walt Disney stepped up his cartoons shorts to Animated Features in 1937 with
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, creating a rich legacy with Pinocchio, Fantasia, Dumbo, and
Bambi within just a few years.
During WWII, Propaganda films flourished in the UK with realistic films like 49th Parallel
and In Which We Serve and thereafter in the US with patriotic forays such as Yankee Doodle
Dandy and Mrs. Miniver. The Axis got in the game as well with Hitler commissioning Leni
Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will as a propaganda film for the Third Reich.
By the 1950s, television was on the rise, the studio system was losing power, and the
paranoia of the Cold War infiltrated Hollywood. The Committee on Un-American Activities,
targeting high profile Hollywood luminaries for suspected Communistic attachments, caused
massive blacklisting of entertainment talent. That paranoia was reflected in films of the day such
as Invasion of the Body Snatchers and War of the Worlds. The growing Civil Rights movement in
America was reflected in1950s films such as On the Waterfront and 12 Angry Men and many
more thereafter.
New technologies such as Cinemascope, a wide screen lens, and other big screen
formats became marketing tools to lure audiences back into theaters, particularly with big
historical films such as The Ten Commandments, Ben Hur, and Cleopatra. Disney expanded
from animated films such as Cinderella and Peter Pan to live-action films such as Old Yeller.
The studio system continued to decline in the 1960s, but still yielded some noteworthy
Historical Dramas such as Lawrence of Arabia and Dr. Zhivago; Psychological Thrillers such as
Psycho; Science Fiction such as 2001: A Space Odyssey and Planet of the Apes; Comedies such
as The Pink Panther and Dr. Strangelove; Spy/Caper films such as Goldfinger and The Thomas
Crown Affair; and, Spaghetti Westerns such as The Good, The Bad and the Ugly. The decade
also added to the US movie-going experience with some 4,000 drive-in theaters.
The 1970s marked a Renaissance of film in Hollywood altering the expected storytelling
norms by presenting complex and ambiguous antagonists and protagonists with life-like
dialogue, twist endings, and enhanced aesthetics – from cinematography to music scores.
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This period gave rise to Auteur-style film directors who personally controlled their vision through
signature films, such as Woody Allen’s Annie Hall, Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver, Francis Ford
Coppola’s The Godfather, Robert Altman’s Nashville, Terrence Malick’s Badlands, and Roman
Polanski’s Chinatown. During this era of freedom of expression, violent and controversial films
such as Straw Dogs, The French Connection, and Deep Throat released. Expanding US audience
tastes also veered to German cinema with the work of directors such as Wim Wenders and
Werner Herzog.
But this era also gave rise to massive commercial successes, from Blockbuster franchises
such as George Lucas’ Star Wars and Steven Spielberg’s Jaws to Disaster films like The Poseidon
Adventure and Towering Inferno. This launched the 1980s commercial trend of making fewer
films, but releasing to wider audiences with bigger marketing campaigns. Star Wars, Jaws, and
Indiana Jones sequel franchises dominated the 1980s. Other widely popular films were
Spielberg’s E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial and Tim Burton’s Batman, exceeding all previous box-office
records. Some more serious films cut through the blockbuster mandate such as Brian De Palma’s
Scarface; Scorsese’s Raging Bull, After Hours, and King of Comedy; and, British crossovers such
as Chariots of Fire, Ghandi, The Killing Fields, and A Room With a View. Also, this was the era of
VCRs and home videotape, which would change film aftermarkets and distribution windows
forever.
Film Technology had made big shifts from shooting on film stock to digital cinema
technology, DVDs replacing VHS tape for home video viewing, and early distribution of film and
video online. Home viewing was such a big business in the 1990s that Viacom bought
Blockbuster, the bricks-and-mortar video rental business that had 9,000 stores at its peak. Netflix
got into the game with through-the-mail subscription-based video rentals.
By the 1990s, the dual tracks of blockbuster mainstream hits and non-mainstream
independent films co-existed. Blockbusters such as Spielberg’s Jurassic Park and James
Cameron’s Titanic used slick Special Effects to enhance the story. Disney went back to its
animated roots with Beauty and The Beast, Aladdin, and The Lion King and released Pixar’s
computer animated Toy Story.
The rise in overall viewing gave more lift to Independent Films or “indies” including
Sex, Lies, and Videotape, Reservoir Dogs, and Pulp Fiction. To leverage the new commerciallyviable independent film trend, major studios created or took over independent production
companies including Miramax, New Line Cinema, Fine Line Features, Castle Rock Entertainment,
Sony Picture Classics, Fox Searchlight Pictures, Focus Features, Paramount Vantage, and Warner
Independent Pictures.
By the turn of the millennium, the two prevailing kinds of films – big budget
blockbusters and “indies” – had turned into three types. Independent film split into two types,
mid-sized specialty films made by these independent arms of the studios and smaller niched
authentic independent films.
The budgets for specialty films produced by subsidiaries of the conglomerates averaged
at $40 million including The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King, The Passion of the Christ,
The Hurt Locker, Sideways, and Children of Men. And the limited release niche or arthouse
independent films, generally costing between $5 and $10 million to produce, accounted for half
of the overall films in that decade. Some that gained success were Memento, Brokeback
Mountain, and Far From Heaven.
Blockbuster film budgets got even bigger, costing an average of $100 million to make,
in large part because they featured expensive computer-generated Animation. These films
targeted children, such as Shrek, Finding Nemo, The Incredibles, and Monsters, Inc.; older
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viewers, such as Avatar and Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest; or general audiences
with high-impact franchises, such as The Dark Knight and the Harry Potter series.
The 2000s also marked the globalization of film with films like Amelie, Slumdog
Millionaire, and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon and a resurgence of documentary films that
received critical acclaim such as An Inconvenient Truth, March of the Penguins, Supersize Me,
and Fahrenheit 9/11. Nearing the decade’s end, Netflix’s mail business was eclipsed by its
Video-on-Demand (VOD) Internet Streaming business and overall DVD sales and rentals had
dropped precipitously. With the economic downturn from the previous decade, the studios
shuttered or merged many of their specialty arms including Paramount Vantage, Picturehouse,
Warner Independent Picture, and New Line.
Now, in the 2010s, smaller films are struggling to get funded. Studios are focusing on
sure-fire hits with sequels, franchises, and high concept appeal such as Harry Potter, Toy Story,
Shrek, The Twilight Saga, Iron Man, Despicable Me, Transformers, Pirates of the Caribbean,
Kung Fu Panda, The Hangover, Cars, Ice Age, Madagascar, The Hunger Games, Men in Black,
and Monsters (University). As a result, arthouse and documentary films in theatrical release are
less evident.
Film is currently a $10 billion industry in North America (domestic box office) and a $36
billion business globally (foreign box office), with international the fastest growing segment of
the film industry.

Film Industry Standards
The Studios, major production and distribution companies that made, distributed, and marketed
films headquartered in the Hollywood, California area, created these norms. The most dominant
studios are known as the Majors, with the most influence exercised by The Big Six – Warner
Bros., 20th Century Fox, Paramount, Columbia, Universal, and Disney. Some of these studios also
have boutique subsidiaries or specialty divisions that focus on arthouse or genre films such as
Fox Searchlight, Miramax, New Line, and Sony Pictures Classics. Studios are designated as such
based on their film output and revenues. Studios usually have part ownership in distribution or
movie theater chains, allowing them to present the film more easily and retain more of the film’s
revenue. Production and distribution companies that are smaller than the studios are known as
Independents or Indies (not to be confused with indie films). Some of the biggest independents,
Lionsgate Films, MGM, DreamWorks SKG, and The Weinstein Company, are also dubbed the
Mini-majors.
What makes studios so powerful is their ability to apply their clout, money, and knowhow to the many stages of bringing a film to screen, increasing the chances of it getting made
and seen. The multi-year Production Cycle of a film includes Development (creative process,
screenplay written, financing secured to greenlight film); Pre-production (cast and crew hired, set
and locations determined); Production (film is shot); Post-production (editing of images, sound,
and visual effects and testing); and, Distribution (completed film is presented in cinemas or
distributed to various home video platforms).
In old Hollywood, the studios did it all. Today the majors are primarily financers,
distributors, and marketers of film and the actual production is done by smaller independent
production companies, which often acquire the distribution rights. The cost to make a film
ranges from several hundred million dollars to under a million. Tentpoles – films likely to support
the studio by turning a profit – like Spiderman, Shrek, and Harry Potter cost between $100 million
and $200 million. Many of these tentpoles are “High Concept” films, which have mass-market
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appeal, known stars or characters, an easy to understand premise, a connection to another media
property (other platforms or prequel, sequel), and merchandising and licensing opportunities.
Movies have always been categorized, but few agree as to whether clear genres exist
and what they are. Some common Genres in narrative film are Drama, Action, Romance,
Comedy, Thriller, SciFi, Historical, Musical, Family, and Adult.
Documentaries, unscripted films documenting real life are seen as a separate film
category. Documentary films are the darlings of many film festivals, but not necessarily the box
office. Most early films – from scenics and travelogues – were documentaries or reality based.
The era from Nanook of the North in 1922 up to Harvest of Shame in 1960 marked a strong halfcentury of promoting American democracy and raising consciousness through documentaries.
Thereafter, documentaries fell out of favor until the 1990s when a handful of known filmmakers
such as Ken Burns (Civil War, Baseball) on PBS and Michael Moore (Fahrenheit 9/11, Bowling for
Columbine), plus family films (March of the Penguins) through theatrical release helped spawn
their resurgence.
Film Ratings, designated by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), signal
the suitability of a film for different audiences. The ratings are: G – General Audience (all ages
admitted); PG – Parental Guidance Suggested (some material may not be suitable for children);
PG 13 – Parents Strongly Cautioned (not suitable for children under 13); R – Restricted (under 17
must be admitted with a guardian); NC 17 – No One 17 & Under Admitted (ages 17 and under
not admitted). Ratings are vital to a film’s marketing because they may exclude some audiences
or turn off others.
Films vary in length, but are categorized into two lengths – features and shorts. A
Feature film has a running time long enough to be the principle showing and can stand by itself
commercially. Generally, features range from 40 to 210 minutes. The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, The American Film Institute, and the British Film Institute define a
feature as being 40 or more minutes, while the Screen Actors Guild requires a feature to have a
running time of at least 80 minutes. The New York Times – considered the most coveted film
review – only reviews films that are 60 or more minutes.!!A Short is 40 minutes or fewer and is
usually screened with other shorts or before a feature film. Because of the difficulty in financing,
producing and distributing features, shorts are growing in popularity at festivals to showcase
new talent, but don’t have significant distribution or revenue streams.
Traditionally, the success of a film was measured in both art and business terms. If it
received critical acclaim from a respected film critic, not only did that review influence audience
attendance, but also that glowing New York Times review was a major success in and of itself.
A film’s business success is calculated by the number of theaters or screens it runs on,
the number of people who see the film, and the revenue raised from ticket sales. In a Theatrical
Release, films are viewed on screens in movie theaters. The more theaters or screens the film
plays on, the larger the distribution commitment. A Wide Release is at least 600 theaters
nationwide and a Limited Release is fewer than 600 screens, although it must include Los
Angeles to be eligible for Oscar consideration. Generally, for national media to cover a film it
must open in at least New York and Los Angeles. Many indie films will open in New York first
followed by Los Angeles and then expand to additional markets. All this is supported by a wave
of publicity and Word-of-Mouth (WOM). Little Miss Sunshine began as a limited release and
because of its strong opening, broadened to a wide release.
But the Holy Grail of business, and some say all film success, is the Box Office. Because
most films premiere on a Friday to maximize the chances of people seeing it over that weekend,
the opening weekend box office receipts are the first critical metric of its success. If marketing
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and distribution do their jobs, the potential audiences and revenue are huge. During its debut
weekend in early January 1960, Ben Hur was number one in box office sales, raking in $1.58
million. In February 2012, The Avengers set the domestic box office record of $207.4 million.
And in its opening weekend in June 2015, Jurassic World almost matched the domestic record
at $204.6 million and broke the global box office record at $512 million, with $100.8 million of
that from China.
On average, the distributer splits box office revenues with movie theaters. The “split”
varies with different deals, but the theaters usually get more in the early weeks and the
distributor gets a percentage of revenue after deducting the “house allowance.” Like the casino
is in Vegas, the movie theater is the “house.” In addition, there’s a split between Domestic (US
and Canada) and Foreign sales. In the 1980s, the international market made up about 40 per
cent of box office receipts; now it’s more than 70 percent. As a result, films need to be globally
attractive to succeed, plus there’s much more competition from overseas producers.
Box office receipts used to be an industry insiders-only measure, but produceraudiences are equally enthralled with these trends. Audience-friendly sites like Box Office Mojo,
Boxoffice, and ShowBIZ Data serve the film industry curious.
Some of the biggest changes wrought by technology on the film industry since the
1930s and 1940s are in film Distribution. Once, big studios had ownership or a stake in large
theater chains, hence they controlled a film’s distribution. Traditionally, films ran in theaters
exclusively for six months. By the mid-2000s, that standard had shrunk to 16 weeks. With the
many-stepped distribution cycle, studios are losing more control and revenue.
The cycle generally follows this progression: Theatrical Release, Video/DVD/Blu-ray, Pay
TV, Pay-Per-View (PPV)/VOD, Free and Cable TV, Hotels, Airlines, Non Theatrical (colleges,
cruise ships), Internet/Portable Devices, Independent Web Sites, Gaming Devices, Social Media,
DTO (Download-to-Own), EST (Electronic Sell-through), and Transactional and Subscription VOD.
The key principle of all distribution, called Ulin’s Rule, is to reap maximum consumption and
revenue during exclusive Release Windows for each platform.
With the increasing disruption of film distribution, the number of exclusive weeks in
theaters is shortening further. In 2006, European movie theater operators boycotted the release
of Night at the Museum when Fox scheduled a theatrical to DVD window of 13 weeks, shaving
more time off dwindling windowing norms. That same year, Steven Soderbergh released Bubble
on DVD and cable the day of its theatrical release, opening up the floodgates of entertainment
companies shortening release windows to get summer blockbuster DVD sales on their year-end
balance sheets to make films look more profitable.
Now, films are in theaters 12 to four weeks. Pressure from big streaming players such as
Netflix and Comcast is shrinking that timeframe even more. So is audience demand for “TV
Everywhere,” which also applies to film, further closing the gap between theatrical premiere,
DVD, downloading, and streaming windows. Day-and-Date Releases – a simultaneous release of
the film in theaters or TV broadcast with DVD/Blu-ray and VOD – are increasingly common.
Home Video, a holdover term from the VHS/ Betamax videotape era, used to mean
videotape distribution, and later, optical (DVD/Blu-ray). Now it is also used as the blanket term
for all pre-recorded content that is sold or rented for home entertainment – many of the
windows at the end of the distribution chain. It refers to all formats from optical (DVD/Blu-ray),
download-based (DTO), and digital distribution (Netflix). Because of growing financial pressures,
the various stakeholders for each window are often in conflict, especially around home video. In
addition, instead of “all rights” deals, these various rights for different platforms are split up
among different players, decreasing the amount of control and revenue to a single player.
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In the development of narrative film, there are a number of key Roles. There are various
iterations of producer: the Produced by credit goes to the person(s) most completely
responsible for the film’s production. The Executive Producer (EP) is generally involved in the
film’s financing and advancement of the property and Co-producers/Line Producers handle the
logistics of the production. The overall visionary for executing a film's artistic and dramatic
aspects is the Director. The film’s writer is called the Screenwriter and may be the idea’s creator
or may have been hired to write the screenplay. Documentaries’ credits are similar to narrative
film’s, with the creative visionary being the Director, who is often also the Writer and Producer.
But if a documentary also airs on television, there is an Executive Producer who is responsible
both for creative and business aspects of the film. The Editor and Sound Specialist are also
critical to a finished film. Because of the importance and increasing complexity of marketing and
distribution of films, the Producer of Marketing and Distribution (PMD) is a new position
prevalent in the indie film world and is increasingly recognized in the studio world.
Film Budgets fall into seven key categories by type of activity: Above-the-line (creatives
such as producers, directors, writers, actors, casting directors and their costs such as travel,
development, and assistants); Below-the-line (crew, equipment, food, transportation, props,
locations, and other resources); Post-production (editor, composer, sound designer, visual
effects, colorist, etc.); Overhead (office space, legal fees, postage, etc.); Marketing and
Distribution (research, advertising creative, media buys, public relations, social media, Web and
digital design, graphic design, photography, opens, trailers, events, film prints, supplies, travel,
etc.); Contingency (a percentage of the overall budget; extra money set aside for something that
pops up that you want to ensure you can do); and, Insurance (a percentage of overall budget; or
can be placed within sections of the budget).
The top US Film Awards organization is the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences (AMPAS or The Academy), which bestows film’s top award, the Oscar. Though many
contend that the Golden Globe, administered by the Hollywood Foreign Press Association, is
gaining caché. The Spirit Awards, hosted by Film Independent recognize independent film. All
of the guilds, the Directors Guild, Writers Guild, Screen Actors Guild, and Producers Guild,
recognize excellence in film. In addition, there are a number of prestigious juried awards for film
on the film festival and market circuit – from Cannes and Venice to Sundance and Toronto. The
British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) bestows awards for both film and TV for the
UK.
Film Marketing began almost the moment the industry started, with early studios’
publicity departments distributing headshots and production stills, turning unknown actors into
stars. The film’s distributor manages the marketing of a film. The film industry has a tradition of
big spending in public marketing because it recognized that promotion drove the film’s primary
revenue stream, in-theater viewing – or “butts in seats.” In turn, the theatrical release drove
other revenue streams.
Traditionally, the marketing budget has been the second largest cost of a film, second
only to the production. These marketing and distribution expenditures are often called the P & A
of the budget, which stands for the Prints (the physical copies of the movie, which cost $2,000
each to make and distribute) and Advertising (the TV, print, outdoor, digital, and other
advertising). Other modern aspects of marketing and promotion such as publicity, promotion,
and social media are usually included in the P & A budget.
Film marketing budgets vary based on the type of film. Big $100 million+ films generally
spend between one-third and one-half of production budgets on marketing and some match the
production budget. Avatar’s production budget was estimated at $300 million and its promotion
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budget at another $300 million. Mid-sized films spend a quarter or more of the production
budget and indies have very small marketing budgets, which may increase if the film performs
well. The average studio spend to market a major release is about $40 million, for example films
such as The Fault in Our Stars and Tammy. The MPAA used to release marketing budgets for its
members, but stopped in 2008. Traditionally, the bulk of film promotion budgets were spent just
before a film’s release cycle to positively affect the opening weekend. But now, with social
media and other guerrilla marketing strategies, marketing campaigns launch a year before the
film release and continue beyond, especially if the film is sequel-worthy.
Market Research is the first critical element of marketing a film to public audiences. It
sets the stage for a film’s marketing, revealing the film’s most viable target audiences and key
markets for distribution. Marketing research provides critical insights about what ending, title,
trailers, and ads will work best. Audience research can cost as much as $1 million.
The name or Title is one of the most important marketing decisions you can make for
your media or entertainment project. Modern Hollywood understands the value of a good name
in a crowded and fragmented landscape. The first crack at the title begins with the film’s creator.
Somewhere in the process from development to production, the distributors’ marketers and
researchers will work tirelessly to come up with the best title for a property. A good film or
entertainment title supports a film’s brand essence (personality and key message), and is
meaningful, simple and accessible, fresh and unique, evocative, and timeless. The film’s Key Art
(a term derived from key frames in animation) describes the film’s concept art and its associated
promotional pieces such as posters. Good key art must distill the message down to one big idea
that conveys the characters and their conflict and connects emotionally with your audience.
Marketing a film today begins in the early days of its development to the film industry.
Films are often presented and shopped around at top film Markets or festivals with dynamic
business environments such as The American Film Market (AFM) in Los Angeles; Cannes Film
Market in France; The European Film Market in Berlin, Germany; The Toronto Film Festival in
Canada; or The Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah. Film markets can be critical to securing
financing to greenlight or complete films and to securing domestic and foreign distribution.
Early in the promotional campaign, the distributor creates a Preview Web site and
Social Media platforms for the film so engaged fans can circulate art, trailers, interviews, and a
steady stream of content about the film. Audiences are often encouraged to create, post, and
share their own film-related content. A mainstay of film marketing is the movie Trailer because
it’s a highly engaging audio-visual medium that uses the film’s footage to convey a sense of the
film’s look, story, and characters. Trailers screen before other films in theaters, on home video,
and now, all over the Internet. Studios and passionate audience alike widely share trailers,
teasers, behind-the-scenes footage, and key art online and via social media.
When the film is finished, filmmakers and distributors also present the film at audiencefriendly events, bringing real-world and in-character talent. Many films seek entry to film Festivals,
because acceptance to the festival confers legitimacy, and trade press and distributors attend.
With just the right amount of buzz, a distributor might pick up a film at the festival or it can serve
as the world premiere of a film that already has distribution. There are 3,000 festivals worldwide
serving different formats or niches such as shorts, documentaries, or Latino filmmakers, or
different genres such as comedy, horror, or science.
Some of the most influential industry festivals include Festival de Cannes, Toronto
International Film Festival, Sundance Film Festival, Berlinale International Film Festival, Venice
Film Festival, Tribeca Film Festival, Telluride Film Festival, International Film Festival Rotterdam,
SXSW Film Conference and Festival, Seattle International Film Festival, AFI Fest, New York Film
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Festival, Clermont-Ferrand Film Festival, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, International
Documentary Film Festival, and HotDocs.
For film festivals and industry markets, the project develops press materials as part of
the film’s Publicity campaign. Electronic Press Kits (EPKs) are in a PDF format and are posted
online so film press and potential buyers can access them from anywhere. These are single multipage documents that include technical information about the film’s length and format; the film’s
logline; a 100-word synopsis of the story; a 400-word film synopsis; the director’s vision
statement; key bios (no more than 200 words); production credits; awards; and, sales,
distribution, and press contacts. The kit should also include links to the film’s art including the
logo, key art or concept art, poster, moster (moving poster), headshots, and production shots;
and, links to video assets such as the film’s sizzler or promo reel, trailers, teasers, key scene cuts,
and behind-the-scenes footage. These visual assets are also provided via DVD or flash drives.
Closer to the theatrical release or other format premiere, the studio or distributor
launches a massive film Review Program with top trade press and general interest film critics and
bloggers. Distributors host screening events before the premiere for these influencers. The bulk
of the film reviews appear right before the film’s premiere even if some screenings occur many
months earlier at a festival. The studios and distributors also conduct major consumer publicity
campaigns, taking film actors and directors on promotional tours to appear on TV talk shows
(morning, Today and afternoon, Ellen) and entertainment programs (Entertainment Tonight).
They also participate in radio, newspaper, and magazine interviews. This media buzz is
complemented with film talent actively posting online and on social media.
Some key film Media Outlets include Variety, Hollywood Reporter, Deadline
Hollywood, The Wrap, IndieWire, Reel Screen, Filmmaker, Screen International, World Screen,
Box Office Magazine, The Film Journal, The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times, Rolling
Stone, Entertainment Weekly, Rotten Tomatoes, Yahoo Film, IMDb, Metacritic, Flixter, Film.com,
MovieTimes, MRQE, Hollywood.com, Movies.com, SlashFilm, Ain’t It Cool News, Yahoo Movies,
Huffington Post, NPR, Entertainment Tonight, TMZ, The Today Show, Good Morning America,
Inside Edition, Access Hollywood, and Extra.
The movie industry spends $4 billion per year on paid Advertising, mainly on TV
because it allows for 15- and 30-second spots and longer trailers that reach mass audiences. But
because of soaring costs on hit shows, budgets don’t go very far. Sometimes short teaser spots
appear well before launch, but the bulk of advertising appears just before the film’s premiere.
Ads also appear in newspapers, radio, online, and on billboards. Despite the huge influence of
digital WOM, studios rarely spend more than $10 million on digital marketing. Films also use
product placement, where the film appears (visually or via dialogue) on a television show.
Small indie films that production companies must promote with limited funds often rely
on film markets to secure producing partners and funding and on festivals get the finished film in
front of distributors, financers, industry press, and film aficionados. This is when the film will get
its first critical reviews, which can boost or derail the film’s marketing and distribution campaign.
If a distributor picks up a film at one of these events, then it gets a huge boost in both
distribution and marketing. Because smaller films can’t afford television advertising, they rely
more heavily on trailers, publicity, online marketing, and social media to amplify the buzz from
festivals and other assets.
Finally, much later in its lifecycle, a film may launch an Oscar or Golden Globe "For
Your Consideration" (FYC) campaign to secure nominations and win the coveted awards. This
may include ads in trades such as Variety and Hollywood Reporter, influential papers such as Los
Angeles Times and New York Times, and online sites such as Deadline Hollywood and The Wrap.
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It also includes providing screeners or online access for screening to Academy or Hollywood
Foreign Press Association members, conducting publicity and social media campaigns, and
hosting special screenings in New York and Los Angeles. An Oscar bestows life-long marketing
benefit to an actor, writer, director, producer, or a film.

Film Trends
With growing financial uncertainty and a decade-long sluggish economy, studios and
independents are making fewer films that get wide or even limited Distribution. While
tens of thousands of films are produced yearly, fewer than 1,000 of them secure theatrical
release and receive significant marketing support from the distributor. Reticent to take on much
risk, studios are entering fewer development deals and creating less original content. That’s why
prequels, sequels, remakes, and literary adaptations dominate releases. This strategy assumes
less risk and leverages brands or franchises with proven track-records.
As a result, top film talent is jumping ship from Film to Television or at least moving
across both mediums. Film directors who have taken to directing television include J.J. Abrams
(Almost Human), Steven Soderbergh (Behind the Candelabra), Jane Campion (Top of the Lake),
Ridley Scott (Numbers), Todd Haynes (Mildred Pierce), and Tom Hanks (Band of Brothers).
Screenwriters Aaron Sorkin (Newsroom) and David Goyer (Da Vinci’s Demons) have penned for
TV, and actors Alex Baldwin (30 Rock), Kyra Sedgwick (The Closer), James Buscemi (Boardwalk
Empire), William H. Macy (Shameless), and Anna Paquin (True Blood) have showcased their
acting talent on television.
To increase the chance for success for the films they do make, studios and independents
are investing more in their Marketing budgets. Big franchises like Dark Knight and Transformer:
The Age of Extinction had marketing budgets in the realm of $200 million. And fan hits such as
The Hunger Games have had significant transmedia rollouts as part of their integrated content
and marketing strategy.
Because independent units of studios have closed, mid-level dramatic films are much
harder to make and get into distribution. Independent filmmakers and even some big name
filmmakers such as Spike Lee are crowd-funding (Kickstarter, Indiegogo, social media
campaigns) to raise money to get their films made. And distribution can be Crowd-sourced as
well. Services such as Gathr, use social media campaigns and audience ambassadors to host
screenings at boutique movie theaters, expanding the reach of limited release films. In 2013, the
documentary film, Girl Rising added hundreds of screenings this way, impelling Regal Cinemas
to commit to a wider distribution of the film.
In the current era in which financial considerations often outweigh artistic or social issue
value, there are fewer theatrical release Documentary films because they don’t make much
money. Traditional funding for documentaries has dried up because foundations have less
money due to the economy’s effect on investments and there are fewer and smaller government
grants due to Congressional appropriations cuts. The issue-oriented documentaries that make
the cut have caché, especially if they travel the high-profile festival circuit or are Oscar-worthy.
An emerging trend is television channels such as HBO, CNN, and PBS taking the lead in indie
films and documentaries, often premiering them at film festivals, yet giving them wider
distribution on television, such as the 2015 Oscar-winner, CitizenFour. !
Technology has created some bright spots in film. Computer-generated Imagery (CGI)
and 3-D have vastly improved the quality of special effects. And once a novelty, Large Format,
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is riding the wave of 3-D and special effects. With the success of Avatar, 3-D has regained
popularity, tapping into a potent revenue stream that allows theater owners to charge premium
prices for 3-D and IMAX screenings. IMAX has more than 600 wide screen screens nationwide,
with box office receipts growing exponentially, and its screens generating nearly five times the
revenue of those at a traditional cinema. (IMAX pockets as much as a third of each ticket's cost.)
There's also the cool factor. IMAX's giant curved screens, once best known for showing feelgood nature films at museums, have become among the hottest dates in Hollywood. Top
studios such as Disney and top directors such as James Cameron and J.J. Abrams open their
special-effects-laden features at IMAX venues to crank up the viewer experience.
Translating “TV Everywhere” to “Film Everywhere,” technologies (such as UltraViolet,
which is backed by every Hollywood studio except Disney) unlock a digitally-streamed version of
a film with every DVD and Blu-ray purchase across all audience devices. Cable providers and
content creators are also making their subscription content available on Second Screens.
Sophisticated home theater systems and high quality flat screen and curved TVs are bringing
high-impact in-theater film-viewing experiences to the home.
!
Finally, the old pressure to make back a big chunk of the production and promotion
money in the domestic release’s opening weekend – a holdover from the days when that
determined the bulk of a film’s revenue – is giving way to the recognition that the real money is
made across the entire distribution chain, and internationally. So a film that looks like a domestic
box office flop may still be a moneymaker through VOD, home video, or foreign box office
receipts.
International markets are quickly becoming dominant as both consumers and producers
of film. Almost three-quarters of film revenue is from foreign box office receipts. The movie
landscape is punctuated with the emerging influence of China, which is the second most
lucrative market and owns the most theaters in the world. And India’s “Bollywood” continues its
100-year-long love affair with film, with India remaining the biggest film-producing country in the
world.
Today, business measures of success dominate the film industry, because they
seemingly predict the chances of producers getting financing and distribution for the next
project in the production queue. Film is essentially a futures business and that’s exactly how
venture capitalists or studios backing films currently see it. But don’t count out the artistic side of
the business. A well-told story always enchants. Films like The Descendants, The Help, and The
Danish Girl prove just that.
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CHAPTER 3

Broadcast – Television and Radio

_______________________________
Broadcasting’s ability to disseminate audio and visual content to a broader audience, particularly
compared to the pre-existing one-to-one communications of telephone and telegraph,
drastically transformed society. Most closely associated with radio and television, broadcasting
refers to the wireless transmission of electromagnetic audio signals (radio) or audiovisual signals
(television) that are picked up by receivers. Broadcasting has created immediate, collective
experiences that have shaped entertainment, culture, war, and politics. And while the means of
transmission has changed, the influence of audio and visual content is as pervasive today as it
was with the first radio broadcast on Christmas Eve in 1906.

By Morningfrost; Licensed in the public domain via Wikimedia Commons

The SKY Sport24 news channel production control room.

History of Television
The vision of television began as early as 1820 and an article in Scientific American in 1880
speculated on what that vision might mean. GE, Bell, and RCA furtively sought the technological
formula to bring the concept to market, but the big laboratories were eclipsed in 1927 by 21year-old, Philo Farnsworth who produced the first electronic black and white (B & W) television
transmission. Still, it was RCA’s president, David Sarnoff, who later created the NBC television
network, who marketed television brilliantly and became known as the father of television. Early
experimental television transmissions in the 1930s were fuzzy, uninspiring coverage of sports,
music, and dance.
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When then NBC Founder, Sarnoff officially introduced television to the world at the
1939 World’s Fair, he said, “It is a creative force, which we must learn to utilize for the benefit of
all mankind.” By the 1940s, all three television Networks, NBC, CBS, and ABC proved that TV
was not just a fad. And in the 1950s, television erupted into its first Golden Age and has
continued to capture American audiences’ attention for three quarters of a century. Whether TV
has benefited mankind is still hotly debated.
Whatever its intentions, TV has always reflected society either directly, through storylines
that echoed the current culture, or indirectly, through escapist fare. WWII interrupted most of life
as we knew it, including television broadcasting, and after the war, television was the
opportunity for Americans to regain “normalcy.” Big brand advertisers were in league with the
TV networks leveraging consumerism through the idealized American family. Today, programs
like Lassie and Leave It to Beaver seem so homogeneous, they’re kitschy. I Love Lucy was a
more complex reflection of the American family during this era, advancing feminism more than
most people understood. The cover of the first national issue of TV Guide was Lucy’s baby, Desi
Arnaz, Jr. Whether The Andy Griffith Show or Modern Family, American television always has
and will explore the seminal theme of defining family.
Network television was free to the customer because it was supported by advertising or
overall sponsorship. Soap companies supported daytime dramas to reach stay-at-home moms
and Hallmark sponsored Hallmark Hall of Fame made-for-TV movies for families.
Through the 1960s, the strife of the Civil Rights Movement; the shootings of John F.
Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and Robert Kennedy; and, the Vietnam War generated Color
broadcasts of safe escapist programs such as Lawrence Welk, Gilligan’s Island, or My Favorite
Martian. But social commentary also emerged with Peyton Place, Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-in,
The Ed Sullivan Show, and 60 Minutes.
Americans’ more jaundiced sensibility from the horrendous events of the 1960s was
reflected in 1970s television (which many contend was when the 1960s actually ended) through
the biting irreverence of CBS’s Saturday night one-two punch of M*A*S*H and All In the Family;
the satire of Saturday Night Live; and, the exploration of social issues on soaps such as All My
Children. The reaction to this troubling era also played out in escapism, taking the form of The
Bionic Woman, Jeopardy, and Donny and Marie, and continued into the 1980s with Dallas and
Star Trek: The Next Generation. The 1980s also echoed the angst of Baby Boomers redefining
family with Full House and navigating home and work with Thirtysomething.
The 1980s also marked the explosive growth of Cable television, first introduced in the
1970s with the nation’s first pay-TV channel, HBO and Ted Turner’s first “superstation,” WTBS,
the precursor to CNN. Audiences paid gatekeeping cable Multiple System Operators (MSOs)
(Comcast, Time Warner) for basic or premium cable services. With the growth of cable’s Satellite
distribution system, some 53 million people subscribed to cable by the end of the decade
watching 80 available cable channels. Cable created significant competition for the networks,
and niche programming was born, satisfying a variety of individual tastes and fragmenting
audiences,
By the mid 1990s, there was a new wave of social discontent due to Iran Contra and
anti-Bush sentiment, spawning sarcastic direct hits like Murphy Brown, The Simpsons, South Park,
and Family Guy and a broadened interpretation of family to include friends, generating
comedies such as Friends, Cheers, Frasier, and Seinfeld.
Digital technological advances late in the 1990s, allowed for more TV channels over the
same amount of available bandwidth, yielding even more cable channels. By the early 2000s,
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digital also provided new services such as High Definition Television (HDTV) and VOD. VOD and
Digital Video Recorders (DVRs) gave audiences power over the TV schedule.
The life-altering inflection point of 9/11, followed by war in the Middle East, gave rise to
darker justice-driven dramas in the 2000s such as Criminal Minds, NCIS, CSI, The Mentalist, and
Law & Order: SVU. In addition, the diminished revenue from technology’s effect on TV’s
business model, favorer cheaper factual programs over more expensive scripted television. This
launched the next expression of escapism, reality TV – allowing audiences to transport
themselves into new, real worlds. Audiences were heady with the new power of “judgment” that
reality shows like Survivor, The Bachelor, The Apprentice, Dancing with the Stars, and American
Idol afforded them, especially when they could interact directly with the program’s outcome.
And now in the 2010s, still suffering the effects of a deep recession and the longest war
in American history and equipped with technology that allows for binge-viewing, audiences have
immersed themselves in complex, adult story lines through a wave of new cable dramas inspired
by HBO’s The Sopranos. Some satisfy the escapism impulse such as Breaking Bad, The Walking
Dead, Vampire Diaries, and Game of Thrones, while others offer social commentary such as
Homeland, 24, Burn Notice, and House of Cards. And with enhanced voices through their social
media platforms, audiences are basking in the irreverence of the satiric presentations of news on
Comedy Central’s The Daily Show and the former The Colbert Report or the escapist pleasures
of interacting with reality TV such as The Voice or Duck Dynasty.
Television has always changed with the tenor of the times and in the past several
decades, also changed because of three critical industry evolutions – cable, broadband
technologies, and shifting economics. Some 25 years ago, the networks dominated the
television landscape and could expect huge audiences because there was so little competition.
The top rated show in 1953 was I Love Lucy, garnering a 67.3 rating; the top rating show in
2013-14 was Big Bang Theory, with a 6.2 rating.
Now, there are millions of hours of content to choose from and audiences watch
television on a plethora of screens – from TVs and tablets to computers and smartphones.

Television Industry Standards
Over the course of its history, TV has been dominated by television Networks, both producers
and distributors of TV fare. The three big original commercial television networks, ABC, NBC,
CBS, expanded to four with the entrée of Fox in 1986, and to five with the establishment of CW
in 2006 (after absorbing predecessors UPN and The WB). PBS is viewed as a non-commercial
network and often is seen as the sixth television network. A network is defined as a central
operation that provides a diversity of programming quantity and types (news, drama, reality,
educational) to local television stations, heavily regulated by the FCC. The local O & Os (Ownedand-Operated by the network) and independent Affiliates (owned by separate businesses), carry
the network’s national programming schedule and also provide their own local programming.
Network programming is free through digital signals.
Cable television is a system of providing video programming – at a subscription-based
cost to the customer – through a “pipe” to the home, which may also include broadband and
telephone services. Cable TV is offered through a Basic package of about 80 channels. Premium
channels such as HBO, Showtime, Cinemax, and Starz are provided through premium packages
for additional money. The hundreds of cable channels – from CNN and AMC to SyFy and The
Military Channel – offer niched programming for every interest and taste.
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Today, there are major Media Families that cross film, network and cable TV, online, and
print with various TV entities within them. Some examples are NBC Universal (owned by Comcast),
which includes NBC, USA, Bravo, SyFy, E!, Golf Channel, Oxygen, PBS Kids Sprout, CNBC,
MSNBC, The Weather Channel and more. It also owns Universal Pictures, Focus Features, Working
Title Films, Daily Candy, and iVillage in other platforms. Time Warner owns HBO, Cinemax, CNN,
HLN, TBS, TNT, TCM, and Warner Bros. Studios, New Line Cinemas in film, and scores of
magazines from Time and Sports Illustrated to People and Entertainment Weekly. Disney owns
ABC, A & E, History, Biography, Lifetime, Fusion, ESPN, a number of film studios such as Walt
Disney Studios, Walt Disney Animation, Pixar, and Lucasfilms, plus Walt Disney World theme parks,
music, licensed products, retail stores, and live events. Viacom owns Showtime, MTV, VH-1,
Comedy Central, Nickelodeon, BET and Paramount Pictures; and, the Discovery Networks,
including Discovery Channel, Science Channel, Animal Planet, TLC, and OWN.
Traditional television follows linear programming “slots” based on Time Periods
including: Morning, Daytime, Soaps, Primetime, Children’s, News, Late Night, Sports, and
Movies. Television Formats include Animated, Live-action Scripted, and Live-action Unscripted.
Television Genres include Comedy, Drama, Factual, Reality, News, Game Show, Public Affairs,
Religious, Sports, Talk Show, Variety, Children’s, Cooking, and Mini-series.
A half-hour program is generally 22 minutes of programming and eight minutes of
commercials, on-air promos, or PSAs (public service announcements). And, an hour is between
40 and 42 minutes of programming and 18 to 20 minutes of non-programming (PBS’
programming hour is 56 minutes because there are no advertising interruptions).
News, morning shows, and late night are usually created in-house by the distributor –
the network or cable company. Entertainment-driven content (drama, comedy, reality) is
generally made by outside production companies (and some big studios with television arms)
and is commissioned or picked up by distributors through a frenetic year-long television cycle,
beginning with summer pitches and leading to fall premieres.
TV Scheduling is an important part of securing viewership. Primetime television is 7:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. (Central and Mountain Time) and 8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. (Eastern and Pacific
Time). Family-friendly fare airs in primetime’s first hour, and adult subject matter, in the final hour.
Sunday night is one of the biggest television viewing nights because of its high
Households Using Television (HUTS), but is highly competitive. Monday was a dead zone until
Monday Night Football gave it lift. Thursday has been a coveted night for networks to position
their best fare because sweeps launch on Thursdays and it’s the last big TV-viewing night before
consumers make their purchasing or movie-going decisions. Thursday has been the home to a
pantheon of stand-outs from The Dean Martin Show and Friends to CSI and The Big Bang
Theory. Friday and Saturday are low TV-viewing nights because more people go out. But quieter
nights offer a less crowded field for new programs to find audiences. All of this TV timeslot
strategy is becoming less and less relevant in a “TV Everywhere” landscape.
Networks and cable outlets rarely premiere their own new programs in the same week,
but rather spread them out so that they don’t compete and each garners maximum media
attention. They know that TV critics can only review a finite number of programs in any given
week – a key reason why the fall season of premieres has expanded from a week to almost six
weeks. Broadcasters showcase their prestige shows during Sweeps, which occur four times a
year in November, February, May, and July when viewing is captured via nearly 2 million Paper
Diaries, setting ad rates. This pumps up viewing, but also stiffens competition. May is common
timing for fall season program finales because of sweeps and because it just precedes Emmy
voting, which begins in June.
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Television viewing, which determines advertising rates, is measured by ratings captured
by analytics firms such as Nielsen, Arbitron, and comScore. There are two key measurements –
ratings points and share. A television Rating ranges from a .1 to a 10.0 and is the percentage of
all TV households (HH) tuned into that program during an average minute of the program or
time period – percentage viewing of the potential TV-viewing universe. Since there are 116.4
million TV viewing HHs in the US, a 1.0 rating is approximately 1 percent or 1 million HHs.
A Share represents the percentage of TV HHs with TV sets in use during an average
minute of the program or time period – the percentage viewing of the overall TV-viewing
universe. Because the number actually viewing is less than the overall potential universe, the
share is always larger. So a solid showing for a television program would be a 2.7 rating and a
4.0 share. Ratings are collected from households that represent key audience demographics,
capturing live viewing, and some DVR and online viewing.
Nielsen captures ratings several ways through its sample homes. Set Meters on TV sets
report what channel is turned on. People Meters are assigned to individuals in a household and
gather info about who is watching. Paper Diaries are written records of viewing practices,
documented by household members. Sweeps ratings are more heavily weighted in ad cost
count calculations, so programmers program their best TV fare during these periods.
The Overnights, ratings for the live broadcast, have been the traditional TV ratings
measure, but don’t account for time-shifted viewing via DVR, streamed content through thirdparty providers viewed online or on mobile devices. So Nielsen introduced additional ratings
timeframes, C3 ratings (commercial ratings plus three days of time-shifting) and Live+7 ratings
(total viewing for a full week after air). These measures are seen as better measures of the “TV
Everywhere” viewing universe, particularly among coveted, but elusive 18-to-34-year-olds.
New technologies have disrupted television Distribution. What began as an exclusive
run with a broadcaster followed by licensing into syndication for many years, now has now been
replaced with many other steps and aftermarkets. The broadcast television distribution cycle is:
Broadcast, Cable, Syndication (requiring a certain number of episodes), Video,
Download/Internet, and Pay-Per-View (PPV)/VOD. Europe has even faster TV to VOD windows
than the US.
The key Roles in television include the Executive Producer (EP) who oversees the
creative and business aspects of the show. The top EPs are the showrunners and, in scripted
television, often run the writers’ room of the program’s Writers. The program’s creators (the
Created by credit) may or may not stay with the production and if they do, are often EPs. There
are a number of other layers of Producers connected to the program, who may also be show
writers. TV also had Directors, Stage Directors, Editors, Engineers, and other technical positions.
The top US television Awards organization is the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences (ATAS), now called the Television Academy, which bestows television’s top award, the
Emmy. The Golden Globe Award, bestowed by the Hollywood Foreign Press Association
recognizes both TV and film and is rising in status. The George Foster Peabody Awards
recognize excellence in broadcast and online media. The International Digital Emmy Awards,
sponsored by the International Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, recognizes excellence in
digital television. The Streamy Awards also recognize streamed television. The British Academy
of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) covers both film and TV.
Television Budgets vary a great deal. Generally, scripted television is more expensive
than unscripted. Multi-camera programs are less expensive than single-camera productions.
Location shoots cost more than shooting on a soundstage. Depending on its complexity,
animation may cost more to produce than live-action.
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TV budgets are calculated by the cost to produce an hour or per episode. Lavish dramas,
such as Game of Thrones, cost $6 million per episode; Breaking Bad, $3 million; and, The Big
Bang Theory, around $2 million (which is around the industry average). Reality programs cost
between $100,000 to $500,000 per episode. Programs like Housewives of New York are on the
upper end of that range because of the expensive vacations the cast and crew take as part of the
storylines, whereas Ice Road Truckers, is well below the average because of its basic production
requirements. Television movies and mini-series can be extravagant, with HBO’s Band of
Brothers costing $12.5 million per episode and mini-series The Pacific costing more than $200
million to produce, more than most feature films.
Television Marketing is a significant aspect of the television industry. Networks and
cable companies will match the production budget for big tentpole programs or premieres, but
the rule of thumb is about one-third of the production budget.
Bringing a new TV show to market is part of a carefully-orchestrated year-long
production cycle. To get a program greenlit, creators pitch the concept to development
executives in the spring/summer; then pitch to networks, cable programs, and other distributors
in the summer/fall; finalize the pilot script in the winter; cast and produce the pilot in early
winter; and, audience-test the program in the spring. If the series is picked up by a distributor in
the spring, it is titled, tentatively scheduled, and the launch marketing campaign begins in
earnest. If a new program falls into the maw of this creative, business, and promotion machine, it
may lead to a fall premiere. Before a new program’s launch, executives re-enter the
development cycle for the next season’s potential new spate of programs.
Several major Industry Events for gatekeepers are seminal to a program’s success – the
Upfronts in May in New York present the program to advertisers (also Newfronts for digital
media) and the Television Critics Association (TCA) Press Tour in Los Angeles presents the
program to television critics in the summer for fall premieres, and in January for the growing
number of mid-season premieres.
Based on the program’s target audiences, the network’s/distributor’s marketing and PR
departments and their outside firms spend the spring and summer (assuming a fall premiere)
creating on-air promos, social media and digital campaigns, advertising campaigns, publicity
tours, and special events to reach public audiences.
Like film, TV program Titles are paramount to television marketing. In television, visual
Electronic Program Guides (EPGs) are a huge consideration. The show’s length determines the
number of characters that fit in the program box on the grid: a half-hour show gets about 10
characters; two-hour specials get many more. And in a world of social TV with Twitter’s 140
characters, brevity is paramount. A TV program’s key art and promotional photography are also
critical calling cards. Good TV photos combine character with story to advance the narrative – a
pillar of photojournalism.
Like most entertainment platforms, television properties seek television critic and
influential blogger Reviews before launch to positively reach and influence public audiences. The
TCA Press Tour event reaches a lot of them and others are serviced with press materials, preview
copies, and access to the program’s talent some six to two months before the program’s
premiere. In addition, the program’s talent is trotted out for consumer publicity campaigns to
support the premiere and mid-season.
Whether an EPK or a hard copy, television Press Kits generally include: a press release;
series description or synopsis; series or TV special fact sheet; TV episode fact sheet and
descriptions; cast and crew bios (no more than 200 words); high resolution photos including
formal cast shots, action shots, and behind-the-scenes production shots (JPEG); designed
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artwork, posters, logos, title treatments (JPEG or TIFF); review copies of the TV special or series
(DVD, flash drive, or link); video sizzler, promo reel, trailer, teaser, scene cuts, and behind-thescenes footage (CD/DVD, flash drive, or link with rights cleared for media use); live links to the
program’s Web site, and social media platforms; and, press contacts.
Some key film Media Outlets include TV Guide, Hollywood Reporter, Variety, Deadline
Hollywood, The Wrap (syndicated by Reuters America), USA Today, New York Times, Los
Angeles Times, Washington Post, Chicago Sun-Times, Entertainment Weekly, People, Rolling
Stone, Associated Press (AP), Time, Huffington Post, NPR, Entertainment Tonight, TMZ, The
Today Show, Good Morning America, Inside Edition, Access Hollywood, Extra, Yahoo TV, TV
Week, Electronic Media, C21Media, Broadcast, Multichannel News, World Screen, and Emmy.
In today’s audience-engaged world, marketers are upping the social media, blogger,
and mobile app presence (such as Viggle, Beamly and Shazam) in their marketing campaigns.
Social Media has provided the conduit for audiences to directly enter conversations, which can
be amplified by project news, talent chats, story world assets, exclusive content, contests, and
games. Contestants and hosts of reality television shows, actors, and behind-the-scenes creative
talent are viewed by audiences as celebrities, energizing and engaging social audiences.
After launch, critical acclaim offers even more “in-the-moment” marketing opportunities
to help the program build momentum. Throughout the program’s season, marketers seek ways
to keep the program top-of-mind, leveraging the program’s storyline, actors’, casts’, or hosts’
popularity, program-viewing or social media trends, and even world events.
If the program is strong enough and meets the appropriate criteria, it may be
considered for a Golden Globe Award (January) or an Emmy (September). To secure
nominations and the awards, producers and distributors may launch an industry “For Your
Consideration” (FYC) awards marketing campaign – including ads in industry publications and
Web sites, events, social media, publicity, program screeners, and promotional mailers to voting
members of the Hollywood Foreign Press and Television Academy. If the program is nominated,
a second FYC marketing campaign wave begins. Winning a Golden Globe or Emmy can boost
viewership and certainly boosts the producers’ and distributor’s clout.

Television Trends
Over the past few decades, changing technologies have stripped control from media companies,
shifting power over to audiences. Now, audiences are masters of their own media destinies.
Broadband viewing – on cable, the Internet, and mobile – has enabled audiences to consume
film, TV, and video, whenever and wherever they want it – the “TV Everywhere” phenomenon.
They watch on an array of Second Screens – laptops, tablets, smartphones, watches, and video
eyeglasses – outside of programming schedules or premieres. Over-the-Top (OTT) (third-party
providers that bypass cable operators, satellite, or telco distributors and deliver content on
Internet-connected devices and set-top boxes) consumption of broadband Internet video and
audio on Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu Plus, and Pandora is booming.
All this has threatened traditional business models. People are Cord-cutting –
downgrading or eliminating their cable or satellite TV subscriptions because of cost,
convenience, or redundancy. Programmers, audience researchers, and advertisers are struggling
to track and monetize Time-shifted viewing (viewing whenever you want) and resultant Bingewatching (viewing many episodes or seasons of a program back-to-back).
The Distribution balancing act – determining how long to offer a media property on
one platform before audience demand shrinks and it’s time to offer it on the next one – must
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incorporate newer TV distribution windows – from Home Video (DVD/Blu-ray) and PPV to VOD
and Download-to-Own (DTO). So, to meet audience demand for “TV Everywhere,” properties
are racing through the distribution chain, often before maximizing the benefit from the previous
window.
Digital television distribution platforms have disrupted all of those traditional rules of
viewership and monetization. Now, beyond the original three network broadcasters, there are
new layers of middlemen in the game – distributors from the MOS’s Comcast, Direct TV, and AT
& T and OTT digital third-party aggregators such as Netflix, YouTube, Hulu, Amazon, and Apple.
But this disruption of business models and audience viewing habits may have actually
ushered in a TV Renaissance. This new Platinum Age of Television is owed to risk-taking by
cable channels and the attendant migration of film professionals to TV. The uncertain
experiment of The Sopranos has flourished into a new scripted Drama tradition of quality
character-driven studies, chancier subjects and storylines, and feature film-like production values.
With complex characters and stories, programs like Mad Men, Fargo, True Detective,
Outlanders, Dexter, Game of Thrones, Homeland, and Boardwalk Empire are much like feature
films, but told in installments the way Mark Twain wrote his novels. Cable channels like AMC and
HBO and OTT services such as Netflix and Amazon are becoming the new movie studios and
incubators of transmedia brands. AMC’s Season 4 premiere of The Walking Dead drew more
than 20 million viewers – amazing numbers for television of any kind, let alone cable. HBO has
had a string of winning series from The Wire to Game of Thrones and continues to curate new
series. Netflix now calls itself a “movie and TV series network.” The networks are scrambling to
compete with competitors’ run of quality dramas, and have developed a few excellent forays.
The number of episodes in drama series’ seasons has shortened from the old standard
network order of 39 episodes with 13 summer repeats, down to 26, and then to 13 or fewer. This
trend allows networks and cable channels to carry less risk when they pick up a series. In the
2014 season, Mad Men had 7 seven episodes; True Detective, 8; Downton Abbey, 9; Game of
Thrones, 10; Homeland, 12; House of Cards, 13; and, The Good Wife, 22.
As part of this new TV age, the horror and fantasy genres have migrated from film to
television with series such as True Blood, The Walking Dead, American Horror Story, and Grimm.
Scripted genres are often mixing, becoming hybrids of comedy and drama – dramadies, such as
Weeds and Castle.
The networks are also squarely back in the Comedy business with huge hits from The
Big Bang Theory and Modern Family to Parks and Recreation and New Girl. Comedy’s singlecams look more like dramas (HBO’s Curb Your Enthusiasm), as do one-hour comedies such as
HBO’s Girls. The recession has also wrought a resurgence of cheaper multi-cams comedies that
dominated the 1980s and 1990s (Cheers, Friends), along with their more expensive single-cam
counterparts prevalent in the 1960s and early 1970s (The Munsters, Bewitched). TV’s renaissance
is translating into silver screen-worthy brands such as HBO's Entourage.
For the past 20 years, Reality has been a massive force in television because reality
programs are cheaper to produce than scripted and can bring in big numbers. Previously, reality
juggernauts were host-driven, like ABC’s The Bachelor, CBS’s Survivor, and Bravo’s Top Chef.
Now, more character-driven series such as MTV’s Jersey Shore, Bravo’s Shahs of Sunset, and
Discovery’s Alaska: The Last Frontier, are equally popular.
Performance is also hot, both in scripted series such as Nashville and Glee and in realitybased series such as American Idol and Dancing with the Stars. Broadcasters and cable channels
are seeking to build successful Franchises in both drama and reality (NCIS, CSI, Law and Order,
The Real Housewives), instead of just television programs. Franchises include various spin-offs
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based on the same winning concept or formula and can be cost effectively leveraged through
network cross-promotional opportunities. Some of big franchise creators are Anthony Zucker,
Mark Gordon, Jerry Bruckheimer, and Mark Burnett.
Because of economics and growing audience demand, there’s more support for Series,
rather than one-offs (specials). The cost is huge to make and promote a special (an entirely new
brand) that may air only one or two nights. That same amount of money spent on an ongoing
series can translate into an uptick in seasonal viewership. Discovery’s programming used to be
75 percent specials, 25 percent series and now those ratios have flip-flopped. Even the madefor-TV-movie channels are investing in ongoing series. Lifetime has Project Runway and Dance
Moms and Hallmark has Martha Bakes, Cedar Cove, and Good Witch. The Emmys merged the
mini-series and made-for-TV-movies awards categories because there are fewer of them. Oneoffs and specials are also much shorter than in years past because of audience fragmentation,
competition, and diminishing attention spans.
Digital television platforms are tinkering with their business models, ranging from
advertising-supported, sponsored, subscription, and hybrids. VOD, DVRs, online streaming, and
digital devices are killing the economics of repeats. In particular, popular cliffhanger-like reality
or dramatic programs now have limited syndication potential because of their broader
availability and public storylines. But syndication is not necessarily dead, as network stalwarts like
Criminal Minds and Law & Order are moving to entities such as Ion TV.
Digital television and Webisodes don’t follow specific formats. It’s all over the place in
terms of look and feel. Canceled traditional television programs have been reincarnated on new
digital platforms, retaining their format and loyal following including the Fox sitcom, Arrested
Development on Netflix, the NBC comedy, Community on Yahoo!, and the ABC soap, All My
Children on OWN.
In addition, former Hollywood luminaries have launched original Web series including
Jerry Seinfeld’s Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee on Sony Picture Television’s, Crackle and Tom
Hank’s Electric City on Yahoo!. These digital players are launching many new original series
including Netflix’s House of Cards and Orange is the New Black; Amazon’s Alpha House,
Transparent, and children’s program, Creative Galaxy; and, Yahoo!’s Sin City Saints and The
Pursuit. HBO is now presenting online series such as Web comedy, The Gorburger Show.
There is still free over-the-air television with much of its programming being special
interest, nostalgic, or re-runs of recent “hot” series. It can be watched with a digital TV and overthe-air antenna. Already, some companies are looking to stream these over-the air channels on
the Internet for a nominal fee, a hotly-contested area of copyright infringement law. The
technologies driving television growth are HD, 3-D, and wireless. It’s still unclear as to whether
audiences are motivated by smart TVs.
Ideology is popping up in news and information, and voices of opinion are becoming
personalities. For some younger audiences, news and opinion are indistinguishable. There is a
labeling of programming for the “left” (CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360, PBS’ NewsHour, Al Jazeera,
and Comedy Central’s The Daily Show, etc.) and programming for the “right” (Fox’s The O’ Reilly
Factor and The Sean Hannity Show and One America News’ programming). Nightly news viewership
is down, especially among younger audiences, but morning news and news magazines are up.
Television and Social Media have become cozy bedfellows, allowing for organic
communications with audiences about real-world and fictional media universes. Social media
creates interest in new properties among potential fans in various niches and amplifies existing
fandom for franchises, ongoing TV series, and specials. And with its virtual public square, social
media amplifies live viewing.
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Breaking Bad became a social media sensation in its final season, because AMC invited
audiences into its production universe to say farewell to the series. AMC segued a small, but loyal
following from its early seasons into a huge fanbase in its final season. The finale had 6 million
Facebook “Likes” and 23 million Breaking Bad-related social interactions from 11 million+ users.
The series’ finale attracted 10.3 million viewers (a 5.2 rating) – up 300 percent from the previous
year’s finale. The finale’s social engagement translated into $250,000 for 30-second spots, up from
$75,000 for the rest of the season, and it earned 10 out of 10 stars in IMDb’s viewer ratings.
Traditional TV Viewership has dropped, but overall viewership on all of broadband,
while hard to measure, may not be down. Nielson estimates that across all measured devices,
Americans are watching 4 hours and 19 minutes of television daily. Live TV attracts some of the
biggest TV ratings, creating the coveted “water cooler effect” on social media platforms. CBS
takes in on average $250 million in national advertising for the Super Bowl and another $50
million for pre-game advertising. Older viewers are more likely to watch live TV on set boxes or
time-shifted on DVRs than younger viewers. AMC’s critically-acclaimed Mad Men has
successfully mined the nostalgia factor for Baby Boomers, possibly an underserved TV audience.
Millennials watch significantly less television overall than their older counterparts, but when they
do, they are more likely to watch online or via mobile on their laptops, tablets, and smartphones.
The International television market has mirrored the US’s and the publishing industry’s
over the past 25 to 40 years. Time-shifting and second screen-viewing are on the rise, as are
subscription-based services that assume less risk than advertiser-supported enterprises. There
are more niched choices and fewer advertising dollars to go around. Public service broadcasters
in the UK, Germany, and Australia are getting much less money from their governments.
In his 2013 MIPCOM keynote speech in Cannes, DreamWork’s CEO, Jeffrey Katzenberg
said, “In the 40 years I’ve been in the entertainment industry, I don’t think there’s ever been a
time filled with so much new and unique opportunity for the world of television.” This from a guy
who built his considerable career in film.

History of Radio
Radio technology began in the late 1800s at about the same time film was emerging. On
Christmas Eve in 1906, Reginald Fessenden of Massachusetts broadcast the first radio
transmission playing “O Holy Night” on his violin and reading from the Bible, heard by out-tosea sailors.
Two individuals significantly advanced radio. Nikola Tesla, a Serbian-American, invented
a system of alternating-current dynamos and transformers and invented the Tesla induction coil
used widely in radio. Guglielmo Marconi, an Italian inventor, developed an important wireless
telegraphy for European navies that is credited with saving 700 lives in the Titanic disaster of
1912.
The first news radio program was broadcast from a college radio station in Detroit,
Michigan in 1920. Thereafter, a plethora of broadcast radio programming erupted in
entertainment, including Dramas, Comedies, and Variety shows and in other Formats including
Sports, News, Public Affairs, and Music. Radios were built into automobiles, forging the perfect
American marriage of wheels and tunes.
Media moguls such as David Sarnoff, the creator of NBC, and William S. Paley, who built
CBS, helped create radio Networks such as RCA, GE, Westinghouse, NBC, and CBS in the
1920s. They were chains of radio stations in various cities broadcasting standard programming,
often at the same time. Some of these radio stations were O & Os (Owned-and-Operated by the
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network) and others were Independent Affilates (owned separately), but all were affiliated with
the network’s national programming and brand.
This affiliate arrangement allowed for selling advertising in larger blocks that reached all
or most of the country, creating a new broadcast Advertising Model that launched a multidecade Golden Age of radio. The company would sponsor an entire half-hour program, such as
the Maxwell House Hour, airing its sponsorship messages at the head and tail of the program,
much like public broadcasting does today. This model made radio free to its audiences and later
migrated to television through programs such The Colgate Comedy Hour and soap operas.
The creation of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 1934 placed radio
and all broadcast media under ongoing federal government regulation. The FCC owns the
broadcast frequencies, leases them to broadcasters, and monitors for clear differentiation
between advertising and news.
By the 1940s – through sound alone – radio had become the country’s top mass
entertainment choice. And it pioneered a still-used entertainment technique of pushing the
boundaries of audiences’ understanding of what’s real and what isn’t. On Halloween in 1938,
CBS radio broadcast War of the Worlds, Orson Welles’ 62-minute live news adaptation of the
H.G. Wells novel about Martians invading Earth. The radio broadcast, set in real-world Grover’s
Mill, New Jersey, had up-front disclaimers that it was fictional, but aired continuously with no
commercial breaks, like breaking news. In a tense pre-WWII climate and with its realistic news
report presentation that many people dipped into after the disclaimer, panic ensued. In one
month alone, the broadcast generated 12,500 newspaper stories. The production was
excoriated for irresponsible deception and even the FCC investigated, but the broadcast
launched Welles’ career as a dramatist.
By the early 1950s, television began pilfering radio’s entertainment genres and its top
stars such as Abbott and Costello and Jack Benney. Radio’s network system and associated
advertising model translated perfectly to television, where it was thriving. Because sponsors
followed the stars to the TV box, radio was officially pronounced dead in 1953. But radio
survived with the introduction of the transistor radio (the first mobile media device); by serving
niche markets and their advertisers, and, by creating new genres.
Weekday morning and evening commutes gave rise to News and Talk Radio blocks.
From the 1950s onward, radio’s strength has been in music, talk, news, and sports. By the 1960s,
radio and television sponsorship was sliced and diced into separate ads or Spots. Collectively,
these commercials filled a much larger portion of the total program than the sponsorship model.
As the medium evolved, it also segmented radio advertising into Dayparts, such as
6 a.m. to 10 a.m., 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., and 7 p.m. to midnight. The spots running
after midnight, from 12 a.m. to 6 a.m., were called Overnights. Radio also sweetened the
advertising pot by offering greater reach and buzz to a traditional media buys through
promotions such as giveaways, stunts, trivia quizzes, and contests.
Most people think of radio as the purveyor of tunes for the summer road trip or the upto-date local weather report. But radio signals also have powered mobile phones since the
1970s.

Radio Industry Standards
With analog, digital, satellite, and Internet technology, radio is everywhere. Audiences can listen
to AM talk radio in their shower at the start of the day, subscribe to a satellite system in their car,
and listen to their Louisiana hometown station from on their work computer in New York City.
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Like every pre-existing media format, radio has evolved and grown with new digital and Internet
technologies.
Traditionally, radio was broadcast on AM and FM Analog radio signal transmission
systems. AM uses Amplitude Modulation technology, transmitting up to 50,000 watts (50kW) for
non-military use in North America. These stations are called “clear channel” stations because
they have exclusive use of their assigned broadcast frequency throughout all or various day parts.
AM radio is relatively inexpensive, can be transmitted over long distances, and uses smaller
bandwidth so more stations can reside in a bandwidth. FM radio uses Frequency Modulation
technology, transmitting music and voice with less noise, static, and interference than AM, but
requires a wider bandwidth in the high frequency radio spectrum. Since it transmits in straight
lines like light, FM reception’s range is limited to 50 to 200 miles. Because of FM’s higher quality,
most music-driven radio stations transmit on FM.
In the early 1960s, the first radio communications satellite launched, and later in that
decade, telephone companies used digital radios for long distance services. This new
technology set the stage for current digital and satellite radio transmission methods.
With Digital radio, the analog signal is digitized, compressed, and transmitted,
increasing the number of radio programs in a given spectrum, improving audio quality,
decreasing the required transmission power, and eliminating fading in mobile use. Digital
burgeoned in the 1990s because it opened up new space that didn’t exist in the limited total TV
and radio broadcast spectrum. The FCC granted its final 50kW radio license in 1986, because of
dwindling available analog spectrum
With Satellite radio, satellites are launched into outer space transmitting the signals to
receivers. Ground transmission repeaters are also in places where the satellite signal would be
blocked by natural structures or high rises. Satellite radio is not under the FCC’s aegis for
censorship, though the FCC does auction satellite broadcast bandwidth allocations. Because
digital wireless radio is global, if not intergalactic, it’s overseen by the International
Telecommunications Union.
The biggest satellite radio player is Sirius XM Satellite Radio. Listeners pay an annual or
monthly subscription fee. Satellite’s advantages are its limited advertising interruptions due to
the subscription revenue model, access to local stations anywhere in the country that offer
digital services, a variety of all-digital music channels that offer similar genres to local broadcast
favorites, and uncensored content. Howard Stern crossed over from terrestrial to satellite radio
because of its increased freedom. Major US automobile manufacturers are promoting digital
radio and installing HD radio in cars. Terrestrial analog broadcast stations have mixed reactions
to the entrée of digital satellite. Some see it as a direct threat, while others see it as an
opportunity and are converting to be part of the global digital landscape.
Internet radio is audio that is transmitted or streamed on the Internet and accessible
from anywhere with any Internet-connected device. Like broadcast radio, it’s a continuous audio
stream and cannot be paused or replayed like files served on-demand or downloaded podcasts
can be. Internet radio began in the early 1990s when streaming of audio and video became
possible. In 1993, Carl Malamud launched Internet Talk Radio and in 1994 the Rolling Stones
held the first “major cyberspace multicast concert." Internet radio became popular and of higher
quality once streaming became easier and less expensive.
Just three companies own most US radio stations: iHeartMedia, Emmis, and Radio One.
iHeartMedia alone owns more than 850 radio stations in all 50 states, in every top ten market
and in 47 of the top 50 markets, reaching more than 110 million weekly listeners. It also leases
channels on Sirius XM Satellite Radio and has an online Internet platform, iHeartRadio.
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Like television, radio listenership is calculated through a Ratings system that measures a
percentage listening of the potential radio-listening universe – about 115.6 million total US
households (HHs). Share measures HHs that have the radio on during the time of that program –
the percentage listening of the overall radio-listening universe. Traditionally, audiences have
been highest during morning and evening “drive time,” when people are commuting to and
from work.
Radio shares some Roles with its broadcast counterpart, television. Radio Producers
determine radio program content and may be responsible for a radio show or feature or just the
quality of the audio. Program Directors develop and select content and decide when it is
broadcast. Editors edit segments and Sound Engineers control audio quality. Disc Jockeys (DJs)
play and comment on music. On-air talent may be Hosts or News Announcers. Radio Promoters
are intermediaries that promote music and artist to radio stations and other outlets.
The top radio Awards are the NAB Marconi Radio Award and Crystal Award hosted by
the National Association of Broadcasters, the Radio Mercury Awards, and The Radio Music
Awards. Other awards include the Peabodys, The New York Festivals, and Radio Disney. In
addition, there are major music awards including the Grammys, American Music Awards,
Billboard Music Awards, Country Music Awards, MTV Music Awards, and YouTube Music Awards.
The Sony Radio Academy Awards are the UK’s top radio honors.
The music industry and radio have had a symbiotic and some say, questionable
relationship. From the beginning, record companies knew that play time on radio stations could
make or break a hit, translating into increased royalties on albums. Music Marketing began
with a seamless process of promotion between music labels and radio broadcasters. Music
promoters would send copies of a single to local radio stations to get play. Payola – pay for play
without alerting listeners – was rife in the music industry in the 1950s. Later the FCC cracked
down, but many feel they never really cleaned up the music industry.
Three big labels dominate the current $14 billion music industry: Sony, Universal, and
Warner. In a legal, but monopolistic system, labels bypass payola laws by using “middlemen,”
independent promoters who cut deals with radio companies to launch singles and albums. All
this has favored bigger artists and labels. The largest music retailer today is Apple’s iTunes.
Radio Marketing is about the public Brand or social currency of its talent. When Rush
Limbaugh is quoted for saying something controversial, his listenership goes up. When Jay-Z
launches a new perfume, his iTunes downloads skyrocket, and in turn the number of plays on
broadcast and digital stations rises.
Radio marketing is usually handled in house, often associated with the on-air promotion
or sales functions. Reaching out directly to audiences through Social Media and Online channels
such as YouTube is critical for the visibility of these personalities and the promotion of their
content. Key public marketing techniques include On-air Promotions, sponsoring Events and
concerts, and Publicizing high-profile interviews via other media outlets and social media.
Some key radio Media Outlets include Billboard, Rolling Stone, Variety, Sound on Sound,
Alternative Press, Premiere Guitar, DJ, Mixbag, Spin, InsideRadio.com, Entertainment Weekly,
and Broadcast & Cable.
Another aspect of radio marketing focuses on the industry through Business-to-Business
(B2B or B-to-B) sales and marketing. These sales packages for prospective advertisers tout
stations’ reach to targeted audience profiles.
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Radio Trends
Digital Piracy of media content began in the music industry in the late 1990s when Napster
launched, allowing for the illegal upload and download of music from the service. As a result,
the music business model collapsed with promoters, distributors, retailers, radio stations, and
artists all losing their cuts. Revenue in the recording industry is now less than half of what it was a
decade ago because the margins on digital distribution of songs are much smaller, especially for
artists. While $1 billion in royalties were paid out 2012, only 6/10 of one cent actually goes to
musicians.
In the early 2000s, Pandora created its Internet service based on a simple, but brilliant
Music Genome algorithm. It allowed audiences to register a “thumbs up” or “thumbs down” on
songs or artists, developed a musical fingerprint for that user, and became a personal disc
jockey, sending a like-minded playlist to the user. Some 80 million people come to Pandora
monthly and its library has 800,000 tracks from 80,000 artists in its library.
Pandora spawned a number of additional subscription Internet radio services such as
Spotify, iHeartRadio, Mog, Slacker, and Tune, requiring a monthly fee or a fee for unlimited
content. Internet radio offers the same formats as traditional analog broadcast stations – News,
Sports, Talk, and various genres of Music – but with varying degrees of curation provided by the
service. Other Internet radio services are extensions of terrestrial radio stations, serving
audiences seeking hometown stations, niche genres, or listening from their Internet-connected
devices.
Big Tech companies such as Google's All Access and Apple iRadio have entered
Internet radio. Apple has signed on all three big music labels Warner, Universal, and Sony, and
has a deal with the world’s largest music publisher, Sony/ATV. This reach and its compatibility
with its popular mobile devices give Apple a distinct advantage.
According to Streaming Audio Task Force’s research conducted by Edison Research,
more than half of Americans online in 2013 listened to Internet radio. Technology has finally
ushered in a new era for sound and music with almost every recorded song available through
cloud servers. Online radio advertising jumped more than 22 percent from 2013 to 2014.
Internet radio and other curator services such as Spotify and turntable.fm are making
music and audio much more International, although global reach has added a new layer of
complexity around international licensing.
Radio Audiences vary depending on demographics such as age and geography. Older
Gen X-ers and Baby Boomers and suburban and rural audiences are more likely to listen to
terrestrial radio in their cars and home. Younger Gen X-ers and Millennials and urban audiences
are more likely to listen via the Internet and mobile devices.
Today, digital radio is constantly upping the ante on user interface, navigation, audience
control and ways to socialize playlists and stations with friends’ music favorites. Radio is still
relevant as a Curator of music and place to discover it. The Internet and local and college
stations are still channels for independent musicians. Unsigned artists can submit to “Discover &
Uncover” on iHeartRadio. When audiences find new music via radio or even film and television,
they’re less likely to buy it at a bricks-and-mortar retailer, and more likely to check out the artist
on YouTube, CDBaby, or SoundCloud, and stream or purchase it via iTunes or Spotify.
The technology that hurt record sales through piracy now may be creating a new era of
live and recorded music. The next wave is the YouTube model of Streaming Live Performances
on the Internet, offering a new forum for young artists to build a fanbase. Ironically, this model
began in music 30 years ago with the San Francisco band, The Grateful Dead, which encouraged
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their fans to record their shows and trade tapes, against all the dictates of the music business.
“Deadheads” were the first Social fans who used viral marketing for sharing their music. This
strategy worked brilliantly for The Grateful Dead, who only had one top 10 hit, but during their
peak were pulling in more than $50 million a year from live performances. Today, social media
serves both musicians and fans. Tumblr is a major forum for music blogging; YouTube showcases
of all kinds of musical talent; and, MySpace is a popular social platform for emerging music
artists and their fans.
One of the most astounding public débuts in entertainment history was the stealth 2013
Launch of Beyoncé’s Beyoncé album using social media. Bypassing music industry press,
retailers, and radio stations, Beyoncé went straight to her superfans with an Instagram message,
a Twitter post, and a Facebook and YouTube video inspired by Michael Jackson’s Thriller music
video. Despite dropping the bomb at midnight, the “anti-marketing” campaign went viral
almost instantly, selling 828,773 albums on iTunes in just three days – a strategy that wouldn’t
have worked if Beyoncé hadn’t been a superstar. This set the stage in other media platforms to
flout traditional gatekeepers and launch properties with sufficient sizzle directly to public
audiences through affinity groups’ online platforms or events.
Individuals, organizations, and events are Self-curating music and audio. Fan-based
curation sites in which fan-artists are creating and sharing play lists are growing. Since Facebook
has partnered with Spotify, Rdio, and Deezer identifying songs from TV shows or elsewhere and
sharing play lists with friends has become very easy. Even the Tribeca Film Festival saw the
opportunity to curate music for its 2013 “Music & Film” series, creating a playlist of the TFF 2013
films through Spotify.
Whether traditional broadcasting, wireless, or Internet, radio as a simple aural message
that activates the imagination, has proven to be a medium that endures despite all the advances
in visual media.
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CHAPTER 4

Books and Publications

_______________________________
Language and the written word are often cited as key attributes that differentiate humans from
other species. Reading is an amazingly complex process of decoding symbols or alphabets into
words that collectively deliver a larger meaning. Throughout the ages, books have carefully
documented political, religious, and scientific history. As literacy increased, books also delighted
readers with “what ifs” through fictional stories. Newspapers and magazines also flourished for
the masses, giving rising to the Fourth Estate in the US, referring to the power of the press as a
societal or political influence complementing the three Constitutional branches – judicial,
executive, and legislative. Today books and publications are online and on mobile devices, so
the paper they’re printed on no longer defines them. The term “print” may disappear, but the
influence of written words will not.

© Camilla Anne Jerome

Charles Darwin’s hallmark 1859 Origin of Species book.

History of Books
Documenting thoughts for perpetuity began well before the bound manuscript. Ancient
civilizations inscribed on stone, clay, bark, and metal, and alphabetic writing began in Egypt
some 5,000 years ago. The clay tablets that dominated the Iron and Bronze Ages, gave rise to
papyrus scrolls in Egypt around 2,400 BC, continuing through the Hellenistic, Roman, Chinese,
Hebrew, and Macedonian cultures. In fifth century China, the Codex, a stack of connected
bamboo strips, was the precursor to the book. The first dated book – although there were earlier
undated books – was produced in 868 AD in China, entitled the Diamond Sutra.
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Books were highly labor intensive, meticulously scribed by hand – manuscript by
manuscript. The scribe was an honorable role and still is today in Jewish traditions. Because of
their higher literacy rates and dedication to reading and writing, monks and other clergy wrote
and read most books.
By the end of the millennium, clay Typesetting existed, but books didn’t spread quickly
because of low literacy rates and the high cost of paper. With the advance of the thirteenthcentury university system in Europe, by The Middle Ages, books had emerged as a mass
medium. In 1453, James Gutenberg’s Printing Press with movable type enabled mass book
production. The Gutenberg Bible was translated into multiple languages and distributed
throughout Europe. Libraries cropped up and, because of their value, books were chained to
desks to prevent theft.
Because of the extreme cost of book production, books began as a means to document
critical information, not as a form of entertainment. Therefore, almost all early books were Nonfiction – based on real events or people. While religious works fell into this category, people still
questioned the historical accuracy of The Bible and other religious tomes. Beginning in about 44
BC, Cornelius Nepos published the seminal biography, Vitae Imperatorum (Lives of
Commanders).
Early extended Fictional works – titles that are untrue or partially untrue – date back to
50 AD with Petronius’ Satyricon, a precursor to The Colbert Report’s modern day news satire.
But for the most part, fiction and novels are a modern convention. As literacy spread with the
Protestant Reformation, so did romance through Geoffrey Chaucer. The sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries gave rise to Literary Prose, separating aesthetic appreciation of fiction
from debate around non-fiction information.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the modern fiction book market divided
between Low-brow Chapbooks such Rablais’ Gargantuan and Pantagruel and High-brow “belles
lettres” such as Don Quixote’s two volumes in 1605 and 1615 and Robinson Crusoe in 1719. As
is often the case with media, the markets merged, creating abridged versions of the high-brow
books.
Thereafter came two centuries of classic fiction issuing masterpieces such as Sense and
Sensibility, Don Juan, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
Ulysses, Light in August, Lighthouse, Fahrenheit 451, The Gulag Archipelago, and Beloved.
This gave rise to the modern book industry, with its sub-industries of book writing,
publishing, and retail.
Comics (serialized) and graphic novels (single, longer story) began in America in 1837
with the printing of the hardcover, The Adventures of Obadiah Oldbuck. But comics, in which
the story is illustrated and characters and narrators express ideas or dialogue through thought
bubbles, became a modern book category in the 1930s thanks to the reprinting of newspaper
comic strips such as Li’l Abner. Everything changed in 1938, when Jerry Siegel and Joe Schuster
introduced Superman through Detective Comics, later called DC Comics. With the superhero
archetype, the 75-years-and-still-going-strong Golden Age of comics began, also producing the
second most beloved comic hero of all time, Bob Kane’s Batman.
Comic superheroes reflected the American angst of each era: the fear of poverty and
hunger during the Depression of the 1930s, fear of atomic power in the 1950s, and fear of
terrorism of the early twenty first century.
Almost from the beginning, the comic industry recognized the branding opportunities
and cultural influence of comic characters. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, Li'l Abner was the
Cream of Wheat spokesman, appearing in comic strip format ads for the cereal in various
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national magazines. DC Comics carefully managed the universe and characters of its behemoth
Superman and Batman franchises. In 1939, actor Ray Middleton played Superman at the World’s
Fair, the CES (Consumer Electronics Show)-meets-TED event of the era. A radio series ensued,
and a live action theatrical series in 1948. In 1951, George Reeves immortalized Superman in
both the feature film Superman and the Mole Men and a six season television series. After his
death in the 1960s, came a TV series based on Superboy; a Broadway flop, It’s a Bird…It’s a
Plane…It’s Superman; and, an equally unspectacular TV musical special. Superman came back
to his full glory with the 1978 film Superman I with Christopher Reeves in the titular role, raking
in $300 million in box office receipts. The Superman films II through IV were not as successful. In
the 1980s, DC Comics relaunched the comic books, initially in a six-issue weekly series of The
Man of Steel and a subsequent series that ran until 2006.
After gaining his own comic book title in 1940, Batman also was a transmedia cultural
icon, licensed into a variety of media from film, TV, and radio to toys and videogames. Batman
appeared in the campy Adam West’s Batman television series of the 1960s and a highly
successful 1986 comic book, The Dark Knight Returns.
While Superman and Batman had their ups and downs throughout the decades, comics
enjoyed a revival in the 1960s and 1970s when Marvel Comics re-introduced Captain America and
created a new spate of superheros including the Fantastic Four, Spider-Man, and The Avengers.

Book Industry Standards
There are a number of Non-fiction Genres including: Reference books or Handbooks on various
subjects including math, science, and history; Autobiographies and Biographies about real
people; Encyclopedias with in-depth articles on various topics; Dictionaries listing words and
meanings; Textbooks on topics from math to history for students; Almanacs with data and
information on the weather, planting, or astronomy; Atlases presenting maps; Instruction
Manuals or Self-help with how-tos or on various subjects; Directories with lists such as
organizations or telephone numbers; Hymnals and Prayer books for religious use; Cookbooks
with recipes; Travel Guides with tips on navigating foreign destinations; collectors Albums for
stamps, photos and memorabilia, and much more.
Biographies are one of the most popular types of non-fiction books and lend themselves
to transmedia expressions. A rich array of biographical titles have spawned both fiction and nonfiction theater, film, documentary, and television, spawning entire cable channels such as The
Biography Channel, A & E, and The History Channel. Biographical films, often from books, called
Biopics, are popular. Some modern examples include Cecile B. DeMille’s The Ten
Commandments of 1956, depicting the life of Moses from the Old Testament of The Bible; the
1976 muckraker film, All the Presidents Men based on the book of the same name by Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein; and, the more recent Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the AllAmerican Meal, by Eric Schlosser in 2001 made into the 2006 documentary hit, Fast Food
Nation. Other non-fiction forms can be adapted such as a young modern Manhattan woman’s
blog chronicles of her exploration of Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French Cooking cookbook,
inspiring the film, Julie and Julia.
Fictional Genres include: Drama, Science Fiction, Satire, Action/Adventure, Romance,
Mystery, Horror, Children's, Anthologies, Fantasy, Comics, Poetry, and Art. The most common
form of fiction is the Novel, a longer story with plot, setting, and characters. A Novella is
between 17,500 and 40,000 words; a Novelette is between 7,500 and 17,500 words; and, a
Short Story is up to 10,000 words.
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Fictional books lend themselves to other forms of entertainment. Some modern fictional
books that have adapted brilliantly to film include Gone With the Wind, The Wizard of Oz, To Kill
a Mockingbird, The Godfather, Jurassic Park, Misery, and Harry Potter. Books adapt to the small
screen as well. For example, Game of Thrones is based on George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice
and Fire series. Netflix’s original series, House of Cards is based on the novel by Michael Dobbs.
Other noteworthy TV hits based on books include Sherlock, Boardwalk Empire, and The Walking
Dead.
Books can be produced as Hardcovers, with a more durable hard spine and more
expensive to print, hence they cost more at retail. Publishers generally only print hardcovers of
their most important titles. Paperbacks have a paper cover and are less expensive to print.
Often, the first run of a title is hardcover and the second run is paperback, offering a second,
more audience-accessible distribution window.
E-books have made books available through the Internet or CD-ROMs and readable via
computer or portable E-readers such as the Amazon’s Kindle, Barnes & Noble’s Nook, Sony’s
Reader or e-reader enabled tablets or smartphones. According to Pew, in 2014 more than half of
Americans owned tablets or e-readers.
There are several industry Formats or sizes of printed books, measured from width to
height. Formats range from the Larger Folio (12’’ x 15’’) and Quarto (9 ½” x 12”, Transmedia
Marketing: From Games to Digital Media is quarto) down to Small (3 ½” x 5 ½”) or Tiny (2” x 3”).
Formats for e-books include ePub (iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, Sony, Kobo, and Nook), Mobi
(MobiPocket, Stanza, FBReader, Kindle for PC and Mac, and STDU Viewer), AZW (Kindle), BbeB
(Sony), LIT (Microsoft), PDF (Adobe Acrobat), and ODF (Open Office XML).
Most printed books today still use the basic precepts of Gutenberg’s Press, printed on
offset printers on special paper made for big print runs. Book Publishing is still a huge industry.
Top worldwide publishers are Pearson, Reed Elsevier, Thomson Reuters, and Wolters Kluwer and
the dominant of US publishers are Random House, McGraw Hill, Scholastic, Cengage, Wiley,
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, and HarperCollins. Today, DC Comics, a wholly-owned unit of
Warner Bros., and major, longtime competitor, Marvel Comics (formerly Timely Comics), share
80 per cent of the American comic book market. As the production and distribution arm of the
book industry, publishers manage the authors, editing, and print runs; cut deals with retailers
and wholesalers; and, market new titles through reviews, author events, and publicity.
Book publishing has had a symbiotic relationship with book Retailers, with scribes in
ancient Greece being the earliest booksellers. In recent history, the top book retailers were
Barnes & Noble and Borders Books. When Amazon arrived in the mid 1990s, the online book
retailer upended the bricks-and-mortar bookselling business forever. Amazon offered reduced
prices, the convenience of shopping from home, an algorithm that suggested addition titles, and
the 2007game-changer, the Kindle, the first electronic book tablet. Oprah declared her Kindle a
“favorite” and the rest was history. Borders couldn’t compete and shuttered its doors in 2011.
Today, the top book retailers are Amazon, Walmart, and Barnes & Noble.
The Educational market is a significant segment of the book industry. It’s sub-divided
into categories: K-12, Higher Ed, and Professional markets. Pearson, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
and McGraw-Hill dominate K-12 and Pearson, McGraw-Hill, Cengage, Wiley and Macmillan
dominate the higher education. With the new ConnectED initiative, “designed to enrich K-12
education for every student in America” and the increased access to broadband for students,
this market is poised to grow.
The key Roles in books include the Author, who writes the book; Publisher, who is
responsible for the business and creative aspects of the publishing house; Editors, who acquire
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books and oversee their authors; Copy Editors, who ensure a text is readable, accurate and
ready for publication; Graphic Designers and Illustrators who create the book cover; Art
Directors, who design the book’s interior layout; Production Editor; who manages the book’s
typesetting, indexing, and printing; and, Typesetters, who lay out the final text and illustrations
to a specified design and produce a finished document ready for printing.
Book Awards are important in the literary world and there are many depending on the
category of book. The Pulitzer Prize is the top award for literature. Other key awards are The
National Book Award, National Book Critics Circle, Booker Prize, and the Newbury-Caldecott Awards.
Book Marketing is its own discipline and is managed by the publisher’s in-house
marketing teams or outside consultants assigned to market individual books. There are different
techniques for different book types or genres such as biographies, romance or sci-fi, but most
marketing programs include events, review programs, and book tours for both gatekeepers and
public audiences.
To promote a title to the book Industry or the industry of the book’s topic, publishers
highlight new books at key conferences and Events, include it in the publisher’s Catalog, and
encourage partners to promote to their stakeholders.
The Holy Grail of public book sales are the forth quarter (Q4) of the year leading up to
the holiday gift-giving season so most “big” books are launched and heavily marketed in the fall.
Another key consumer season for novels is summer for beach-reading lists.
The book Cover is the book’s first promotional calling card. Along with the book’s Title,
it should convey what the book’s about and be inviting to the target audience. Book cover
typefaces, colors, and graphics are key drivers as to whether a reader might pick up a book at a
bookstore. Now, digitally-shared book covers are like movie posters. The back cover has book
and author descriptions and influencer praise quotes to signal its quality and accessibility and
lend it credibility.
Book Reviews are an important part of a book’s Publicity campaign because good
reviews – whether from critics, bloggers, or friends and family – can influence people’s bookbuying decisions. The author is always a key spokesperson for a book. Often, publishers will
send authors on multiple city Media and Book Tours with readings at retail stores and libraries
and press interviews in each city or via satellite. Book Press Kits require a short press release; a
one-sheet on the book’s specific features; an author bio; an author Q & A; the book tour
schedule; PDFs of book excerpts; a high resolution photo of the book cover; online assets such
as a companion Web site and social media elements; and, agent, publisher, and publicist
contact information.
The key Media Outlets for books include trade publications Publisher’s Weekly, Kirkus
Reviews, Booklist, and Library Journal and consumer outlets including The New York Review of
Books, New York Times, New Yorker, NPR, AllReaders.com, GoodReads, BookBrowse,
BookRabbit, LibraryThing, BookPage, and Amazon’s consumer reviews.
Traditionally, books Advertised in print, but now advertise using digital media based on
the book’s niche audiences. Occasionally, when a book series or author has a large, loyal
following, it will advertise on television, as did James Patterson’s Cross My Heart.
Books distribute Trailers online and on TV to promote books, expanding on the book’s
cover, ads, and in-store displays to deliver the promotional message in a package that is
relevant to today’s audiences. The higher quality fictional trailers are called cinematic book
trailers, giving a sense of the storyline and introducing its characters. They use actors to perform
scenes, animation, flash video, or still photos set to music. Positive quotes from reviews are
important to this promotion.
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Other public tactics to reach potential readers directly include a Web Site presence,
Blogging, Social Media campaigns, retailer Promotions, and public Events and conferences.
The comic book industry reaches audiences through affinity groups, comic book stores,
and Comic-Con, a fan event created by and for die-hard comic fans. Now, this niched event is a
mainstream launching or promotional platform for film, TV, music and popular culture, whether
comic-driven or not.

Book Trends
Digital technology has vastly changed the entire book industry. Book publishing is straddling
the still-profitable print business and the new digital business with better profits per unit but
lower overall revenue.
With e-readers, tablets, and smartphones, the Mobile book market is growing. There are
some 50 million e-readers in the US and 100 million worldwide. E-reader purchases account for
one-third of e-book purchases. Apple dominates more than half of the 80 million tablets market.
One-third of tablet owners use them for reading and tablet-compatible e-books account for
more than 40 percent of e-book purchases.
Libraries have gone digital as well, through their cataloging, book sharing networks,
public computers, and e-books. At Chicago’s Pubic Library, teens can create music, digital
photos and videogames in a designated space and in the Queens Borough Public Libraries more
than half the space is for digital media and classrooms. In 2013, San Antonio opened the
BiblioTech, the nation’s only all-digital public library, stocked with 10,000 e-books, 500 e-readers,
48 computers, and 20 iPads and laptops. No print materials.
Like video production, book publishing has joined the DIY movement via a burgeoning
Self-publishing trend. What used to be the last-ditch effort to see your book in print is now a
respectable, and affordable entrée to the printed world. Print-on-Demand (POD), the ability to
print high quality books as needed, has spawned companies such as Createspace (Amazon.com),
iUniverse, and Lulu, offering economical printing of single books and distribution through
Amazon.com and other online and on-the-ground retailers. Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble,
and Smashwords provide tools to create and convert files from other formats to e-book formats.
For the first time, in 2008 more books were self-published than traditionally published.
Now self-published books significantly dominate overall book titles. Some self-published books
have been hugely successful, such as James Altucher’s 2013 Choose Yourself, selling almost
45,000 copies in its first month and becoming a Wall Street Journal bestseller and debuting #1
on Amazon’s non-fiction list. Fifty Shades of Grey vaulted to The New York Times e-book and
print bestseller lists, sold 125 million books, and garnered a seven-figure deal for the author
from Vintage press. Eventually it became a billion dollar franchise, spawning a second book,
Grey, a TV series, and a 2015 film that raked in $500 million.
Early coming-of-age and contemporary realism books such as To Kill a Mockingbird and
The Outsiders were outlier books, but seeded the Young Adult literature category. With Harry
Potter, The Chronicles of Narnia, The Hunger Games, and The Fault in Our Stars becoming both
literary and silver screen sensations, the category has boomed. While written for teens, they are
equally consumed by audiences of every age. Already there’s a movement away from young
adult novels about dystopian worlds or trilogies that created this segment of the book market.
Comic-inspired Franchises and characters with transmedia potential have engaged
audiences in big numbers since the 1990s with Superman’s successful return to TV in Lois &
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Clark, Superman: The Animated Series, and later, WB/CW’s live-action 10-season series,
Smallville. In 2011, DC Comics relaunched Superman’s appearance in comic books through
Superman, Action Comics, and Justice League and as a guest star in other series. The Man of
Steel feature film in 2013 took in $630 million worldwide, giving a small nod to a shared universe
between Superman and Batman. Batman hit the silver screen in a series of successful Warner
Bros. feature films including Batman & Robin and Batman: The Dark Knight Returns Part I in 2012,
and Part II in 2013, the last two earning more than $1 billion worldwide. Warner Bros. fully united
the Man of Steel and Justice League Caped Crusader universes on the big screen in 2016.
Marvel also has turned its properties into successful film franchises such as the X-Men
and Spider-Man movie series, as well as non-superhero adaptations to film such as Ghost World,
From Hell, American Splendor, Sin City, 300, Wanted, and Whiteout. Marvel entered TV as well
with The Amazing Spider-Man, The Incredible Hulk, and Wonder Woman. Marvel even wove a
“She’s A Marvel” storyline and superheroine into the CBS soap opera, The Guiding Light in
2006, accompanied by an eight-page print comic feature. In 2009, the Walt Disney Company
acquired Marvel Entertainment for $4 billion. Since then, Marvel co-published Disney/Pixar
Presents magazine; and, launched a line of digital comics, Infinite Comics with augmented reality
software for readers; Marvel NOW!, new iterations of major Intellectual Properties (IPs) such as
Uncanny Avengers and All-New X-Men; and, Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D, an Ironman and
Avengers combined universe television show launched on ABC in 2013.
Because English is now spoken as a first language by 375 million speakers worldwide
and as a second language by an additional 375 million, there’s a growing demand for English
language books in International markets. Retailers of e-books are quickly going global (Apple
iBookstore is in 51 countries, Amazon in 12, Kobo in 14). Some 44 per cent of
Smashwords/iBookstore sales are global.
Despite human’s attraction to the moving picture, books are still a lucrative segment of
entertainment with more than $60 million in global revenue. Book industry revenue matches
music’s and surpasses that of film, TV, and DVD industries. If book creators and publishers
continue to leverage evolving technologies, the industry may remain dominant.

History of Newspapers
Early forms of newspapers began in Ancient Rome with government Bulletins carved in metal
and stone. In the late Han Dynasty of China the government produced newssheets, which
continued through the Tang and Ming Dynasties. In mid-1500s Italy, the Venetian government
published a monthly Notize scrite at a small cost. These precursors were not intended for public
consumption and were limited to specific topics.
The newspaper is a Periodical, a work published with a fixed interval between the issues
or numbers. The newspaper as we know it – containing news, information, and advertising,
printed daily or weekly on low cost newsprint paper – began in the 17th century. In 1605, Johann
Carolus published Relation aller Fürnemmen und gedenckwürdigen Historien (Collection of all
Distinguished and Commemorable News) in Strausberg. Newspapers flourished throughout
Europe and, in 1690, Ben Harris published the first US newspaper, Publick Occurences Both
Foreighn and Domestick in Boston.
Advances in printing technology during the Industrial Revolution significantly broadened
the reach of newspapers. The London Times acquired a printing press capable of making 1,100
impressions per minute and soon both sides of the paper were used, making them cheap to
produce. Railroads made newspapers easy to distribute and so they became available to
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everyone in the US in the form of the Penny Press, such as the Boston Transcript introduced in
1830, and later copied by France’s La Presse and Germany’s Die Presse. As a result, newspapers
became the leading media format for more than a century.
This created a modern Business Model for newspapers in which they derived about 75
per cent of revenue from advertising and the rest from circulation by subscription and sales. In
the US, newspapers were a powerful business, run by press barons who used the papers as
political platforms. William Randolph Hearst built the nation’s largest newspaper empire, making
him wealthy and sending him to Congress. In the 1920s most major newspapers became parts of
Newspaper Chains, where broad distribution was controlled by one media corporation such as
Gannett, The McClatchy Company, Hearst Corporation, The Tribune Company, New
Corporation, and Cox Enterprises.
Newspaper chains gave rise to gatekeeper news Wire Services such as Associated Press
(AP), Reuters, and United Press International (UPI). Media outlets subscribed to the service and
by running a wire story or photo in all of a chain’s papers, created economies of scale. In the
same vein, national syndicates, which granted reprint rights and permissions to republish news,
columns, and comic strips that they owned or represented, emerged. Popular features such as
Dear Abbey or Peanuts were a huge boon to newspaper sales

Newspaper Industry Standards
Issue Frequency categorizes newspapers. Dailies are published every day, and up until the
1970s, dailies published both morning and afternoon editions. Sunday editions are usually larger
and more costly, with more specialized sections and advertising. They rely on pre-written and
syndicated material and often include a magazine. In the UK, dailies didn’t publish on Sundays,
so separate Sunday-only papers have filled the gap. Weeklies are published once or twice a
week and are generally smaller than dailies.
In the US, newspapers traditionally publish in several Formats with the largest being
Broadsheets (23 ½ x 15 inches) – the preferred format for “intellectual” papers such as the New
York Times. Now broadsheets are shrinking, but still are larger than tabloids. Tabloids are half
the size of a traditional broadsheet (15 x 11 ¾ inches) and are generally more sensational and
use more photos, such as The New York Post. Finally, there are Microdailies or small tabloidsized free dailies or weeklies.
Newspapers can serve Regional or Local regions. Most markets have one or two
newspapers that dominate, such as the Boston Globe and The Boston Herald. There are also
National newspapers such as USA Today or The Wall Street Journal in the US or The Financial
Times in the UK. Some newspapers serve an international audience such as the former Christian
Science Monitor or The International Herald Tribune.
The non-advertising portions of a newspaper are called Editorial and can include News
(domestic, foreign, regional, business) and Features; Editorial Opinions, Criticism, Op-eds,
Letters to the Editor, and Editorial cartoons; Sports; Obituaries; Weather news and forecasts;
Reviews of radio, movies, television, books, plays, technology, and restaurants; radio and
television Listings; Advice, Food, and other Columns; and, Entertainment Features such as
crosswords, Sodoku, horoscopes, cartoons and comic strips. Editors manage Sections of the
paper such as The Front Page or Arts & Entertainment and assign stories to reporters, who may
have beats or topics in which they specialize. Advertising includes display ads, classified ads,
and inserts from local merchants.
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Syndication services provide a wide variety of content – from news to comics strips –
which they own and for a fee, provide rights to reprint in newspapers and now, on Web sites.
Key syndicates include Family Features Editorial Syndicate, Guardian News Service, News
International Syndication, The New York Times News Service, North Star Writers Group,
Telegraph Media Group, Tribune Media Services, and Project Syndicate.
The key Roles in newspapers include the Publisher, who is responsible for the business
and creative aspects of the newspaper; the Editor-in-Chief, who manages the overall editorial;
Editors, who manage key sections; Reporters, who are assigned stories by their editors and
research and write them; Copy Editors, who ensure a text is readable, accurate and ready for
publication; Photographers, who are photojournalists, providing photos to accompany a story;
Art Directors, who layout the sections; and, Graphic Designers, who create illustrations to
accompany stories.
Reporting has many Awards, and the top award for newspaper and online journalism is
the Pulitzer Prize, administered by Columbia University, which has one of the best journalism
schools in the US. Others include the George Polk Award in Journalism and the National
Journalism Awards.
Traditional Newspaper Marketing tracks with the two ways newspapers are purchased:
a daily retail purchase or through an ongoing subscription. Daily Purchases have been largely
about the news itself. If a big news story breaks, a gripping headline or photo can sell-out all
copies of a paper. A “Get,” an exclusive interview with a top celebrity or politician that’s widely
talked about, can give a newspaper a leg up over its competitor. The above-the-fold content is a
print newspaper’s top promotional asset. The top story’s headline on the first page can motive a
newsstand purchase.
Subscriptions, on the other hand, are about a long-term value proposition for a
customer. The greatest impetus to commit to a publication subscription is the newspaper’s
Image and influence – how often it’s requoted and recognized as a reputable source.
Investigative series can put a newspaper on the map. The Watergate Scandal that the
Washington Post’s reporters Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward broke and followed for the
better part of 1972 elevated the newspaper to a world-class brand. The New York Times is still
the US newspaper of record and holds the most credibility in journalistic circles. But there are
many other excellent papers, including The Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, The
Chicago Sun-Times, and The Boston Globe.
While subscriptions are solicited through Direct Mail or online Promotional Offers, it’s
the value proposition and degree to which the newspaper is relevant in a customer’s sphere of
influence that motivates them to subscribe. Today, the print and online brands are one-and-thesame to readers, so subscriptions provide access to content across both media.
The best way to promote newspaper content today is by boosting its Sharability with
other non-competitive news or media outlets or through social media platforms. Newspaper
content that is widely shared on Social Media through Word-of-Mouth (WOM) is often content
that breaks a story or photo first or provides a unique take on a story. In this instant digital world,
newspapers are competing with online Web sites and social media so getting a story “first” is an
escalating arms race. Still, getting the story “right” or in-depth coverage is something
newspapers excel at.
Key newspaper trade Media Outlets include the trade publications, Editor & Publisher,
American Journalism Review, and Columbia Journalism Review.
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Newspaper Trends
Changes in technology in the late 1980s such as the Internet and 24-hour TV news have all but
shattered the traditional newspaper business model. Cord-cutting began with newspapers
before it hit television. Because news is now available instantly online and much of it is free of
charge, paid circulation for newspapers is down significantly. And with the audience, so goes
advertisers. Advertising Revenue, accounting for most of most newspapers’ income, has shifted
from print to digital media, resulting in plunging newspaper profits. More than one-fifth of US
newspaper journalists have been laid off since 2001.
To follow or stay ahead of their audiences, many newspapers such as New York Times,
Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times have launched Online editions, which provided upticks
in newspaper Web revenue until the 2008 recession hit. Meanwhile, digital daily newspapers or
news and commentary sites such as the Huffington Post, Yahoo! News, Google News, Vox, CNN,
MSNBC, Fox News, and The Drudge Report are booming, infusing even more competition.
Mashable, the upstart digital tech and culture news service, snagged Jim Roberts,
former New York Times and Reuters news editor to become its executive editor and chief
content officer, demonstrating the growing gravitas of many digital sites. The Huffington Post,
an online aggregator and blog platform, is essential a daily online newspaper with audience
contributors (this author contributes to the Huffington Post). The HuffPost has mined the
growing maker audience by creating a hybrid business model of paid employees and unpaid
bloggers. Attempts to unionize haven’t worked because so many laid-off print journalists and
writers are seeking a national platform and are willing to contribute for free.
In the early 2010s, banking on audiences’ willingness to pay for quality journalism, The
New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Los Angeles Times instituted Paywalls that charged
for online content. This successfully raised both circulation and revenue. But the San Francisco
Chronicle and Dallas Morning News have been less successful, dismantling their paywalls.
Because of the success of visuals and Video on the Internet, online news sites are
hungry for video, moving further from their print roots. The New York Times hired a general
manager of video production and has regular video features imbedded in the online content
and has Op-Docs with video-based documentary opinion pieces. In 2003, AP launched a live
video news service. The Tribune Company, known for newspapers, is channeling its baron roots
into video, by buying 19 local television stations in 2013 for $2.7 billion.
The death of traditional newspapers, squeezed out by digital media, is widely hailed,
though some say the industry is simply suffering a cyclical downturn. In recent years, the number
of newspapers slated for closure or bankruptcy has risen precipitously. Technology and business
billionaires are leaping to Buy Papers at slashed prices, creating a new generation of newspaper
barons. Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway paid $334 million for 28 daily newspapers in 2012;
Boston Red Sox owner John Henry paid $70 million for The Boston Globe in 2013, just seven
percent for what it sold for 20 years prior; and, Amazon founder, Jeff Bezos bought the
Washington Post in 2013 for $250 million. These purchases signal the inherent value of
traditional newspapers as brands and newsgathering enterprises and of the ongoing confidence
in new business and leadership models that will secure their survival.
Some of that confidence is vested in the Mobile revolution. According to comScore,
September 2013 marked the highest traffic ever for digital newspapers with 141 million US
adults (71 per cent of the country’s total online adult population) visiting a newspaper Web site
or using a newspaper mobile app. Fifty-five per cent of the total audience accessed that
newspaper content via a mobile device.
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History of Magazines
The late fifteenth century invention of the printing press gave rise to print mass communication –
books, newspapers, and magazines. Like newspapers, magazines are periodical publications with
a variety of articles, financed by advertising and reader sales. The first known one, a literary and
philosophy magazine, was published in Germany in 1663. The first general interest magazine,
The Gentleman’s Magazine, was published in 1731 in London. The oldest consumer magazine
still in print is The Scots Magazine, first published in 1739, though has had multiple changes in
ownership and gaps in publication.
Benjamin Franklin was set to publish the first American magazine in 1741, General
Magazine, but was scooped by three days by American Magazine, launching two robust
centuries of US magazines. The nineteenth century brought about The Economist, The Atlantic,
Colliers, The Saturday Evening Post, and National Geographic.
The twentieth century ushered in a rise in magazines with Reader’s Digest, New Yorker,
Time, Newsweek, Life, Look, TV Guide, Playboy, Sports Illustrated, Rolling Stone, Vanity Fair,
People, Entertainment Weekly, and Wired. Life was such a dominant and respected magazine of
the twentieth century that it was the only media outlet that secured the print, television, and film
rights to the famous Zapruder home footage of President Kennedy being shot in Dallas in 1963.
And Good Housekeeping’s Seal of Approval of a product was such a powerful endorsement of
quality, that it became part of the American lexicon.
This Golden Age of magazines created the Publishers Clearing House, with its multimillion-copy mailings promising huge sweepstakes winnings to those who took out magazine
subscriptions. And with this era, also came the ascent of art direction, photojournalism, and
Madison Avenue – where the top magazines and ad agencies resided side by side.

Magazine Industry Standards
As periodicals, magazines are typically published with varying Frequencies including Weekly, Biweekly, Monthly, Bi-monthly, or Quarterly and often are available in advance of the published
date. They are usually printed in color on coated paper, and are bound with a soft cover.
Magazines are available in various Formats, with Standard being 8 ⅜” x 10 ⅞” and Digest being
5 ⅜” x 8 ⅜”.
They fall into two broad categories. General Interest magazines are for general, nonspecialist audiences. Some US examples include News Magazines such as Time, Newsweek, US
News & World Report, The Week, and Reader’s Digest; Business such as Forbes and Money;
Shelter Books such as Better Homes and Garden and Good Housekeeping; Women’s
Publications such as Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Marie Claire Family Circle, Woman's Day, and Ladies
Home Journal; Health/Lifestyle such as Eating Well, Self, and Men’s Health Prevention;
Entertainment such as People, Entertainment Weekly, and Rolling Stone; Travel such as Travel
and Leisure and Traveller; Parenting such as Parenting and Mother & Baby; and others
providing in-depth coverage on various subjects including National Geographic, The New
Yorker, The Atlantic, Wired, and Vanity Fair.
Special Interest magazines target almost every special subject, business, or trade and
include PC World, Adweek, Make, Golf, Knitting, Popular Mechanics, and TopGear.
In addition to general or special interest magazines there are Journals, produced by
scientific, artistic, academic, or special interest publishers. They have continuous pagination
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throughout a volume or coterminous year and are subscription-only, expensive, limited in
circulation, and often have little or no advertising. Some professional or trade publications are
peer-reviewed, meaning articles will only be published if they pass scrutiny by an independent
group of industry peers. Peer-review is particularly important with scientific subjects, which vets
the accuracy of studies and articles. There are also, In-house publications published by for-profit
and not-for-profit organizations such as companies, special interest groups, and affinity groups
for their customers, employees, clients, and members.
Magazines are Distributed through the mail, newsstands, bookstores, vendors, airports,
and events. They are made available to audiences through Paid Circulation: the magazine is sold
on a per-issue basis and purchased through a vendor, or by subscription, with an annual fee and
issues are mailed to readers; Free Circulation: there is no cover price and issues are given away;
or Controlled Circulation: distributed only to qualifying readers as part of a membership or other
qualifying mechanism.
The key Roles in magazines include the Publisher, who is responsible for the business
and creative aspects of the magazine; the Editor-in-Chief, who manages the overall editorial;
Editors, who manage key sections; Reporters, who are assigned stories by their editors and write
them; Copy Editors, who ensure a text is readable, accurate and ready for publication;
Photographers, who are photojournalists, providing photos to accompany or tell a story; Art
Directors, who lay out the look of the magazine; and, Graphic Designers, who create illustration
and art to accompany stories.
Magazines have Awards, with the top one being the National Magazine Awards
sponsored by the American Society of Magazine Editors and administered by the Columbia
University Graduate School of Journalism.
The magazine industry has honed its own Magazine Marketing craft, using the
magazine’s Image and editorial content – including favorite writers, coveted groundbreaking
stories, high-profile exclusive interviews or “gets,” and cover art – all of which can generate buzz
and newsstand sales. Covers ranging from pop stars and Jesus Christ to world events and tech
gadgets have reflected and shaped popular culture.
Today the magazine Cover is both a newsstand and a viral asset. In 2013, Rolling Stone
featured the Boston Marathon bomber in a sympathetic, young Bob Dylan-like pose, creating an
uproar. Kim Kardashian and Kanye West negotiated an exclusive couples photo with Vogue in
2014, ostensibly to upgrade their image. The Cover Story sold an unprecedented 500,000
copies, and the photo scorched on Social Media, activating Kardashian’s 20 million Twitter
followers with the hashtag #worldsmosttalkedaboutcouple.
Variety Fair’s “Get” of the big reveal of Bruce Jenner’s transition to a woman, Caitlyn
Jenner on its July 2015 cover launched on Twitter. It received 32,000 retweets and 24,000
favorites in fewer than 24 hours and garnered Jenner’s simultaneous new Twitter account as
Caitlyn, its first 1 million followers in just over four hours.
Other aspects of art direction and visuals are paramount to the very visual medium.
Photojournalisim – shots that tell a story – thrived on the cover of Life magazine. The National
Geographic Society has continuously published the nature magazine for more than 100 years. Its
brand icon – the yellow border – alone has come to signify all that National Geographic stands
for. Even brand fonts and typefaces are hardwired with audiences. When the New Yorker made
changes to its typeface, its superfans went nuts. Regular readers of voluminous content in a
particular typeface or font in news and information outlets notice what seem like subtle changes.
Key magazine Media Outlets include trade publication, Magazine Publisher and a host
of other journalism publications that also cover newspapers.
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Magazine Trends
Internet media Revenue has squeezed out magazines just as it has newspapers, accounting for
the shutdown of more than 200 magazines in 2011 and 2012. National Magazine Award Winner
New York went from weekly to bi-weekly in 2014, reflecting the industry’s marked loss of
classified ad revenue since 2008.
Mirroring newspaper trends, magazines are entering their Digital future. To vie for
readers and advertisers, traditional magazines – from People to The New Yorker – have launched
online sites offering both free and fee-based content. Struggling to find new ways to monetize
online content, some magazines have posted sponsored blogs and native advertising alongside
regular content, creating confusion between advertising and editorial – eroding their credibility.
Time magazine launched Border Films, a new filmmaking unit and interactive digital
platform and Condé Nast, the publisher of Vogue and Vanity Fair, created a new entertainment
division helmed by the former CW television network president. In 2012, Facebook co-founder
Chris Hughes bought the venerable, 99-year-old, New Republic in hopes of engineering its
revival. IDG, one of the largest trade print magazine publishers, now describes itself as “a Web
centric information company complemented by expos, events and print publications.”
New Online magazine publishers such as Texterity and Zinio have emerged, as have
online-only publications such as Slate, Salon, and Vox. Yahoo! launched two digital magazines
at the 2014 Consumer Electronics Show, Yahoo Food and Yahoo Tech that are described in the
press announcement as marrying “the elegant design and bold imagery of traditional magazines
with immersive bite-sized stories, engaging videos, and stunning photos curated from Flickr and
across the Web. The new sites are designed with phones and tablets in mind, and feature a fresh
design for the computer screen as well, with gorgeous photographic tiles that represent the
various stories. When readers click a tile, it smoothly expands in place to the full article; so
readers don't have to deal with browser tabs, multiple windows, or the Back button.” Yahoo! has
recruited high-profile journalists TV veteran, Katie Couric and New York Times tech reporter,
David Pogue, for its growing service.
Magazines have also launched Apple iOS and Google Android Mobile Apps for their
magazines, hoping to lure readers through the mobile tablet and smartphone revolution. But for
the most part, audiences have seen the app versions of magazines as dull and clunky and too
print-driven, garnering very few stand-alone subscriptions. What’s working better is an all-access
transmedia model, allowing readers to access the publication in print, online, and on the go and
heightened use of graphics and clickable video.
Self-publishing has also entered magazines, with the social network app Flipboard,
allowing audiences to curate user-generated content in a digital magazine format. The Paper
iPad app has partnered with Moleskin to create a printable notebook. With this technology,
creators can write and publish online, yet audiences can also hold an actual book or publication.
DreamWorks Animation’s Awesomeness TV division on YouTube is on the forefront of
this DIY culture with a network of teens and tweens creating their own and consuming each
other’s content on curated YouTube channels. Awesomeness TV partnered with Hearst to create
a branded Seventeen magazine channel and manage Seventeen’s multi-channel network (MCN),
content created by girls who read the magazine.
Where will “print” go in the future? Already, physical and digital print is merging.
Because everything in media is integrating and ultimately, is circular, it’s the words and stories
that books, newspapers, and magazines convey and the brands and titles that purvey them that
will be the determinant of whether they are relevant to audiences.
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CHAPTER 5

Games

_______________________________
Gameplay is integral to the future of entertainment because the immersive, engaging, and social
aspects of games are significant drivers of today’s media and marketing. Videogames follow the
concepts of gameplay, popularized first in children’s live-action games and later transformed
into entertainment through cards and board games. The experience of playing a game is as
important as its purpose, defined by the rules, norms, challenges, and expectations. Playing
games – from sports to videogames – is satisfying to humans because it revs up our competitive
spirit and is an arbiter of our relative evolutionary fitness.

Stefano Tinti/Shutterstock.com
Youth playing a racing game on a gaming console.

History of Games
Board games – using strategy to move pieces across a board according to established rules –
are the precursors to videogames. Over the centuries, they have reflected historical challenges
or cultural mores and have ranged from simple board games, such as Checkers to complex roleplaying tabletop games, such as Dungeons & Dragons.
Board Games were first noted in the early Bronze Age in the Middle East and became
popularized in China with games such as Backgammon. Card Games followed a similar course,
first known in China in the ninth century during the Tang Dynasty and popularized in the courts
of Europe in the late fourteenth century.
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Parcheesi, the Indian board game from around 500 AD, was trademarked at the turn of
the nineteenth century. Around 1930, Monopoly was marketed and since then has been licensed
in 100 countries and printed in 37 languages. Other key board games are Scrabble (1938), Risk
(1957), and Mastermind (1970). Parker Brothers and Milton Bradley were the dominant board
game companies of the twentieth century. Now, Hasbro owns them both.
As technology advanced in the 1970s, the concept of gameplay began to translate to
videogames – computer-controlled games displayed on video monitors or televisions. The very
first videogame was created back in 1947. Inspired by radar display technology, a cathode ray
tube device allowed the user to control a dot on the screen that simulated firing a missile at
targets. Tic-Tac-Toe came to the computer in 1952 and Tennis for Two in 1958. Then in 1962, an
MIT engineer and his sci-fi fan friends created Spacewar!, a game in which two human-controlled
spaceships tried to destroy each other with torpedoes. This game made the rounds through
universities and energized the first generation of game developers who operated under the
radar using their universities’ mainframes.
The first commercially-sold game was the coin-operated Computer Space in 1971. Soon
it was followed in 1972 by Atari’s arcade Pong game series and thereafter, the home version in
1975, dramatically increasing videogame popularity. Various knock-offs hit the market and the
videogame industry was born. Arcade Games flourished from the late 1970s through the 1980s.
In 1978, Tailto’s Space Invaders launched and became the most popular videogame, later
licensed for the Atari console. In 1980, Pac Man entered the market, becoming a phenomenon
and segueing into merchandise and a television series. And in 1981, Donkey Kong ruled. By
1982, the arcade video game industry was generating $8 billion – all in quarters.
Meanwhile, Consoles entered the market in 1972 with the Magnavox Odyssey, which
was accompanied by 12 quiz, chase, chase, shooting, and ball-and-paddle games in the box.
From the early 1970s through the early 1980s, three consoles dominated the market: the ROMcartridge system, later named the Atari 2600; Mattel’s Intellivision; and, ColecoVision, with
Donkey Kong as a pack-in. In 1979, former Atari employees created the first third-party game
developer company, Activision and in 1980, publisher Electronics Arts launched.
The US dominated videogames until the mid-1980s when the Japanese Nintendo
Entertainment System and Sega SG-1000 consoles hit the market. Older block-based graphics
gave way to more sophisticated tile- and sprite-based graphics. With its 1989 launch, Gameboy
created a new sub-platform, the Handheld Console that’s still popular today with the Nintendo
DS. Soon after its 1994 launch, the Sony PlayStation dominated the console market. A consoledriven era reigned through the 1990s issuing many iconic game franchises including Super Mario
Bros., Legend of Zelda, Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest, Super Mario Kart, Sonic the Hedgehog,
Pokémon, Phantasy Star, Bomberman, Halo, and Guitar Hero. The game industry exploded,
bringing more complexity and investment to game development and marketing.
Spacewar! and Adventure started the PC Gaming craze. By the 1980s, as the cost of
home computers plummeted, top arcade games and early console games ported to PCs, such
as TI Invaders, while games expressly for computers launched such as Tetris, Civilization, and
Call of Duty. By the early 1990s, Nintendo console systems dominated the videogame industry,
but still improved memory, graphics, and texture mapping on computers kept PC gaming alive.
Two 1992 entrées, Dune II and Alone in the Dark set new standards for game mechanics and for
real-time strategy games and the survival horror genre, respectively. Advanced technology
introduced simulation games such as SimCity.
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China’s banning of video consoles in 2000, plus increased access to broadband through
the 2010s, created a global explosion of Online and Multi-player Gaming and online games
such as Tomb Raider, The Sims, Half-Life, Grand Theft Auto, Portal 2, Minecraft, Deus-Ex, and
World of Warcraft.
Mobile gaming began in 1997 when Nokia installed Snake on its phones, and as
mobility increased, so did a lucrative market with Bejeweled, Flappy Bird, and Candy Crush.
By 2000, big publishers spent $1 million to $3 million on development and about one-third
more on marketing. Only one in thirty games released made a profit, but about half of them
made big profits. In the mid-2000s, the development costs had doubled, with some games
ballooning to $20 million. This era also marked a reshuffling of the player deck, with mergers
and large studio-publishers acquiring smaller developers. Time-Warner acquired Midway games,
Vivendi Games merged with Activism, and Eidos Interactive merged with Square Enix. By 2005,
the game revenue was $30 billion, surpassing the film industry’s box office revenue.
Now, videogames is an $80 billion industry. Fifty-five percent of that revenue is consoledriven, perhaps attributable to recent launches of Nintendo’s Wii U, Microsoft’s Xbox One and
Xbox 360, and Sony’s PlayStation 4 and big games like Madden NFL 25, Disney Infinity, and
Grand Theft Auto V. Twenty-two percent of that revenue is mobile and 21 percent, PC games.
But many believe the PC digital numbers don’t reflect reality because they are much harder to
track. Handheld games account for about 12 percent of the market.
Some of the hottest games in the more recent epoch of games include BioShock Infinite,
Call of Duty: Black Ops2, Deus Ex: Human Revolution, Far Cry 4, Final Fantasy XIII, Gran Turismo
6, The Last of Us, The Legend of Zelda: A Link Between Worlds, The LEGO Movie Videogame,
Mass Effect 3, Minecraft, Pokémon X/Y, Super Mario Galaxy 2, Titanfall, Shadow of the Colossus,
Mortal Kombat, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2, Mother 3, Halo 2, Diablo II, Grand Theft Auto V,
Valkyria Chronicles, Assassin’s Creed Chronicles, Wii Sports, Kingdom Rush, Bejeweled, Plants vs.
Zombies, Words with Friends, Temple Run 2, Cookie Jam, and Game Dev Story.

Game Industry Standards
Gameplay has several key attributes that define it. First, how Satisfying it is for a player to play it,
achieve a goal, or complete it. All aspects of a game contribute to its satisfaction – from rules
and interface to graphics and audio. Next, a game must be Learnable. Too much complexity in
learning how a game works can turn off players, and player commitment to understanding it
should be rewarded. A good game is Efficient in quickly bringing the player in and then offering
well-calibrated challenges to propel the player deeper into gameplay. The best games are
Immersive, suspending the player’s rational beliefs, integrating them fully into the virtual game
world, and making them accept its laws. The more evenly matched the challenges are with the
player’s ability to advance in the game, the more immersive it is.
If a game is Motivating, the player perceives value in playing it and feels supported by
its resources and rewards for meeting challenges. Good games are Emotive, that is, they create
an involuntary response to the gameplay. Positive or negative emotions are important to the
player experience and connect the player deeper with the game’s world. Finally, if a game
Socializes, it invites a player into a group experience of discussing or playing the game together,
thereby satisfying key human needs of community, cooperation, and competition.
Modern videogame gameplay can have rules and goals or it can be open-ended,
allowing the gamer to explore a virtual universe. Gameplay can be a Single-player or Multiplayer experience, which includes cooperative and competitive play. Also, the passage of time
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is important and can be calibrated in Real-time, where actions occur continuously within the
game in real-time, or gameplay can be partitioned by a Turn-based system.
Videogames can be played on a number of gaming Platforms or Systems, which refers
to hardware. All types of systems display on a screen and are controlled by an input device. A
PC (personal computer) videogame is played on a home computer or tablet and is controlled by
a keyboard or mouse/trackboard combination. A Console game is played on a device
specifically made for games to interface with a television or video monitor and controlled by a
controller. A Handheld game plays on a self-contained portable device with both a screen and
controller. An Arcade game plays on game kiosk at a retail establishment where players Pay-toPlay (P2P). It’s controlled by a button or joystick. And, a Mobile game is played via an app on a
smartphone controlled by finger swipes, tilting the device, and buttons. Now, with advent of
social media and online hubs, the semantics are shifting so that the gaming “platform” can also
mean something other than hardware, such as Facebook.
Because games are such an evolving format, few agree how to categorize them. Still,
there are some commonly-accepted entertainment game Genres based mainly on the kind of
gameplay, but also account for goals, interactivity, and aesthetics. Action is a broad game
category that focuses on reflex, accuracy, and timing, often emphasizing combat. Within action
games, there are sub-genres such as Fighting games and First-person Shooter games (Grand
Theft Auto). Adventure games don’t refer to the storyline. Often, they involve solving puzzles
when interacting with characters or the environment and do not rely on reflex or action to
complete a challenge (Myst). Action-adventure games combine elements of the two contributing
genres, including long-term exploration challenges using puzzles and resource-gathering and,
short-term challenges using action or combat to overcome foes (Adventure).
Role-playing Games (RPGs) refer to casting the player in the first-person role of an
explorer or adventurer with special skills or powers that allow them to progress through a preordained storyline. RPGs usually have an overworld – an overarching architecture that connects
the various levels – that is displayed by a top-down perspective mapping the overall game world.
When the player meets the specific challenge in a certain level (underworld) it then unlocks more
gameplay, accessed through a newly usable location on the overworld map. “Leveling up” is a
big part of RPGs, delivering many aspects of satisfying gameplay. Character-players begin
inexperienced at a quest, but over time, gain experience points (Exp or XP) for completion of
goals. With sufficient XPs, the character “levels up,” achieving a higher status of health, strength,
and opportunity to acquire or improve new abilities. A sub-genre of RPGs is Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Games (MMORPGs) (Pokémon, Super Mario Bros.).
Simulation games are another broad category that refers to games that closely simulate
a real or fictional reality. Sim games may include construction and resource management, life
form management, or sports games (SimCity). Strategy games are an extension of many board
games and rely on planning and thinking to be victorious. A sub-genre is Real-time Strategy
(RTS) games in which players position units or structures to secure areas of a map or destroy
opponents’ resources. Players add units to their arsenal by earning resources through gameplay
(Civilization).
Alternate Reality Games (ARGs) operate in a real-world, real-time platform and use
transmedia storytelling to deliver an interactive networked narrative that can be altered by
players’ actions. Players collaborate to interact with game characters, solve puzzles and plotdriven challenges, and coordinate virtual and real-world activities. The game’s designers, or
Puppetmasters, provide tools and clues via e-mail, telephone, and the Internet in real-time.
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ARG’s are generally free and are often used both as a transmedia content and marketing
element, but are more content-driven than simple viral marketing (Perplex City).
One of the most memorable ARGs is Microsoft’s 2004 “ilovebees” campaign for the
Xbox game Halo 2. In that campaign, 42 Entertainment arranged to have 50,000 pay phones
ring across the country at exactly the same time. Fans answered the phones, recorded the
messages, and pieced together the audio into a six-hour broadcast about the topic of the game,
the invasion of Earth by the alien race, The Covenant. “ilovebees” captured the attention of 3
million players, created major buzz, and drove sales of Halo 2 to $125 million on the first day of
its release. “The Beast,” the ARG for Steven Spielberg’s A.I. Artificial Intelligence is an in-depth
case study featured in Transmedia Marketing.
In addition, there are other game types, not classified by the dominant kind of gameplay,
but by purpose. Within entertainment games, there are Casual games, which are accessible,
simple to understand, and can be played quickly. They usually have a score system, linear game
progression, and obvious and well-defined levels. Many are puzzle-driven and most are free to
play. Casual games are growing in popularity on mobile devices because they can be played on
the go or while multi-tasking (Pac Man, Angry Birds).
Serious games (also called transformative games) convey key information or a learning
experience and are not designed purely for entertainment. They can be for professional
purposes such as aviation flight simulators or news games, meant to illustrate a real-world
conditions and occurrences. Games for Change (known as G4C) is a movement and community
of practice dedicated to using digital games for social change (Darfur is Dying).
Educational games are generally designed to educate audiences on literacy, history,
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics), the arts, or social/emotional issues.
Many of these games are targeted to youth. In 2009, President Obama launched a campaign to
promote STEM literacy using interactive games, spawning a lot of activity in this arena (Go Go
Kiddo, Sesame Street: Once Upon a Monster).
Some other games classified by purpose are Adult Video Games, Advergames, Art
Games, Christian Games, Electronic Sports Games, and Exergames.
Like film and television, games have a Rating System, which the Entertainment Software
Rating Board (ESRB) oversees. EC is for early childhood; E (for everyone); E10+ (for 10+ years); T
(for teens); M (for 17+ years); and, AO (for adults only). In addition to suggested audiences, the
rating system also offers information on the nature of the content and interactive elements. Like
film, ratings can affect the success of a game. For example, the psychological horror game
Manhunt 2 initially was given an AO rating so game developer, Rockstar, altered the content to
bring it down to M rating to ensure it also reached older teens.
The major industry players, also called AAAs (or Triple As, refers to games with the
highest development and marketing budgets), are studios that develop, publish, and distribute.
Many AAAs own or have in-house Developer Studios – established companies of game
developers. Some big game studios and developers are Electronic Arts (EA), Activision-Blizzard,
UbiSoft, Valve, Bethesda Games Studios, Epic Games, Double Fine, Gearbox Software, Nexon,
Insomniac Games, Konami, Capcom, Naughty Dog, BioWare, Thatgamecompany, Rockstar, and
Telltale. In addition Sony, Microsoft, Nintendo, Sega, and Google are heavily into game
platforms and publishing. Big console companies Microsoft and Sony launch games with their
new consoles, so they also have publishing arms. Like film studios, AAAs and big publishers
have big budgets to develop, distribute on various platforms, and promote game titles.
Indie developers don’t have large-scale developer or publisher affiliations and must
develop games from concept to prototype without external funding. They often look to crowd-
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funders such as Kickstarter to secure an initial investment to get the game ready to pitch to a
publisher. They submit the proposal and demo to publishers to finance the game’s development
for several months or years. The publisher holds the rights to market and distribute the game
and owns the Intellectual Property (IP) rights to develop sequels and spin-offs. Indie games are
produced more cheaply and quickly with much smaller teams than AAA games.
Indie developers have capitalized on the recent growth of free, casual mobile app
games such as Fruit Ninja. Candy Crush Saga, the highly-popular and addictive free game
played on mobile devices and Facebook, is played 700 million times daily and garners $650,000
a day from in-game purchases. First demos of mobile casual games can be created in a handful
of weeks.
For more immersive games, hobbyist game developers create Mods (modifications) that
change or add experiences and goals to existing games. Half-Life, Max Payne, Neverwinter
Nights, Minecraft, and Quake all have various mods. Indie-developed special interest games are
generally PC or online games because they rarely pass muster with console or smartphone game
companies due to their limited audiences. Indie developers often bypass console distribution
through Internet distribution, such as Xbox Live Arcade and Steam. Without the clout of
development studios and publishers, indies face an uphill battle getting to market, but several
indie games have been very successful such as Minecraft, World of Goo, and Braid.
Much like feature films, mainstream game Development takes several years, involving
large development studio teams of 20 to hundreds of programmers, artists, and designers, led
by producers. Mainstream game development requires considerable design, production,
programming, level creation, art, music, and testing – across several phases. From the beginning,
the developers identify the game’s intended platform and develop it to those specs. First the
game developers Pitch the idea to a publisher and if they approve, it is Green-lit and Funded.
For the pitch meetings or early in its development, developers create demos or prototypes of
one or several features to bring the concepts to life. Next, developers create detailed concept
and design documents for the game. Then, some 12 to 18 months before release, the First
Playable version of the game with representative gameplay and assets is created. Thereafter, an
Alpha version of the game is produced with completed key features and gameplay functionality
and some complete assets. These features will be tested and revised continuously. This phase
occurs some eight to 10 months before release.
Then, about two to four months before release, the game reaches the Code Freeze
stage. The game’s features and assets are complete and the only changes will be eliminating
bugs (glitches or small aspects of the game that don’t work properly). This stage may coincide
with the creation of the Beta version of the game when the features and assets are complete and
no remaining bugs are significant enough to prevent the game from shipping. At this stage,
some trusted outside gamers are asked to Beta-test the game and provide feedback, especially
for online Massively Multi-player Online (MMO) games in which multi-player gameplay must be
tested early.
Code Release is the stage a few weeks before release when all bugs are fixed and the
game is ready for shipping or review by the console manufacturer. In order for a game to be
released on a console such as the Xbox, Wii, or PlayStation, the console company (Microsoft,
Nintendo, Sony) must approve and license the game. Finally, the Gold Master is created, the
final version of the game that is used as a production master, and the game is produced and
shipped. Other languages and platforms also are created for the international market. Unlike
their film and TV counterparts, game titles can be trademarked and the underlying code can be
copyrighted.
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If the game is an app for Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android, or Facebook’s open platform,
the development process is amazingly simple. The developer simply downloads the platform’s
free Software Development Kit (SDK); learns the programming language for the platform; signs
up online to be an official developer (for Apple it’s $99); submits the app or game to the
platform; and, if it’s approved, sees it in the platform’s store in a few weeks. If there are bugs,
the developer can submit alterations. But the developer is responsible for marketing the game.
With this open model, Apple’s App Store has 1.4 million apps and even after its 30 per cent
commission, has paid out more than $13 billion to developers.
Game sales are charted by the number of units sold and now, predominantly by the
Revenue earned. In mainstream games, the revenue from retail is split among the developer,
publisher, retail outlets, manufacturer, and console company. If a publisher has funded the
development, the developer gets an advance on their royalties when they reach key
development milestones. The revenue split among all these parties often doesn’t deliver much
profit to developers (about 17 per cent). Some developers bypass intermediaries and secure
Internet distribution and marketing to boost their returns – receiving up to 85 per cent.
The Budgets for AAA and big games from studios and large game developers range
from $20 million to $50 million. Indie game budgets range from $500 to $5 million.
There are various Roles in the game industry for development, publishing, and
distribution. Game Developers are the creators of a game, determining gameplay, rules, key
elements, and coding. Game developers range from individuals to mainstream powerhouse
game companies. Game Publishers publish videogames that they develop internally or those
whose IP rights they acquire from external game developers. Generally they finance a game’s
development, oversee its distribution internally or via an external contract, and manage its
launch and marketing, including market research. In addition, publishers manage game licensing,
layout, box design, printing, and adapting the game to other languages and technical
requirements.
The Produced by credit is bestowed to the person most completely responsible for a
videogame production’s full life cycle. The Executive Producer manages Producers and other
production personnel across multiple projects, and supports the senior company executives.
Like film, games have various other producer types. Creative Directors are responsible for a
game’s look and feel; Artists create the visual elements of a game, such as characters, scenery,
objects, vehicles, surface textures and clothing; and, Programmers design and write the
computer code that runs and controls a game.
The game industry has many Awards bestowed by governing industry organizations,
media outlets, and as part of industry events. The most prestigious is the D.I.C.E. Awards
(Design, Innovate, Communicate, Entertain) bestowed by The Academy of Interactive Arts &
Sciences (AIAS), a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the worldwide interactive
entertainment industry with more than 22, 000 members. It also hosts the yearly D.I.C.E.
Summit. Other key awards include the Game Developer’s Choice Awards, the “Best of” awards
at the E3 conference (IGN, Game Trailers, and Games Critics Awards), Destructoid Awards, IGN
World Expo Game Marketing Awards, and SXSW Gaming Awards.
Additional awards include the Gamespot Awards, VGX TV Awards (formerly Spike
Awards). NAVGTR Awards, InGamepro Awards, EGM/1Up Awards, Golden Joystiq Awards,
Gamepro Awards, GameSpy Awards, Machinima Awards, TEC Awards, The Golden Trailers,
Annie Awards, Games for Change Awards, and “Game of the Year” Awards from media outlets
such as Game Informer, InsideGaming, PlayStation, and Entertainment Weekly. In the UK, The
British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) has added a videogames awards category.
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Game Marketing, similar to film and music marketing, is managed by a publisher’s
marketing department or conducted directly by the indie developer. For big mainstream games,
the studio that oversees its production, distribution, and merchandising manages the marketing.
In general, about one-third of a game’s development budget is invested in marketing.
Some big titles take a page from the blockbuster film industry with marketing budgets that match
or exceed development costs. The massive 2013 release of Grand Theft Auto V, the PlayStation 3
and Xbox 360 console game, reportedly spent $150 million on advertising and included stunts
and promotions at the retail level, including GameSpot stores opening at midnight for the game’s
sale. The investment paid off; the game grossed $1 billion in just three days.!
Games often launch to the industry at key Events to secure buzz and industry support,
while reaching public audiences directly by pushing out trailers and game assets through social
media. Because games are relatively new and come from a niched industry that helped spawn
the bottom-up revolution, game marketing values what gamers think about a game as much as
what experts think. Fans’ Word-of-Mouth (WOM) endorsements can be as important as an award,
because, in the end, the quality of gameplay always trumps hype.
One of the first marketing considerations is the game’s Title. Potential titles are brought
to Beta gamers who test gameplay and marketing strategies for new games. If it’s a small game
developer, then the feedback is anecdotal. If a bigger publisher is involved, it’s more in-depth.
Concept Art is critical to videogames because it portrays the overall story universe, key
characters, and a sense of the all-important gameplay. Gameplay screen art depicts key scenes,
characters, actual locations, action, and gameplay for the final script. It’s integral to audiences’
perceptions of whether they might like the game. The game’s box artwork signals the value of
what’s inside and is designed based on the property’s key message, characters, product size,
and in-store placement. Cover art is released as a promotional tool several months or weeks
before the game’s release.
Big console games, highly-anticipated sequels of big titles, or games created by AAA
publishers publicly announce a game from several years to 18 months in advance. BioShock
Infinite announced five years before launch. Yet casual, social, and mobile games announce about
eight weeks before launch because they involve more transactional game-buying decisions.
Game marketing almost always includes demo launches at key Industry conferences or
trade shows, serving as both markets for business deals and as marketing vehicles. The
Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3), North America’s largest show, is a serious industry-driven,
more closed-door event, while Penny Arcade Expo (PAX), created by the authors of the Penny
Arcade blog and Web-comic, is a series of lighter, more player-friendly events. Other key events
include the Game Developers Conference, D.I.C.E Summit, SXSW Interactive Conference and
Festival, Independent Games Festival, and Festival of Indie Games (FIG).
The two types of game Trailers are gaining importance as a promotional tool. They
provide a sense of the immersive nature of the game universe through tone, look, characters,
and gameplay. Gameplay Trailers showcase gameplay elements and why the game is fun to play.
Story Trailers focus on the experience that creators want gamers to feel – emotions and the
sense of excitement or adventure, but they also include some gameplay. Game trailers’ main
point of entrée is online and through social media.
!
Like all entertainment properties, game marketers conduct Publicity programs for games.
Game publishers look to provide top game critics and bloggers with exclusive “hands on”
access to a new game demo or final version at big industry events or special hosted events in
key cities such as San Francisco, New York, and Los Angeles. Game marketers also conduct
review and publicity programs. Inclusion of a game in influencers’ top 10 or 25 games lists;
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media outlets’ “Game of the Year” designations; mobile platform or console companies’
“Featured Game” status; and, key sites’ “Special Channel” status – are all highly sought after.
Game Reviews are a two-part process. First, publicists send unfinished versions of the
game to journalists and bloggers to secure Previews, longer stories describing the game and
some of its key features and characters. Then, a few weeks before release, the final game is
provided for full reviews that appear before the public launch. Positive reviews from key online
personalities are as important as those from credentialed journalists. PewDiePie, the 20something Swedish gamer’s channel of videos, including “Let’s Play” and gameplay videos,
spoofs, reviews, and vlogs, is the first in YouTube’s history to reach 20 million subscribers.
Press Kits for games expand during the publicity process. At the announcement it may
be just a fact sheet and early concept art and at the preview stage it may be more detailed
information, along with screen shots and a trailer. For the launch, the game has a complete press
kit (similar to film, TV, and books press kits) and, as many high quality assets possible, including
(five to 50) screenshots, the game logo, a photo of the game package, and an option to
download all screenshots into a zip drive.
The influential Media Outlets for game reviews and coverage are IGN, Kotaku
(distributed through the Gawker network), Destructoid, Gamespot, Game Informer, PC Gamer
and Rock, Paper, Shotgun. Other influential outlets include GamesRadar, Electronic Games,
Electronic Gaming Monthly, Polygon, Joystiq, Gamesutra, GamesCritic.com, N4G, Escapist
GiantBomb, Wired, Ain’t It Cool News, and Game Trailers. Reviews have a multiplier effect,
appearing in multiple media outlets or aggregator sites such as IMDb, Metacritic, Rotten
Tomatoes, Review Gang, TestFreaks, GameRankings, Farmitsu, Mobygames, and Epinions.
Nintendo has Advertised Mario on TV since the 1980s. By immersing players directly
into Mario’s universe, Leo Burnett created some of the 1990s’ best television spots. Today,
game advertising is mainly digital, on top game sites and YouTube channels. Occasionally,
games with bigger budgets such as King’s Pet Rescue (cousin to Candy Crush Saga), DeadRising
3, and Call of Duty Ghosts advertise on TV. In 2014, Electronic Arts launched a huge multichannel ad campaign for Titanfall, blending traditional and digital advertising that placed Titan
in unexpected venues such as the classic Atari games Asteroids, Missile Command, and
Centipede and in other fictional and real-world universes via rich media “pull down” banner ads.
Ads blanketed the Internet, in-game advertising, Xbox Live, Facebook, and Electronic Arts’
YouTube channel. Mainstream TV advertising included 60- and 30-second spots for audiences.
Game trailers, box art, and gameplay screen shots are hugely Socialized, with rabid fans
speculating, sharing, and commenting, thereby serving as publishers’ most powerful marketing
vehicle. As a result, publishers try to boost a game’s social currency. The release of Marvel Super
Heroes characters on social media was the basis of Warner Bros. Games’ LEGO Marvel Super
Heroes videogame launch in early 2013, allowing audiences to relate individually to the
characters they loved and be immersed in a thriving community of fandom for all things Marvel
and LEGO. The team used social sites as portals to humorously insert the characters into
broader, real-time pop culture happenings. The LEGO Marvel Super Heroes Facebook page
received 163 million impressions with 10.8 million Facebook users and 500,000 fans.
Indie developers do most of the marketing themselves, relying on the Internet sites and
blogs and social media to get the word out about their game. If it’s a paid game, they may create a
free demo or Lite version of the game to get players hooked. In the August 21, 2013 issue of Game
Informer, Editor-in-Chief Andy McNamara, said, “Indie devs don’t have to answer to their marketing
departments – they are their marketing departments. Their focus groups are their peers, their fans,
and sometimes a beta or two. They have the reins of their own games for better or for worse.”
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Game Trends
Within global entertainment, the game industry’s Revenue is on par with music, triple that of
home video, almost double film’s, and about two-thirds of the book industry’s. The game
industry’s growth, which has been in the double digits in recent years, is astounding. Revenue is
projected to reach $103 billion by 2017.
The Audience Demographic profile of the gamer has changed drastically. What used to
be the exclusive domain of young males is now just as much the purview of older women. Adult
women represent double (36 percent) the game-playing population of boys 17 or younger (17
percent) – almost half are more than 50 years old. Women dominate casual mobile games,
gravitate toward online multi-player games, and are starting to play traditionally white male
genres, such as first-person shooter games. In general, gamers are more affluent than nongamers. To provide more universal access to games, 15 per cent of US libraries lend
videogames and have Xboxs and PlayStations available on the premises. More are adding
games and platforms to access them, which will broaden the gamer universe even further.
Gamers’ Psychographic profiles transcend these demographics. They are fiercely
impassioned and loyal, as witnessed by the devoted tribe of Minecraft-ers, and are highly social
animals, spending more time on social platforms than non-gamers.
Games’ real-time rendered Graphics are almost on par with animated movies and are
likely to exceed or merge with film graphics and animated design. Already, graphics on Crysis 3,
The Last of Us, Metro: Last Light, and Halo 4 are of superior quality. And in the near future, they
will be so pixel perfect they’ll become indistinguishable from reality, showing natural movement
and facial expressions.
Just as it has in the film retail home video business, technology is disrupting game
Distribution. Home video retailer, Blockbuster went out of business, while Netflix reinvented
itself once movies became streamable and downloadable. Correspondingly, GameStop’s and
Best Buy’s bricks-and-mortar operations are much less dominant as retail distributors than their
digital counterparts. Already, Internet-accessed portals with software such as Steam, which
allows audiences to bypass retailers to download games to PCs, consoles, tablets, OTT services,
and smartphones, are cropping up everywhere. To mine this market, Yahoo! launched Yahoo
Games Network. Because retail shelf space is paid for mostly by big game companies, the
emerging Internet distribution model will help the mid-sized and indie developers bypass
publishers to get to market.
The game industry norm of being driven by next generation Consoles is changing.
Nintendo’s Wii, the top selling hardware, is not a next gen console, but rather is a marketing
strategy for a family-friendly system. When Sony’s PlayStation 4 and Microsoft’s Xbox One
launched in 2013, they found there were not only competing with each other, but also with the a
multi-screened living room environment, including OTT services and mobile tablets. The Wii U
GamePad addressed that new reality by allowing games to be played with and without a TV set,
through Off-TV play. As games become more mainstreamed, distribution models and features
will evolve concurrently, just as they have in film and television.
A key hardware evolution is technology that amps up the Immersive experience. Instead
of viewing progress on a screen, players can now wear goggles that insert them into the game’s
universe. If players move 360 degrees, the game’s POV travels with them. They also can
physically stand on a game platform that allows them to run and jump within the game. If the
gamer is being chased in the gameplay, they must actually run, rendering gameplay fully
experiential. This physical gameplay may help gaming’s sedentary reputation by adding an
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“exercise” element, like Wii Sports’ positioning as way to get indoor exercise. This fullyimmersive experience may soon enter film and television, making them less linear, and further
blurring the lines between film, TV, and games.
Among PC Games, casual games, designed for short or impromptu game playing, have
risen. What began as puzzle games such as Diner Dash, evolved into simulation games.
Currently they’re Free-to-Play (F2P) games that are also socialized on Facebook, such as
FarmVille, which has more than 70 million active users worldwide. The F2P business model of
providing the game for free, but charging for in-game purchases to get more assets benefits
both publishers and consumers. It will continue online and on mobile, and expand to consoles.
Mobile games revenue is now surpassing that of console gaming, dominated by apps
played on tablets and smartphones. This is bringing in more women and very young children to
games. The monetization of casual mobile F2P games through in-app purchases has challenged
the acceptable mores of marketing to children. Many children have played these games on
parent’s smartphones and racked up huge charges without their parents’ knowledge. Apple
agreed to pay $32.5 million to settle Federal Trade Commission charges that unfairly billed
parents and required more firewalls on in-game purchases targeting children.
Gaming has also ascended to the Cloud with new game-targeted services that render
videogame graphics, provide regular updates, and send a video stream of the games to the user.
After play, the user state is saved in the cloud, allowing gamers to easily pick up where they left
off – on multiple devices. This practice is expected to grow nine-fold by 2017, reaching 8 billion
dollars. Because of the Internet and cloud-based technology, gaming is becoming increasingly
Global. To attract worldwide audiences, online game developers are incorporating more diverse
themes and genres into their games.
Another burgeoning trend among gamers is the phenomenon of online Spectatorship,
integrated with the opportunity to share skills, and find community. This is witnessed by the
huge “Let’s Play” (LP) craze on YouTube – watching a recorded video of single- or multi-player
gameplay, with players providing real-time commentary. YouTube has many moderated and
user-generated gaming channels – from Video Games to GamingTrendVideos. Some 95 per
cent of gamers use YouTube to enhance their gaming experience. In early 2015, Steam – a
major online gaming community – had 8.5 million concurrent users. Twitch (acquired by Amazon
for $1 billion), marries the multi-player experience with real-world sports to live-stream game
tournaments, attracting 100 million viewers monthly. Coca-Cola and Red Bull sponsor Call of
Duty, DOTA 2, League of Legends, and SMITE events, spawning professional gamers who seek
prize pools approaching $1.5 million.
The growth of game playing is rubbing off on the rest of the Entertainment industry
and is driving entertainment franchise creation. Already, games and film are cozy bedfellows,
despite the big difference in their active vs. passive experiences. Games have been translated
into film since the 1980s. Some have been hugely successful, such as Mortal Kombat, Lara Croft:
Tomb Raider, and Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time. But, when game-to-movie adaptations
deviate from the game’s world, characters, and rules, they generally fail because they break
indelible codes for gamer superfans.
Television is also getting into games. Family Guy and South Park have created
videogame-based worlds around the long-running animated series. Steven Spielberg has taken
notice, working with Microsoft to produce a “TV show” for Xbox 360 based on Halo and
produced a movie based on Electronic Art’s, Need for Speed. A number of companies are now
developing original “TV content” for the Xbox platform.!And music games, such as Guitar Hero
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and Rock Band are becoming the Karioke of this generation. They are influencing music
promotion and sales, generating huge numbers of iTunes song downloads.
And Rovio’s Angry Birds, which began as a casual, mobile game, has quickly catapulted
into a global transmedia franchise – with a stable of videogames and spin-offs, a highly
successful animated television series on the Cartoon Network, its own mobile TV channel, a 3-D
computer-generated feature film distributed by Sony Pictures, and character-driven books and
merchandise. DreamWorks contracted with Rovio to create a mobile game for The Croods.
And the converse is also true. The Story and character dictates of film, television, and
books are entering the next generation of games. Because technology now allows games to pick
up where they left off and graphics are cinematic quality, games can go beyond features,
graphics, levels, and violence to engage audiences, and are incorporating deeper storylines,
themes, and character-driven emotion and mood. Earlier games The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina
of Time, Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic, Half Life 2, and Deus Ex wove story into gameplay. Now, Resident Evil, Braid, The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, Mass Effect 2 and 3, The Walking
Dead: Survival Instinct, Portal 2, The Last of Us, and BioShock Infinite have compelling storylines.
The lessons from Call of Duty and Temple Run have not escaped many savvy consumer
brands. Gamification, the use of game mechanics – competition, achievement, status, selfexpression, altruism, and closure – is used widely by consumer brands, entertainment properties,
and causes as part of media promotions with trivia contests, stunts, or interactive events.
Gamification of content appeals to audiences’ core drivers and desires, motivating them to solve
problems or complete challenges on Web sites or apps with mini-games or check-ins. Giveaways,
points, leaderboard status, or downloadable content incentivize audiences’ behavior and
participation. American Express’ Rewards program, Jackson-Kendall’s wine connoisseurship app,
the profile completeness progress bar on LinkedIn, the documentary Half the Sky’s Facebook
game, McDonald’s and Hasbro’s Monopoly sweepstakes, state lotteries, and flash mobs all use
gamification concepts.
Game playing has reached unimagined realms. Perhaps, the strangest use of game
worlds is their infiltration by Underworld criminal elements and spy networks. New virtual
currencies, such as Bitcoins, LiteCoin, Dogecoin (meme coin), and Ethereum are making
commerce easier online in various realms, most above-board. But some alternate currencies are
traded tracklessly in sub-worlds on the Dark Net to pay for child pornography, guns, and drugs.
Documents disclosed by National Security Advisor contractor, Edward J. Snowden, reveal that
American and British spies infiltrated the virtual fantasy universes of World of Warcraft and
Second Life with avatars to look for militant and terrorist communications and activity.
Games are a microcosm of the evolution of the media and entertainment industries: the
platform is becoming increasingly less important while the experience is paramount. Because the
game industry is younger, hence less entrenched in old norms than its film or television
counterparts, it is more agile and able to leverage the changing technological landscape.
Already a whopping force in entertainment, games are outpacing other platforms’ revenue. With
their more character-driven storytelling capabilities and deep understanding of the limbic brain’s
ability to motivate and reward audiences, games may lead the entire entertainment industry into
a more engaged and immersive future.
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CHAPTER 6

Digital Media – Internet and Mobile

_______________________________
In 2013, Ken Loach, an old-school film director, was in a London post-production studio editing
Jimmy’s Hall – a drama about a Communist who returns to 1930s Ireland to open an old dance
hall – when he realized he had run out of analog “edge-numbering” tape used to synchronize
the picture and sound tracks. Since the tape’s no longer manufactured, he put out a call for help
to the filmmaking community through Screen magazine. His White Knight was none other than
Pixar Studios, known for its cutting-edge computer and digital animation. They overnighted
their entire stock of edge-numbering tape to help one of the last feature films ever to be edited
on film (rather than on computer-based systems such as Avid or Final Cut Pro). This was a
seminal moment at the crossroads of entertainment’s analog past and digital future.

Hilch/Shutterstock.com
Digital media proliferates today and is interconnected.

Digital Media Overview
Today, almost all of the media we consume is digital. Even old movies, photos, and books have
been digitized to be compatible with our digital world. For nostalgic reasons, some people have
hung on to their long-playing (LP) vinyl record albums or 8-track tape collections. But now,
almost all media – film, TV, Web sites, games, blogs, social media, podcasts, and music – is
created and edited in digital formats.
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Traditionally, the creation and distribution of media has required funding and
greenlighting by intermediaries such as studios, production companies, theater chains, TV
networks, cable companies, publishers, and hardware manufacturers. Today’s digital revolution
allows individuals to create and present media content that they “own,” “co-own,” or “earn”
without these gatekeepers – critical to transmedia storytelling and marketing.
Digital media is a broad term referring to electronic media that uses digital codes or the
binary system using “0s” and “1s" to record or present data or information. A digital recording
samples the data or content (sound, visuals, etc.) at intervals and translates it into discrete bits in
binary code. The higher the “sampling” or “bit” rate, the higher the quality of the recording.
Because digital data is non-linear, it can be played back and edited anywhere in the progression
of the data. And, copies of digital content are always of the same quality as the original. Digital
data and media are compatible with the explosion of digital-ready devices such as hard drives,
computers, game consoles, tablets, smartphones, MP3 players, CD players, and DVD players.
Digital varies greatly from older Analog media systems, such as videotape/VCRs and
records/record players, which record or play data in linear progression – represented by bumps
and dips – on an analog signal. Analog must be played back or edited in linear fashion. Tape
and film copies decrease in quality with each generation and, over time, wear out or disintegrate.
That’s why so many film preservationists and guilds are digitizing old films and footage – in an
effort to save them for posterity.
Much of digital media – the Internet, cable TV, and telephone – relies on Broadband, a
transmission system that uses a wide bandwidth that simultaneously transports multiple signals
and types of traffic across multiple channels. (A Baseband system transmits info across just a
single channel). With its increased transmission capacity, broadband allows for the transmission
of a tremendous amount of digital data. Broadband is transmitted through a wire (optical fiber,
coax, or twisted pair) and by adding a router, can be wireless. It’s that broadband wire that the
media industry refers to when it talks about “pipes” to people’s homes. Multi-service Operators
(MSOs) such as Verizon and Comcast have aggressively sought that access to consumers’ homes,
touting the fastest transmission rates as a key benefit in their marketing programs.
Mobile technology is another digitally-driven transmission system using radio signals
over a specific geography via a cellular network, usually provided by mobile operators such as
AT & T or T-Mobile. Mobile is best at transmitting Narrowband – voice and data. In addition to
telephony (telephone calls), mobile devices enable SMS texting, MMS messaging of photos and
videos, e-books, music, Internet access, e-mail, cameras, and apps. Cell phones, smartphones,
and tablets are all mobile-enabled devices.
The remarkable advances in broadband and mobile transmission provide fast speeds,
high quantity, and increased mobility to serve the public’s gluttonous appetite for digital data.
Categorizing digital media is somewhat of an exercise in futility because technology is
changing faster than semantics. But, the following Formats and definitions and are useful to a
broad understanding of digital media:
•
•
•
•

Digital Text (ASCII, UTF-8, MIME, TXT, HTML, RTF, PDF)
Digital Images (JPEG, GIF, TIFF, PNG, BMP, RAW)
Digital Video (MOV, AVI, WMV, MXF, WMV, MP4)
Digital Audio (MP3, WAV, WMA, RAM, AIF)

Like their film, TV, and game counterparts, Internet and mobile content and productions
must be developed, requiring a content concept, a narrative, funding, and identification of
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target audiences. They follow a multi-phased Production cycle including Development, Preproduction, Production, Post-production, Distribution, and Marketing.
Digital media – digital film, digital TV and Webisodes, digital radio, e-books, online
publications, and videogames, which are accessed online, by satellite, via mobile, on gaming
consoles, and on CD and DVD/Blu-ray players – have been covered in previous transmedia
platform chapters on Film, Broadcast, Books and Publications, and Games. This Digital Media
chapter covers digital content such as Web sites, blogs, vlogs, podcasts, and social media
accessed over the Internet and mobile devices, and apps accessed via mobile devices. These
digital media expressions can be vital platforms for your entertainment or media project.

The Internet
The Internet or the Net, is a System of many connected private, corporate, government, and
academic computer networks that transmit data by packet-switching using a common Internet
Protocol (IP). E-mail, smartphone apps, torrents, FTP file sharing, browsers, and Web sites are all
part of the Internet. The World Wide Web or the Web, is one application of the Net, which
provides Content or interconnected documents such as Web sites and other data via hyperlinks.
The Internet has a storied history, but it began in earnest in the 1960s when computer
researchers and the defense industry put out a call to colleagues to link computer networks to
provide more data-sharing than mainframes of the time allowed. By the late 1960s and early
1970s, NPL, Rand Corporation, and MIT had developed several network protocols that by the
early 1980s, merged into the current single IP (Europe held onto the CERN platform through
most of the rest of that decade). This created an infrastructure for sharing data worldwide.
In the early 1990s, the Internet’s linked system spawned a CERN physicist’s creation of
The World Wide Web, which he made free to everyone. But not everyone had access to the Net
and the Web. By the early 1990s, a Digital Divide emerged separating developing nations in
Africa, Asia, Oceana, and Latin America from the rest of the developed world. This divide still
exits, but exponential growth in mobile technology in those areas has begun to close the gap.
One of the first popular uses of the Internet was e-mail, propelled by businesses’ need
to share information. But it was the porn industry, fueled by public access to the Web that is
credited with the Internet’s explosive growth in the 1990s. As all kinds of content proliferated on
the Web, the need to find and organize information increased. The 1993 introduction of the first
Web Browser, a software application allowing users to retrieve info on the Web, changed
everything. The first browser, Mosaic, later called Netscape Navigator, was eclipsed thereafter
by Internet Explorer. Other current browsers are Safari, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome.
Web directories and Search Engines of the early 1990s such as WebCrawler, Lycos, and
Yahoo! added more levels of discovery and organization to the Web. Late in that decade,
behemoth Google introduced its search algorithm that ranked listings based on relevancy to
search terms (sorting most relevant results first on a Search Engine Results Page (SERP). Savvy
tech marketers tried to game the ranking system with Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
techniques to make organizations’ Web pages rise to the top of the rankings so they’d more
likely to be clicked. To this day, Web sites and content are designed and written with search
rankings in mind. Google has refined the algorithm and added many more services, earning $66
billion in revenue in 2014, more than both the newspaper and magazine industries combined.
Other current search engines include Microsoft’s Bing, and Yahoo! Search.
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With search capabilities, commerce or E-commerce boomed online in the 1990s.
Amazon and Ebay established profitable online business models, generating sub-industries to
provide secure ways to pay such as PayPal. By the 2000s, the Internet had become the single
largest and influential mass medium in the world, serving a wide array of content creators and
audience interests. It became a full-fledged Business vehicle with Web sites, blogs, e-mail,
LinkedIn pages, and Twitter feeds. It became an Educational tool with news sites, teaching
videos, and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOGs). And, it became an Entertainment source
with streamed movie and TV portals, radio stations, Facebook Pages, and audience chat forums.
Now, in the 2010s, data is increasingly created and shared by Cloud Computing – the
operation of software applications via the Internet on Internet-connected devices rather than by
Local Computing on local servers or personal devices. The cloud manages applications and
provides storage on shared computing resources via a data center of servers on the Internet.
Google Drive, which allows users to share the creation of documents on Google Docs, Google
Sheets, and Google Slides, and Amazon Cloud Drive, which allows customers to store images
and MP3 music purchased from Amazon, are common uses of the cloud. Mobile Cloud
Computing, which marries the cloud with mobility, is overcoming the limited processing power,
battery life, and storage of mobile devices. The cloud infrastructure handles the intensive datacomputing tasks and data storage, yet mobile devices still can access the data.
Now, there are 4 billion people online worldwide. The Internet has fully globalized
society. Affinity and topic rule on the Net, not geography. Its immediacy has changed news
cycles forever, because breaking stories can hit the Internet within moments of occurring. The
public, not journalists, posts much of that content. And the Internet’s massive reach, ability to
host big files, and its shareability have shifted the distribution of content.
The Roles for creating broadband and online film or video, vlogs, podcasts, or
interactive features and experiences include the Executive Producer (EP) who is the person most
completely responsible for a project's vision, storytelling, audience experience and production,
exercising significant decision-making authority over a majority of the producing functions across
all phases of the project. This person may also hold a corporate or executive title. The
Supervising Producer serves as liaison between the EP and production team. There are other key
positions such as Writers and various technical jobs – from running camera to post-production –
depending on the nature of the project.

Web Sites
Web sites have come a long way since the first sites of the 1990s, which were just a few static
pages of copy originally written for a brochure, slapped up on a site. Now, they’re sophisticated
multi-media platforms that set a mood, tell stories, and interact with audiences. In 2009, Google
registered more than one trillion unique URLs and 50 billion Web pages. By 2015, almost twothirds of the world’s population was on the Internet.
Web sites still serve as the workhorses of a media project’s online content. They can be a
key storytelling platform, a marketing platform, or both. The old saying, “all roads lead to Rome”
applies to Web sites because they can be the hub for all of your digital assets including social
media, blogs, hosted video, and other Web sites. While a “cool” viral video may get notice, if it
doesn’t lead engaged audiences to something bigger, you may have squandered your moment.
Web sites are a series of Web pages served from a single Web Address accessed by a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL). The URL for Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to
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Games and Digital Media is http://www.transmediamarketing.com/; its Domain Name is
transmediamarketing.com. Collectively, all public Web sites make up the World Wide Web.
A Web site is hosted on a Web Server such as GoDaddy, Network Solutions, or
Web.com. Web pages are created and transported using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or
links and organized into a site structure or hierarchy using the site’s URL. The main page is called
the Home Page, usually showing the full architecture of the site and providing access to all other
site sections. The user navigates the site by clicking on horizontal or vertical Navigation Bars or
Tabs with the names of the sections. Common navigation categories are Home, About, News,
and Contact. Large sites, news sites, and commerce sites often also have their own search
function. Within a Web site, pages are often connected or Hyperlinked.
To start a Web site, you must purchase the domain name for your site from a domain or
Web server company. These services also will host your Web site for a yearly fee. Your site will
come with e-mail accounts for you, your team, and even your project’s characters. If you are
going to conduct e-mail marketing through the site, be sure to negotiate add-on capabilities
with the hosting service for audience tracking.
Most media projects should have a dedicated Web site featuring text, graphics, video,
audio, blogs, chats, comments, interactive features, and more. An official project Web site
should provide unique content that’s interactive and valuable to your audiences. It describes the
media project; provides a project synopsis, bios, key art (poster, box art), trailers, and links to
partners; hosts graphics and video or links to YouTube or Vimeo; invites audience interaction,
such as blog comments, chats, or user content; and, provides contact information.
Web sites are created by private Web design companies and freelancers or, provided as
an add-on service by Web server companies. The key Roles in Web site creation follow the
overall Internet and broadband positions and include Executive Producer, Supervising Producer,
and Writer. Web site creators are also called Web Designers.
But, if you want to create a site yourself, you don’t need to learn to code, but can
choose a ready-made Content Management System (CMS) such as WordPress, Drupal, or
Joomla. A CMS framework manages Web design so you can focus on the content. Other easy
Web site-building tools include EverWeb, Weebly, SiteKreator, Yola, and Wix.
Whether designed by a professional or by a layperson, there are a few key rules of
thumb for building your site. First, it should have a simple uncluttered and consistent design with
intuitive and easy navigation. It should link to all of your project’s other digital assets – from your
video-streaming channel to your project’s social media platforms. This can be accomplished via
a dashboard with clickable icons to your Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, and YouTube accounts. All
activities on these digital sites should bring audiences to your Web site if it’s your digital hub.
Your site should be fully Web 2.0 so that audiences can print, share pages, and
comment. And, it should be viewable and be usable on tablets and mobile devices to
accommodate burgeoning mobile use. Because Google changed their algorithm to favor
mobile-responsive Web sites, choose a CMS framework or theme that automatically coverts your
Web site into an optimal mobile-viewing experience.
Throughout the Web site, text should include the keywords or meta-words that are likely
to be typed into a search field. This will raise your site’s search ranking status vis a vis those
keywords, hence increasing the traffic to your Web site.
And, in today’s hyper-visual world, the more graphics and video you include, the better.
Audio, such as podcasts, can further engage audiences and can interactive features. Interactive
features such as maps, game features, comment sections, and areas that allow for posting of
User-generated Content (content created by audiences) are important to keep audiences
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engaged and make audiences feel part of a community. And, your Web site should be designed
so that it can be updated regularly with fresh video clips, recent news coverage, and teaser
videos to keep audiences coming back.

Blogs, Pods, and Vlogs
Blogs began on the Internet in 1997 and now number well over 150 million. Some 77 percent of
Internet users read blogs. Blogs began as unheralded online text diaries and have become major
sources of information and opinion. Every niche interest has dedicated blogs and audiences.
Mom bloggers serve more than 36 million women who have their own organization, BlogHer.
Perez Hilton’s gossip blog about actors and musicians has made him one of the most powerful
celebrity columnists. Even the White House has a Tumblr blog.
Perhaps the best-known general interest news portal, aggregator, and blog is Huffington
Post, owned by AOL. It has original news coverage and columnists, complemented by daily blog
entries by approved Huffington Post contributors, from high profile personalities such HuffPost
founder, Arianna Huffington and Marlo Thomas, to lesser known experts and individuals (the
author is a contributor http://www.huffingtonpost.com/anne-zeiser/). Demonstrating how it has
transcended categorization, the Huffington Post has won a Pulitzer Prize and several Webbys.
Blogs are simple Web sites or Web Logs that are regularly updated, usually with opinion
or commentary and other rich media such as interactive video. Entries are displayed in reverse
chronological order, with most recent posts shown on top. Blog entries combine text, graphics,
video, links to other Web pages, and the ability to leave comments. Some blogs cater to a
certain artistic format such as art (artlog), photography (photoblogs), video (vlogs), music (MP3
blog), and audio (podcasting). Micro-blogs are simply blogs with short posts or micro-posts, such
as Twitter or Tumblr.
Blogs can be stand-alones, part of an overall Web site, or serve as the platform for a
simple Web site. WordPress’ CMS and blog publishing tool has the capability of housing Web
pages and other content around the blog to create a mini-Web site. It also offers many free and
paid ready-made design themes. WordPress hosts some 75.6 million blogs. Blogger is Google’s
free blogging tool and platform, which allows bloggers to use their own domain name, free of
charge. Tumblr is supported by various mobile apps that make it easy to submit content from
mobile devices and customization of themes is relatively easy. Other free publishing platforms
and tools and include Medium, Svbtle, LiveJournal, Weebly, Typepad, Movable Type, Ghost,
and Blog.com.
There are a few tips about blog design to increase your blog’s reach and subscriber
base. Keep the navigation simple and make the navigation bars bold and easy to see. Avoid
drop-down menus or assisted search functions. Publish just a paragraph or two of good copy
from your blog on your home page to entice readers to click to read further. Speed up your
loading time using tools like Google’s Page Speed plug-in. Add subject categories to the post
and the tags. Use tags, which are blog navigation tools in which the blogger lists keywords or
tags in a field after a blog entry to signal the topics related to the post. Tags should include
some of the project’s top meta-words to improve the blog’s SEO ranking. Tags are organized by
the blog alphabetically or in order of popularity.
Add a pop-up window or feature block to gather e-mail addresses to sign up for a Rich
Site Summary (RSS) Feed that automatically distributes or syndicates news or blog content. If a
user subscribes to a blog, they receive an alert to their e-mail or mobile device that there’s a
new post accompanied by a short summary of the blog entry and a link to the full post.
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Blogs’ names say what they’re about or connect to a project. The best blogs have an
authentic voice that resonates with audiences and gives away some knowledge so people feel
satisfied and prone to share it. Blogs should be short (no more than 700 words) and have a great
photo near the top to draw people in. Also, tantalizing headlines that are short, bold, active,
personal, and immediate, using numbers, lists, tips, and viral words such as “smart,” “surprising,”
“huge,” or “big” draw people in. Posts should end with a simple call-to-action to secure an email or text sign-up, or a Twitter “follow.” Blogs should always have the comments function
enabled to invite audience engagement and reveal how best to serve them in the future. And,
blogs must be promoted via social media and other digital channels, telegraphing the subject or
post’s headline (with a direct link).
A blog’s content creation and curation is as important as its design. A blog can be a
project’s consistent voice for telegraphing news or publishing new content, a key means for
keeping a Web site fresh, and a reason for audiences to come back. Blogs announce project
news, release new assets such as art and video clips, and capitalize on news stories and trends.
Good blogs offer value – context and exclusive content – making audiences feels rewarded.
What began as text diaries later morphed into richer media, pushing the boundaries of available
bandwidth. Podcasts – a term combined from iPod and broadcast – are digital content of
episodic audio or video files Subscribed to and Downloaded through Web syndication. They’re
most closely associated with portable players. NPR, the biggest producer and distributor of
podcasts, makes many of its popular radio programs from Science Friday to Car Talk available
for download. Podcasts have gone mainstream with Serial, about the mysterious murder of a
Baltimore teen, listened to by millions and in popular culture – from SNL to The Colbert Report.
Webcasting is the Internet Streaming of files. Audio can be streamed online to a
computer or mobile device, and the files are sometimes called podcasts. Audio streaming is
most closely associated with music services such as Pandora, YouTube, iHeartRadio, Spotify,
Google Music Play, and Apple Music. Apple has added music rentals via streaming to purchases
via download to its music revenue model.
When blogs stream videos they’re called Vlogs or Video Blogs, which have created the
phenomenon of YouTube, ranging from curated channels on every subject to “Let’s Play”
gaming videos. With cheap access to shooting, editing, posting, and syndicating video –
especially now from mobile phones – anyone can create and distribute a vlog. Peter Jackson
produces vlog diaries of the production and post-production of films The Lord of the Rings and
The Hobbit exceptionally well. His posts have live fan events with exclusive footage, Q & As,
“how tos” on post-production scoring, and info on Air New Zealand’s tie-in promotions. Almost
all of his entries include new footage of him or the film. Lizzie Bennet Diaries, a case study
profiled in Transmedia Marketing, used vlogs as the centerpiece of its Emmy Award-winning
modern-day adaptation of Jane Austen’s classic, Pride and Prejudice.
Podcasts or vlogs can be in the producer’s voice or in a character’s voice. Like blogs,
they need ongoing content. They should have a broadcast schedule, such as daily, once per
week, or once per month, and a generally consistent format and length. They should be branded
with a memorable name that connects to the subject or project. The best podcasts and vlogs are
planned; have catchy titles for each episode; and, are outlined or scripted with insightful, useful,
and shareable content. Like blogs, they should be authentic and passionate, not preachy or selfserving; acknowledge audience feedback through comments, live chats, and polls; and, connect
to and promote other digital assets.
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Social Media
Social media has transformed popular culture in a single dizzying decade. It has launched pop
stars, altered world events, and spawned and broken up life-long romances. How is social media
different other online or mobile digital media? The main differentiator is that social media allows
users to have personas and is highly interactive.
On Twitter you have a handle as an identity that begins with @. On Facebook your real
name and photos identify you. On LinkedIn you provide details of your work history and
professional affiliations. On Instagram you establish and share a visual aesthetic. These sites are
like your online avatars. And on most you decide whom to accept into your world. On Twitter
you “follow”; on Facebook you “friend”; on LinkedIn you “connect”; On Google+ you “add to
your circles.” These are your private communities of people with whom you have a virtual
relationship and share details of your life, your thoughts, and your contacts. You also can choose
to use social media with private or public persona.
In addition to establishing your identity, you interact directly with and have
conversations with people in your sphere. Social media is your “virtual soapbox.” You can
update others on the weather in your backyard, comment on the election results, ask for
parenting advice, post a video, or react to a plotline on a TV show. On Twitter you “tweet”; on
Facebook you “post”; on Pinterest you “pin”; and, on YouTube you “view.” And if that’s not
enough, you can “comment,” “friend,” “retweet,” “Like,” “share,” “upvote,” “connect,” and
“modify.” Social media is like a global party line with a never-ending, real-time conversation.
Social media can take the form of networking such as on LinkedIn; discussing on Reddit;
sharing on YouTube; publishing on Tumblr; or all of the above on Facebook, Google+, and
Twitter. And social is the connective tissue between Web sites, social platforms, wikis, (collaborative projects), and more. Whether for staying in touch with friends, finding others with likeminded views and interests, publishing content, marketing a product, or building a professional
reputation, social media has changed the game permanently in personal and professional realms.
The precursors to social media were the online bulletin boards of the late 1970s. Two
unknown pioneers launched in the 1990s, Tripos (targeted to youth) and Friends Reunited (to
reunite lost friends). But the real momentum for social media began in 2002 with Friendster, the
first popular social networking site. Copycat site, MySpace launched thereafter in 2003, as did
LinkedIn, the business social networking site, and Skype, the video-based chat service.
In 2004, three more important sites emerged: Facebook, the college version of
Friendster; Flickr, the image-hosting Web site; and, Digg, a story-sharing social news Web site.
That year, MySpace eclipsed Friendster in page views. In 2005, Facebook added high school
students to its school network. Also, YouTube, an online video-sharing site, and Reddit, a usercurated social news site, launched. In 2006, Twitter, the micro-blogging social network site
launched, Facebook opened up to anyone over the age of 13, and Google bought YouTube. In
2007, Facebook created its Facebook Platform, which allowed for third-party developers to
create applications and Microsoft bought a stake in the exploding social company. Apple also
launched its first generation iPhone.
In 2008, Facebook eclipsed MySpace in total Monthly Active Users (MAUs) and made an
unsuccessful bid to buy Twitter. In 2009, Twitter made journalistic history by breaking the major
news story of a plane crash on the Hudson River. In 2010, Facebook reached 400 million users,
Apple released the first iPad tablet, and Instagram and Pinterest launched. By 2011, almost 40
per cent of US cell phones operated on a smartphone, giving users easy mobile access to social
media. That year Microsoft bought Skype, and Google+ launched. In 2012, Facebook acquired
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Instagram, and Twitter made intergalactic history when the Mars Curiosity Rover tweeted from
Mars and will.i.am released a new single from outer space. In 2013, Vine, the short-form videosharing service, launched and was acquired by Twitter. And Yahoo! purchased Tumblr.
By 2015, Facebook had reached 1.44 billion MAUs, more than 1 billion of them mobile,
and marketing on the social site had become common practice. Google+ had 540 million MAUs
and 1.6 billion total users. Twitter had 255 million MAUs, 1 billion registered users, 500 million
tweets per day, and had become live TV’s top companion. YouTube had surpassed 1 billion total
users, 80 percent of whom were from outside of the US. Tumblr had 420 million users and 206
million blogs; and, LinkedIn had 187 million MAUs and more than 350 million total users. Reddit
had 172 million MAUs with nearly 7 billion monthly page views; MySpace had 50.6 million
MAUs; Flickr had 92 million total users and had stored eight billion photos; and, Pinterest had 40
million MAUs and 70 million total users.
This social conflagration has occurred in just over a decade. Social has proliferated on
mobile, with 65 percent of all time spent on social media occurring on mobile devices.
Social media is an inexpensive distribution mechanism to widely spread a media
project’s content. It can create a global, real-time dialogue between a project and its follower
base of passionates, influencers, evangelists, and content co-creators. And in a world where
friends’ and family’s approval means as much as critics’, content shared through social media
lends credibility. Share-worthy social content is aggregated and curated by “Trending” or “hot”
topics on Facebook, Twitter, and Google+. Upworthy is dedicated to “Trending” topics.
Hashtags are critical to creating and finding “Trending” content. They’re mini-headlines,
taglines, tags, or meta-words preceded by a # that help curate content, pulling it into a separate
content stream so audiences can follow posts on that topic. Hashtags should be chosen carefully
because search engines recognize them.
Social media is integral to the success of consumer and entertainment brands. Samsung,
Lowe’s, Expedia, NIKE, Coke, and GoPro all have a huge social presence, directly engaging their
audiences. And entertainment brands such as Disney, National Geographic, Mashable, and MTV,
and individual properties such as The Maze Runner, Game of Thrones, and The Walking Dead
invite audiences to participate in their stories and their marketing. Brands track the success of
these efforts by tracking the number of shares and Click-through Rates (CTR).
Social media monitoring reveals that postings on business services such as Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Google+ are optimal Monday through Thursday from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
whereas more personal services’ posts such as Facebook and Pinterest do better on weekends.
Tumblr is for night owls; Google+ is for early birds. Overall, the highest level of engagement is
on Fridays.
Key Roles in social media are Social Media Managers or Social Media Marketers. They
manage an entity’s social presence. The best social media professionals are multi-faceted.
They’re content creators, marketing analysts, news and trend followers, community facilitators,
funnel marketing managers, and customer service reps. You can conduct your own social media
for your project, but you should embody these sensibilities.
There are a number of social media management systems to help manage your social
presences including Hootsuite, Spredfast, Social Sprout, and TweetDeck (for Twitter only). Some
of these systems operate as dashboards with all social platforms visible in one place. They allow
users to prepare and schedule posts in advance. Also, there are companies that provide social
media monitoring services providing real-time Web and social monitoring to track social activity,
providing insight on when and how you should respond. These companies include Sysomos,
Visible Technologies, Oracle Social Cloud, Radian6, Mention, and Topsy (Twitter only).
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Mobile Apps
Mobile phones first offered voice service in Japan in the late 1970s, but didn’t become
widespread in the US until the early 2000s. Mobile connectivity has grown exponentially in the
developing world, overcoming the digital divide. By 2007, mobile worldwide reach was triple
that of the Internet. Mobile-enabled cell phones and tablets are now the first, second, and third,
screen of modern life. Some 80 percent of US cell users have smartphones and Nielsen predicts
the global mobile market will be $22 billion by 2016.
Mobile technology became a media delivery platform in 1998 in Finland with the first
ringtone download. A decade later, mobile apps (applications) emerged through application
distribution platforms operated by mobile operating system providers. That introduced a frenzy
of mobile app development on Apple’s App Store, Google Play, Windows Phone Store,
Facebook’s open platform, and Blackberry App World for specific devices such as iPhones, iPads,
Android phones, Windows phones, and Blackberry devices.
App development involves downloading the platform’s free Software Development Kit
(SDK); learning the programming language for the platform; signing up online to be an official
developer (for Apple it’s $99); and, submitting the app or game to the platform. If approved,
the app can be in the platform’s store in a few weeks. If there are bugs, the developer can
submit alterations. But the developer is responsible for marketing the app.
Mobile content has its own dictates of intimacy and shortened experiential timeframes.
Apps can be info-driven such as maps or stock market data; entertainment-driven such as causal
games and on-the-go viewing of TV networks’ programs; or socially-driven such as photo- and
video-sharing services. Apps may charge to download them or be free. Many free apps have a
Freemium or F2P pricing strategy in which the app download is free, but extra assets cost money
(in-app or in-game purchases). Between 20 percent and 30 percent of the profit goes to the
distributor as a commission; the rest goes to the producer.
A number of noteworthy social and entertainment apps have launched in the past few
years. In 2010, Instagram launched as an iOS-only platform, purchased two years later by
Facebook. Also in 2010, GetGlue, an entertainment social networking app, launched (it changed
its name to tvtag in 2014, and folded later that year). In 2011, Snapchat, the video-messaging
app brainchild of two Stanford frat boys, launched under the name Picaboo, birthing the imagemessaging craze. In 2012, Viggle, a social TV app and competitor to GetGlue, launched. Viggle
and GetGlue almost merged in 2013, but the deal fell apart. In 2013, Vine, the short-form
video-sharing service, launched and was acquired by Twitter. In early 2014, Facebook acquired
WhatsApp to gain a further foothold in the mobile market. In 2014, Shazam, the long-standing
music identification app, added new features and genres including TV, film, and advertising.
In 2015, Meerkat, the live-streaming app, launched, and Twitter purchased and released
its competitor, Periscope, with its 1 million users. By 2015, Instagram had 300 million users and
had stored 20 billion photos and Snapchat had 100 million Daily Active Users (DAUs). Vine had
40 million total users and Shazam had more than 100 million MAUs and had been used on more
than 500 million mobile devices. By 2015, app downloads had reached more than 100 billion.
Android users could choose between 1.5 million apps. Apple customers had access to more
than 1.4 million apps and had downloaded more than 85 billion apps on iPhones and iPads. By
far, Facebook was the most popular app, accessed by 74 percent of the mobile audience. Other
top apps included Google Play (60 percent); YouTube (50 percent); Google Search (48 percent);
and, Pandora (45 percent). According to Nielsen, apps account for 82 percent of time spent on
mobile devices and are important marketing, content delivery, and entertainment tools.
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In mobile productions, there are a number of key Roles. The Produced by credit is for
the person most completely responsible for a mobile production’s full life cycle. The Executive
Producer (EP) is involved in the mobile project’s financing and advancement and Co-producers
or Line Producers handle production logistics. Also, there are Designers, Writers, and technicians.

Digital Marketing and Awards
In today’s audience-engaged world, marketers are upping their online, blogger, social media,
and mobile app presence. That’s because in a vast content-creation era, “owned media” – the
content you create for your project such as its Web site, blog, social media platforms, video, and
infographics – is a huge part of the mix to raise audiences’ awareness and understanding of the
value of your project. In addition, online media or blog coverage or social media shares or
commentary are key elements of your “earned media.” A third-party endorsement from a
trusted blogger or a share from a Facebook friend may legitimize the value of your media
property more than a full-page ad from your “paid media.” All three kinds of media work
together to create your transmedia marketing narrative.
The best way to market your online, gaming, and mobile digital assets is with more
online, gaming, and mobile digital assets. Therefore, Digital Marketing is the place where
content creation and marketing blur the most. Digital marketing uses digital content – part of
your transmedia story world or content marketing strategy – to create persuasive, interactive
experiences that drive viewers into a deeper connection with your digital assets. So, if your
digital content is integrated, it both markets itself and other digital content in a continuous loop.
The best way to create digital content is to develop an overall strategy with both a content and
communications sensibility. Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital
Media is about this groundbreaking holistic storytelling and content approach.
There are some differences in digital content based on whether it uses a “pull” or a
“push” strategy. In digital Pull Marketing, also called Inbound Marketing or Content
Marketing, the audience is attracted or “pulled” to the content because of its inherent value.
Audiences may be prompted by a push strategy such as an e-mail or ad to intersect with your
digital content. But in the most valuable intersections, audiences voluntarily check out Web sites,
watch videos, or download apps. Surfing the Internet is the second most popular way audiences
find content. Pull marketing allows for discoverability in which audiences make their own
connections because it’s fun or interesting. Letting them discover that 2 + 2 = 4 is more
engaging and authentic to audiences than giving them the answer, 4. As a result, pull digital
marketing creates lasting value and loyalty. Web sites, social media platforms, blogs, streamed
media, art and graphics, e-books, podcasts, Webinars, publicity coverage, bylined articles,
subscriptions, and RSS feeds are digital pull vehicles.
SEO (Search Engine Optimization), an Internet marketing strategy about increasing the
visibility of your digital content on search engines’ Organic (unpaid) ranking, is a content
creation pull strategy. The goal: to increase the chances of your property showing up in the top
results when someone types in keywords related to your project. The higher up in the search
results list, the more visitors it will receive. You can cause search engines to index your digital
content by embedding content and HTML coding with words that boost sites’ or pages’
relevance to keywords.
Search engines’ search algorithms are constantly changing, but there are some key
“truths” in SEO. SEO begins with what words and phrases are most likely to be typed into the
search field on Google, Yahoo, or Bing. These are your project’s Meta-words, Keywords, and
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Tags. Some words to consider are your project’s title, tagline, genre, platform, category within a
platform, subtitle, themes, top characters, cast members, artists, hashtags, and producing
company names. Since images can be searched, art and photography also should be labeled
with those words.
Use these meta-words on your Web site in text and in headers’ meta-tags. Most content
management systems have meta-tag settings that allow the loading of your meta-words.
Be sure to use your keywords within the blog and the blog tags, press materials, social media
posts, and any content that will go digital. The more you use these keywords, the more likely
your online content will rise to the top when people search them.
Also, your Web design should be dictated by SEO. Don’t use Splash Pages (the page
that appears before the Home Page as a brief intro to your site). Web crawlers will index your
splash page and not other pages, sending traffic only to your splash page. A Landing Page
(Lander) or Lead Capture Page is a Web page that appears after clicking on an SEO search result,
ad, or other content with a link. Adding links to key pages of your Web site, Twitter account, or
YouTube video on everything you post digitally increases the traffic to those pages or sites.
Social Media, another pull strategy, is one of the best ways to get heat around a trailer,
Webisode, or new app, especially if it uses images and video. Social endorsements are the newage versions of the rave review, and shareable videos are the new TV spots.
According to a 2013 PricewaterhouseCoopers study, almost 60 percent of TV-viewing
decisions are influenced by audiences’ inner circle, which is why social media has become such a
powerful promotional tool. So today, Shareability of content is paramount and is one of the most
sought-after content attributes because it heightens visibility and engagement. The most
shareable social content creates mystery with open-ended questions, provides audiences
exclusive or information-rich content, and, makes the experience fun. Social media posts that are
shareable and go viral:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are provocative and have a POV
Are timely and relevant (connect to “Trending” topics)
Pique audiences’ curiosity
Create an emotion or reaction
Riff on others’ ideas more than your own; give others credit
Are easy to understand quickly
Offer a reward
Provide a call-to-action
Are visual; use graphics and video
Are shareable with one click
Link to other digital assets
Provide exclusive content to superfans or influencers
Embed meta-words
Have catchy headlines
Use hashtags that fit the subject and appeal to audiences

The biggest online influencer is positive reviews or comments by trusted sources – both
professional critics and amateur bloggers and superfans. The digital channels that you “own,”
such as Web or social media sites, can “earn” you media attention in the form of Word-of-Mouth
(WOM), publicity, or buzz. Increasing your overall footprint on the Internet through publicity,
especially in places your audiences frequent, is another key tactic of online marketing.
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Publicity, or media coverage, is the byproduct of media relations, which is managed by
the distributor or talent’s publicists. Also, they may handle social media and events. Publicity
includes industry news, critics’ reviews, and feature coverage, much of which is generated by
publicists’ efforts. Through a reciprocal relationship with the press or online outlet, the publicist
provides information, story ideas, and access to key spokespeople, and the journalist covers the
project, production or distribution company, or talent if it’s relevant or interesting to their media
outlet’s audiences.
To secure coverage on others’ Web sites, you should approach their publishers the same
way you would traditional journalists through your media relations efforts and press materials.
Publicity tools include written pitch letters and press materials, graphics and photography, video
trailers and clips, and review copies of the property (provided by e-mail, links, FTP sites, and
hard copies). Media relations take place with the press electronically and via phone
conversations to pitch stories, deliver background information, and provide formal spokesperson
interviews. It also includes face-to-face interactions during screenings, live interviews, press
conferences, set visits, and industry events. Securing a big “hit” on a top online Web site can be
as valuable as coverage on a traditional media outlet.
With so much content overload and distraction from second screens eroding audiences’
attention spans, it’s increasingly difficult to get noticed. In the digital universe, Graphics and
Video are excellent storytellers, amplified by their high degree of shareability. Pictures and video
hold audiences’ attention on all platforms – on air, online, and on the go. Ninety percent of all
information transmitted to the brain is visual and is processed 60,000 times faster than text
information. Audiences "Like" photos twice as much as text comments on Facebook. And, they
spend twice the amount of time on Web pages with video than other content. According to Pew,
54 per cent of all social media users are posting and sharing original photos and video. Visuals
pull audiences into deeper engagement with your content.
Strong key art and graphics instantly convey a project’s story and mood. That’s why
Instagram, Flickr, Pinterest, Tumblr GIFs and micro-video sites such as Vine, Instagram Video,
Snapchat, MixBit, Telly, and Cinemagram are growing so quickly. These attention-getting
digestible bites of visual content can be stand-alones or lead audiences to deeper content.
Video is the fastest growing commodity in the digital space, projected to account for
two-thirds of all mobile traffic by 2016. Video-posting on Facebook in the US increased 100 per
cent from 2014 to 2015. YouTube and Vimeo have revolutionized the Internet because they
allow for uploading and streaming of video, inexpensively adding video content to your digital
universe. There’s been huge growth in the past few years of In-the-Moment video, which is
about the native environment (not about highly-produced videos); the creation of in-the-moment
stories; and, personalization of content. Services such as Snapchat, Vine, and live-streamers,
Periscope, and Meerkat are capitalizing on this new trend. Your project’s video may be longformat full-length films or six-second micro-videos. The various video-streaming sites can serve a
repository of your video assets or a curated channel to which audiences subscribe. While online
viewing of film and video has changed video’s context, the overall appeal is the same.
Digital Push Marketing or Outbound Marketing includes traditional promotion and
advertising and creates high audience awareness. The audience does not solicit the interaction
or info and is often interrupted by it. E-mail, pop-up ads, text messaging, and unsolicited Web
feeds are digital examples. Push is a short-term, transactional strategy, but when married with
ongoing pull content, can be critical to driving engagement around a specific event such as a
launch or premiere. A push ad and a pull blog may impel someone to go to a site and content
download.
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E-mail is a push promotion Internet technique. Alerts can be informational, such as a
newsletter, or promotional, such as a teaser clip, ad, or contest. They should use graphics and
video. SMS marketing, or Texting, is the mobile version. Like Twitter, texting has limited
characters so you must write parsimoniously and shorten URLs. Both e-mail and texting should
allow for opting-in, provide Calls-to-Action (CTAs), and link to the project’s digital assets.
With Google’s pre-eminent position, digital Advertising has broken into the major
leagues of advertising. Now Google is one of Madison Avenue’s “Big Five” adverting suppliers
along with Comcast, CBS, Walt Disney Co., and Time Warner. Combined, these five represent
more than 40 percent of Madison Avenue’s media-buying power.
Online and social advertising and remarketing capitalizes on the demographic
information that cookies provide about audiences’ visits to sites. This is where big data meets
promotion. Tracking audience interests and online behaviors enables marketers to target each
customer with ads and messages targeted specifically for them. Also it allows for cost-effective
delivery of different versions of content. And, digital mobility creates an entirely new channel
and model for advertising.
Digital ads include Search ads (displayed on a search engine results page in response to
a user’s search query); Display ads (text and visuals on Web sites and Banner ads); Pop-ups and
Pop-unders (ads displayed over or under the initial Web browser); Floating ads (overlay over the
current Web content); Expanding ads (rich media frames that change dimensions over time or
because of audiences’ mouse movement over the ad); Trick banners (mimic an operating system
or application message without revealing it’s an ad to secure clicks); and, Interstitial ads
(interruptive ads that display before audiences can access requested content). These more
intrusive ads may get seen or secure click-throughs, but they break the rules of good marketing
– understanding and offering benefit to your audiences.
Digital Video ads online and on social media platforms are competing with primetime
TV advertising. Marketers are expected to spend almost $8 billion on social video ads.
Sponsored Posts, which push inbound links to key sites or pages, are a fast-growing
social media advertising practice. Native advertising is a preferred format for mobile social
because ads can be embedded in Facebook’s News Feed or in a Twitter stream, closely
resembling organic content. The message almost always has a call-to-action that motivates users
to click. By tracking the click-through rates or conversion to the desired action from the landing
page, marketers determine the effectiveness of a tactic. Social network advertising also
capitalizes on the influence of family and friends’ endorsements – friendertising. On Facebook,
users’ “Likes” and photos can appear on ads targeted to friends. On Twitter, brands can pay to
have users’ tweets amplified across their site. Google combines users’ posts, reviews, and profile
photos in ads.
Mobile media, boosted by the huge upsurge of social media on mobile devices, is now
a $17 billion industry. Mobile advertising includes banner ads, coupons, Multimedia Messaging
Service (MMS) ads with graphics and video, gamified ads, and experiential marketing tactics
such as 2-D barcodes that use phones’ camera features to access Web content. Mobile video
views increased 300 percent in 2013 and had twice the audience interaction rate (5 percent
compared to 2.4 percent) of online video. Juniper Research predicts that mobile advertising will
jump to almost $40 billion in 2018.
GoogleAdSense is the gorilla of mobile ad networks, dominating the entire digital
category with search, display, video, mobile, and social impressions. Twitter, Facebook,
Yahoo, and AOL are all in the mobile ad game. Facebook has completely reorganized itself from
a Web-based company to a mobile advertising company, with 53 percent of its income from
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mobile ads in 2014, double the previous year. Yahoo! rolled out contextually-relevant ads for its
mobile property apps, appearing in content streams that drive downloads.
Digital marketing is the de facto definition of twenty-first-century marketing. Every
marketing campaign includes some online or mobile marketing, social media, or interactive
media. As more media content is consumed digitally on mobile devices, media is gaining more
social saliency. The amount of traction media content gets in the social arena is often the key
determinant of content and marketing campaigns’ success.
There are many Awards for online and mobile digital content. One of the top awards in
the Digital space is the Webbys, administered by the International Academy of Digital Arts &
Sciences, which honors excellence in Web sites, Interactive Advertising & Media, Online Film &
Video, Mobile & App, and Social Web. In the past, Webbys were sought-after mainly by
companies and consumer brands, but now are coveted Web, games, mobile, and social media
awards for entertainment properties. In addition, there are the Web Marketing Association Web
Awards; Design, Advertising, & Digital Awards; Mashable’s The Mashies; The Shorty Awards;
and, The SoMe Awards. The Global Mobile Awards, Mobile Excellence Awards, MediaPost’s
Appy Awards, Appsters, Effective Mobile App Awards, Marketing on Mobile Awards, and Best
Mobile App Awards recognize mobile excellence. Also, various games awards include digital
media (covered in the previous chapter).
Digital excellence is recognized in media and entertainment awards because digital has
touched so many realms. Film festivals recognize the intersection of digital and film and media
with The Tribeca Film Festival bestows the Bombay Sapphire Award for Transmedia and the
SXSW Interactive Festival, concurrent to the SXSW Film Festival, hosts the SXSW Interactive
Awards with many categories ranging from Experimental to Social Media. The big film awards
do not have digital content awards per se, but the Oscars do recognize Best Special Effects and
the Academy Scientific and Technical Award and the MTV Movie Awards has a category for Best
Virtual Performance.
Television awards are all over digital, with the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
(ATAS) or the Television Academy, bestowing Emmy Awards for Interactive Media in numerous
categories including Outstanding Interactive Program and Outstanding Creative Achievement in
Interactive Media in Multiplatform Storytelling, Original Interactive Program, Social TV
Experience, and User Experience and Visual Design. The Directors Guild and Writers Guild both
recognize digital TV, and the Producers Guild and ATAS host the Social TV Summit Awards. The
International Digital Emmy Awards, sponsored by the International Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, recognizes excellence in digital television. The Association for Broadcasting has a Best
Transmedia Production Award. In the UK, The British Academy of Film and Television Arts
(BAFTA) recognizes Digital TV and Videogames.
Also, there are some notable Marketing awards that recognize digital media. Within
entertainment marketing, there are two big awards. The CLIO Key Art Awards have various
Interactive, Digital, and Social Media categories and the Promax/BDA Promotion, Marketing and
Design Global Excellence Awards have categories ranging from TV and Video and Print to
Mobile and Interactive. The general advertising industry’s CLIO Awards, Cannes Lions Awards,
and New York Festivals; the public relation industry’s PRSA’s Silver Anvil Awards, PR Week
Awards, and PR Daily’s Digital PR & Social Media Awards; and, the marketing communications
industry’s Communicator Awards, Golden Quill Awards, Effie Awards, and Content Marketing
Awards have Interactive, Digital, and Social Media categories.
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Key Social Media Sites and Apps
The digital universe is vast, with millions of Web sites, blogs, social media sites, and apps
available on the Internet and mobile devices. Transmedia makers and marketers can use these
digital platforms to develop “owned” content for their projects, serving as story, marketing, or
both. In addition to Web sites, blogs, podcasts, and vlogs, three key kinds of digital assets may
support transmedia properties.
The first are Social Networking sites, which began on the Internet more than a decade
ago and have redefined human communications. Because most sharing of social occurs on the
go, social media and mobile are joined at the hip. Mobile-friendly digital platforms are where
the current action is, witnessed by traditional social networking or micro-blogging sites such as
Facebook, Google+, Twitter, and Tumblr adopting user-accessible mobile apps and the advent
of mobile-friendly messaging and chat apps such as Skype, Snapchat, and WhatsApp.
One of the most significant Internet and mobile digital media trends is the preeminence
of visuals over text, spawning various Image and Video sites and apps. From memes and
infographics to photos and videos, visuals significantly increase interaction with and shareability
of content. “One minute of video is worth 1.8 million words” in terms of retention and recall,
according to Forrester Research. Photos are the most “Liked” and shared content. Twitter posts
for major brands with photos have 150per cent more engagement than those without, according
to the Simply Measured 2013 study. That’s why digital photo- and video-editing, -sharing, and networking sites and apps are all the rage. And there are many – from Instagram, Flickr, and
Pinterest to YouTube, Vine, and Periscope.
Social apps are not only enhancing entertainment experiences, they are beginning to
define them. While most Entertainment sites and apps are available online and on devices, it’s
their second screen mobility that’s game-changing. From Presidential debates and sporting
events to film premieres and TV series finales, entertainment sites and apps are deepening
audiences’ engagement with content on all platforms – on air, online, and on the go.
Entertainment apps offer a breadth of functionality from on-screen TV apps that enable ecommerce and voting; second screen apps that provide clips and trivia; in-universe casual
games; and, apps that synchronize with content on other screens, sometimes providing real-time
feedback that becomes part of the overall content.
A spate of entertainment check-in and social sites and apps such as IMDb, Shazam,
Goodreads, Flixter, Raptr, Viggle, and Beamly leverage the dual-screen engagement
phenomenon created by Twitter. In addition, television networks and cable companies such as
ABC, HBO, PBS, and Nickelodeon; MSOs and telcos such as Comcast, Time Warner, and AT &
T; OTT streaming services such as Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime; and, streaming hardware
devices such as Roku, X-box, Apple TV, and Google’s Chromecast all have gotten into the mix
with “TV Everywhere” apps. To prevent cord-cutting, most require authentication of a cable or
streamed video subscription for audiences to view TV episodes and movies on demand. These
branded apps are developing their own social elements and interfaces with other social media
services.
There are many social networking, image- and video-based, and entertainment sites and
apps in the marketplace with rich and engaging features, making them valuable platforms for
advancing your transmedia project’s story and marketing. This section provides an overview of
some of these top or emerging media channels.
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Facebook
The behemoth of social media is now a decade old and boasts more than 1.44 billion users;
almost two-thirds of them are Daily Active Users, spending a daily average of 21 minutes on the
site. In that decade, Facebook has become the dominant social networking site, facilitated 200
billion “friend” connections, gone public, and joined the Fortune 500 – all with a 20-something
founder at its helm. Amazingly “sticky” in its reach, engagement, and connectivity, this vehicle
has shared mind-bending videos, announced births, found lost dogs, and catalyzed philanthropy.
In keeping with the brand, Facebook marked its 10-year anniversary with a promotion that
created shareable, 1-minute videos of user’s pages set to emotional, uplifting music.
Facebook is a free social media networking site that allows anyone claiming to be 13
years of age or older to register on their Web site. Users then create a Profile – using their real
identity – supported by photos and photo albums and plain text listing hobbies, interests, and
contact information. They also provide ongoing Status posts to their page of updates, thoughts,
or queries in the form of photos, videos, or text. Facebook doesn’t allow for the creation of
fictional Profiles or Pages.
Users create their own online community by asking to become “friends” or accepting
friend requests from others. Their “friends” will have access to their profile info and receive
notification of new posts – and vice versa. “Friends” can communicate with each other by
posting text and attachments on the Wall of each other’s profile pages, through “comments” on
posts, through public or private messages, and via chats. Audiences can further interact with
each other’s Facebook pages by “Liking” posts, poking (users send a virtual “poke” to each
other for fun), tagging (identifying friends in photos), and sharing posts. Facebook’s search
function is powerful, allowing users to find each other and affinity groups.
Users can also signal their brand affinities by “Liking” pages of business, organizations,
products, or celebrities or by joining User Groups based on interests, hobbies, businesses,
schools (Class of 2019), or other categories. Users can decide whether their content is fully
public, viewable only by “friends,” or viewable by “friends of friends.” If they choose the latter,
all of a user’s “friends” posts, “Likes,” and groups will appear in their News Feed, a real-time
stream of all activity in their Facebook community – with the most recent on top. And to spread
the Facebook wealth, Facebook has Like Box widgets that allow users to embed “Like” buttons
onto their Web sites and blogs. To broaden its reach and compete with Twitter’s popular
“Trending Topics” feature, Facebook launched a “Trending” feature in 2014. Located in the top
right hand corner of the News Feed, the feature highlights “hot” topics on the social network.
Like all social media, Facebook is fully mobile, with Facebook applications available for
Apple’s iOS, Android and webOS operating systems that serve almost a half a billion users
worldwide. Its Paper app curates friends’ or news outlets’ Facebook stories though a carousel
organized by topics, combining them with Facebook’s News Feed updates. Paper allows for
posting directly to Facebook from within the app. When Facebook separated its messaging
service into a stand-alone Facebook Messenger app in 2014, it caused an uproar, but the app
has 600 million Monthly Active Users. To ratchet up it’s mobile messaging reach, Facebook
purchased the most popular messaging app, WhatsApp in 2014. A cross-platform app that uses
the Internet to send text messages, images, video, user location and audio media messages,
WhatsApp has 800 million active users. This app is very popular for use when travelling overseas.
What began as Fan Pages, are now Facebook Pages, the Facebook public and
marketing identities for films, books, movies, games, songs, bands, Broadway shows, actors,
studios, and production companies. Facebook has become an important promotional tool for
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many entertainment properties, allowing these entities to have an organic, and holistic identity
through content marketing. In addition to promoting the media product, a Facebook page can
reveal a sense of humor, seed gossip, demonstrate integrity, and offer helpful or important info.
As a business tool, Facebook has also has become an advertising platform with
Sponsored Posts, which now appear in the News Feed. For example, after signing the petition to
ban Barilla pasta because of the company’s refusal to depict same-sex relationships in its
advertising, users got a sponsored post from Prince spaghetti. While a cagey marketing strategy,
it directly threatens the platform’s “cool” factor and long-term utility for creative content makers.
As it tries to monetize its social media platform by officially playing with businesses and
marketers, Facebook must find a way to not to scare off its users, the very source of its value.
While Facebook’s first decade was about serving young audiences and personal use, its
second decade is likely to be about increasing mobility, reaching older audiences, and serving
businesses with algorithms to better target advertising to audiences. Teens and young adults are
leaving the service in droves, perhaps because the 55+-year-old market is growing. Teens are
still messaging on Facebook and connecting to their groups, but are avoiding the onerous News
feed. Generally, tweens and teens aged between 10 and 16 years old don’t even have Facebook
accounts.
Still, Facebook is a valuable transmedia channel because it can provide content,
promote, and link various project elements. A video shared on Facebook that sends people to a
Web page or YouTube channel is an excellent way to move people across the various platforms
of a project. For non-fiction projects like documentaries, Web projects, or books, it is a critical
tool to unite the online, video, other social elements, partners’ sites, and calls-to-action of social
outreach campaigns.
Google+
In just a few short years, Google+ has outpaced Twitter users and is posing a real threat to
Facebook. It has 540 million Monthly Active Users and 1.6+ billion total users. Google is gaining
this ground quickly because it requires users to set up a Google+ account in order to use other
popular Google apps such as YouTube, Gmail, Blogger, and Zagat. Google+ has the potential
to become users’ primary social media network because it effectively integrates business and
personal communities, an advantage as audiences are showing signs of being overwhelmed by
the many social media platforms.
Google+ offers a “social layer” to Google’s array of products and services, offering a
social networking site, identity service, and authorship tool that associates the user with other
Web content. Users set up a Google+ user profile that can have a customized URL. The About
section includes a photo, work and educational history, places lived, and personal interests. The
Authorship identity service in the About section allows users to link their various properties
across the Web, including blogs, other sites the user contributes to, and social media accounts.
The main social feature of Google+ is Circles, allowing users to find contacts and “drag
and drop” them into them their own organized groups or circles, such as “friends,” “family,” and
“transmedia.” So a Google+ user can then choose to share content publicly or only with a group.
Family photos can be shared with just “family” and “friends,” while new immersive media
projects, only with “transmedia” colleagues. Users can also share entire Circles once with a
contact.
Google+ users post content into their Stream located in the middle of the page through
an input box that has icons for text, photos, links, video, or events. Users can also view posts
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from those in their Circles by selecting all or just certain circles from the Stream filter tabs. To
fine-tune one’s Stream, users can control the amount of content posted from each Circle from a
sliding scale of nothing to everything. Like most social media sites, users can “comment,” “post,”
and “share” on other’s posts. To further socialize the site, Google+ has a “+1” Button, similar to
Facebook’s “Like” button, which allows people to recommend a site, a post, or a user. The more
“+1s” a site receives, the better it will do in its SEO ranking.
Google+ Communities feature allows users to engage in ongoing conversations about
various topics. Google+ has commandeered hashtags from Twitter, and using Google’s superior
search function, hyperlinks them to the most recent or “Trending” search results using that term.
Google has curated a “What’s Hot” Stream of the most commented-on or shared content,
similar to Twitter’s “Trending Topics.” Users can also create Google+ Events, invite people, and
share photos and other media in real-time during the event. Google+ Local , a location-based
service allowing for posting shout-outs, photos, and reviews, integrates with Google Maps and
Zagat’s reviews. All Google+ content allows for easy search, both within the platform and across
the Web using Google’s pre-eminent search engine. To link all of a user’s Goggle+ activity
online, Google offers Google+ badges, which are widgets that embed Add to Circles buttons
and drop-down lists onto Web sites and blogs. Google+ is highly mobile, with its Google+
Mobile App already the fourth most used app on all smartphones in 2013.
Another valuable feature of Google+ is Google Hangouts, which, much like Skype, are
free video conference calls with up to 10 people accessed through the Google+ Web site or iOS
and Android mobile apps. Google Hangouts allow for sharing documents (Google Docs), videos
(YouTube), and real-time notes with users. A more professional version of the service, Google+
Hangout On-Air, allows users over the age of 18 to create an online TV broadcast or Webcast
that can be recorded, posted, and shared on YouTube. The first was with the Black Eyed Peas’
will.i.am on September 21, 2011. Demonstrating its growing utility and relevance, President
Barak Obama discussed his State of the Union address interacting with Google+ Hangout users
in his first virtual-only interview airing on January 30, 2012. The Huffington Post uses Hangouts
On-Air for its daily HUFFPOST Live broadcast.
Taking the DIY graphics and photography trend by storm, the Google+ Creative Kit
integrates two Google acquisitions, Picnik and Picasa Web Albums into an online photo editor,
allowing users to edit, crop, add styles, and an online photo management system. Photos can be
easily imported from other social media sites. The popular Auto Awesome feature creates new
composite photos from existing photos. Google + users upload 1.5 billion photos every week.
Google+ does not allow for fictional character accounts for fictional plot lines, but it
does offer excellent integrated communications and promotional opportunities for a media
property, especially if it’s on YouTube (see below). Google+ also is in the business of business,
offering Pages to organizations, publications, and products for the posting and syndicating, just
like Facebook and LinkedIn. Anyone with a Google+ account can set up a Page and from it,
create and manage a Google+ Community to generate discussion and activity. If you link
YouTube, Hangouts, and Events to your Page’s rich content Stream, your transmedia project can
hum online.
Google+ is considerably more than a social networking site. It’s a powerful online and
mobile platform integrating search and social. Because of its many functions – from Search and
Authorship to Circles and Location – over time, it may be the world’s best collector of online
data. And that data is the foundation of Google’s powerful business model.
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Twitter
In 2007, Twitter already had been around for a year, but no one knew what Twitter was or could
be until the SXSW Interactive Festival (SXSWi) – the perfect gathering for early adopters. At the
festival, Twitter wisely ensured that speakers mentioned the service and placed huge plasma
screens throughout the event, showcasing the live-tweet streams. Instantly, attendees saw the
value of Twitter for anything from product launches to coffee meetups. Conference tweets
tripled from 20,000 tweets to 60,000 per day. SXSWi was all abuzz with Twitter and it won the
festival’s Web Award.
While still in its infancy, Twitter is already the darling of business-to-business marketing
(B2B), a fave live TV companion, and the most efficient purveyor of short-format content. Twitter
has so much social currency, it has spawned its own language. Twitter had 255 million Monthly
Active Users, 1 billion registered users and hosts some 500 million tweets per day.
Twitter is an online social micro-blogging service that allows users to send and view text
messages or “tweets” of no more than 140 characters – a number designation that’s compatible
with Short Messaging Services (SMS). Users register for the service with a Username and can set
up an account providing a photo and a minimal amount of text profile information. The
Username preceded by an @ symbol, is also called a Twitter Handle. This author’s Twitter
Handle is @azuremedia. Registered users can read and post tweets through a Web site interface,
SMS, or mobile apps for iPhone, iPad, Windows Phone, and some Nokia phones.
Like Facebook, Twitter users may create their own private and public networked
community, but most Twitter accounts are public. On Twitter, users subscribe or “follow” others’
feeds, are “followed” by others, block “followers,” and decide what posts are public or just for
their “followers.” The Home icon of a Twitter account provides the user with a live newsfeed of
tweets by users they follow – newest on top.
Twitter posts can include text, photos, links, and videos to content elsewhere on the
Web. Content can be organized, aggregated, and discovered by posting a tweet using a topicdriven hashtag – keywords of continuous characters with the # prefix. This book’s hashtag might
be #TransmediaPlatforms and companion book, Transmedia Marketing’s, #TransmediaMarketing.
Hashtags curate content around a topic. On Twitter, a topic or hashtag that’s very popular is a
“Trending Topic,” and is scrolled across the Twitter home page. Sophisticated fans, marketers,
and personalities seek “Trending Topic” status and track the algorithm criteria carefully.
Superfans of Twilight, Harry Potter, and Lady Gaga have all manipulated these Twitter outcomes.
Twitter has leveraged this popular feature with revenue-generating Sponsored Trends.
Twitter’s Project Lightening aggregates photos, videos, and tweets around trending
events in full-screen mode with a button on the mobile app’s main page. Typing in a topic or
hashtag in the Discover (magnifying glass icon) field yields a curated stream of content around a
hashtag or topic from across the entire Twitter universe.
By using the @ sign followed by a username, the user can mention or reply to other
users. Note, if you begin a tweet with the @ symbol and a user name and you want it to be seen
publicly, you must precede it with a period symbol, “.” When a user reposts someone else’s
tweet, it’s called a “retweet” and the message begins with RT. If the user shortens or modifies
someone else’s tweet, it’s a “modified tweet,” designated by an MT.
Because space is at a premium in a universe with 140 characters, a number of spacesaving services and techniques have cropped up. For example, instead of using the full URL for a
Web link, users shorten Web links with services such as bit.ly, goog.gl, tr.im, and tinyURL. Twitter
has its own automatic URL shortener, using the t.co domain. Because photo attachments use up
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space in a Twitter post, always post the photo and link first so you can see how many characters
you have left for text. (Direct messages can be 10,000 characters). As space-savers, Twitter,
Facebook, and other sites have adopted and expanded on instant messaging and texting slang.
There are dictionaries of letter homophones such as LOL or “laughing out loud,” and emoticons
or emojis that are added to posts (little icons like smiley or frown faces to signal the writer’s
emotion).
Brands actively use Twitter to engage younger audiences. Taco Bell replies to most
audience tweets that use the company’s name with witty or oblique posts that often go viral.
Twitter reigns as a marketing and engagement tool for live TV or other big events like concerts,
festivals, and conferences. But Twitter energizes teens less than it does older audiences. Teens
cite the difficulty in finding friends (Handles are not always people’s names), the randomness of
strangers’ “follows,” the rise of peers using it as a platform for complaining, and the high
searchabilty of tweets that might be seen by prospective employers.
Because of Twitter’s massive influence on television, Nielsen launched Twitter TV
Ratings, which measures the number of people tweeting about TV programs and the number
who see those tweets. Generally, the tweet-viewing audience for a TV program is about 50 times
greater than the number of tweets. In 2015, the Super Bowl had an audience of 16.1 million
people with 25.1 million tweets, the Grammy’s had an audience of 13.1 million and 13.4 million
tweets, and Walking Dead’s premiere had an audience of 7.4 million and 1.3 million tweets.
But there’s not always a correlation between programs with the most tweeting and the
highest TV viewing. During the week of Breaking Bad’s 2013 finale, Breaking Bad was the top TV
show on Twitter with a tweeting audience of 9.2 million, with 600,000 unique authors creating
1.2 million tweets and almost 10 million impressions, yet the finale’s TV viewing didn’t break the
top 20 shows. Big Bang Theory won that prize with more than 20 million viewers, but hardly got
a tweet.
With so much time-shifted viewing, Nielsen also has launched Twitter DVR, which allows
users to replay an old stream of tweets in sync with recorded shows. This brings the water cooler
experience directly to the user in their time. It’s still early days for understanding the relationship
between Twitter and TV, but a program’s high social engagement may influence a network or
cable company’s decision not to cancel or move a program with high social value.
Nielsen, Radian, Topsy, and Twitter’s own social media analytic company, Trendrr,
measure all that social activity. Twitter has monetized its platform as an advertising vehicle
through Sponsored Tweets based on trending topics, audiences’ affinities, and other marketing
practices. Twitter takes in more than $100 billion a year without paying a penny for the wealth of
content on its platform. A wily business strategy that Hollywood would love to duplicate.
Most films, books, games, and other media projects have Twitter accounts. Posting
photos, trailers, or teasers about your project, even while it’s in development or production, can
help build the fan base. Twitter has huge audience engagement, promotional, and content
marketing value for transmedia projects when set up as a project or real-world talent account,
and has creative storytelling value when set up as a fictional character.
Because Twitter allows for fictional character accounts, such as Lizzie Bennet and Fitz
William of the Lizzie Bennet Diaries project, characters can interact with each other, advance the
story, and send audiences to other online transmedia elements. But because of the sheer
volume of content on Twitter, pivotal dialogue or storylines might be missed if Twitter is the only
place they occur. Still, fictional Twitter characters may be effective for superfans who check the
project’s media platforms regularly and as an appealing reinforcement of storylines or
characterization presented elsewhere in the project.
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YouTube
What began in 2005 as an experimental beta site, has exploded in a few short years into
Google’s prized cultural icon and mega enterprise, attracting 1 billion unique viewers – 80
percent of which are outside the US. They consume 4 billion views per day and 4 billion hours of
content per month with the average YouTube video length just over four minutes. In 2008,
YouTube won a prestigious Peabody Award cited as "a 'Speakers' Corner' that both embodies
and promotes democracy."
YouTube is a video-sharing Web site owned by Google in which users can upload, view,
and share videos using Adobe Flash Video and HTML5 technology. YouTubers can easily upload
videos up to 15 minutes in video formats such a MPEG-4, MPEG, NOB, and WMV and longer
lengths by verifying accounts and following steps provided on the YouTube Help channel.
YouTube videos have their own HTML code that can be used to embed the video in
social networking pages and blogs. It also supports 3PG, for uploading from mobile phones that
are fully-viewable on mobile devices. YouTube is the third most-used app on all smartphones. It
also has a version for set-top boxes such as TiVo, other TV-based media devices with Web
browsers, and games consoles such as PlayStation 4, Xbox Live, and Wii U. Any entity can
register and set up a video channel on YouTube, to which audiences can subscribe and receive
alerts of new video posts. Also, YouTube is integratable into all of Google’s other digital assets.
Entertainment studios post movie, TV, music, and games clips and trailers on YouTube
and amateurs use it for video-blogging to showcase talent, crazy animal tricks, parodies, and
“how tos.” YouTube has top channels attracting many millions of viewers and subscribers.
YouTube administers a few such as Spotlight (whatever is trending) and Movies and TV Shows. A
host of 20-something amateurs such as PewDiePie (Swedish gamer), Smosh (Web based comedy
duo), HolaSoyGerman (Chilean comedian), and Jennamarbles (commentary and entertainment)
run other popular channels. All of these YouTube personalities began with simple DIY home
video posts.
YouTube has defined Gen Y and Gen Z the way TV has defined Baby Boomers and older
Millennials. Young audiences watch tutorials on fashion; track their favorite videogames’
gameplay on “Let’s Play” videos; check out emerging artists on music videos; get their news
from The Phillip DeFranco Show; and, watch comedy sketches of Jimmy Kimmel, John Oliver,
and Jimmy Fallon.
The big media entities see the value of YouTube. Through a YouTube Partnership
program, CBS, BBC, Vevu, and Hulu share content and revenue, and through a marketing and
advertising partnership, NBC shares content. A special YouTube section called TV Shows,
features full-length films and TV episodes from MGM, Lionsgate Entertainment, and CBS
(providing competition to Hulu, which CBS does not participate in). YouTube also has an online
film rental service with 6,000 film titles, its own weekly music chart, YouTube 100 that tracks the
popularity of music on the site, and a robust Gaming channel.
DreamWorks’ purchase of AwesomenessTV’s YouTube channel for $33 million in 2013
signals the power of YouTube to incubate relevant content and talent. A multichannel “TV
network” with short form video for ‘tweens and teens, AwesomenessTV hosts 180,000 YouTube
channels reaching 25 million subscribers and garnering more than 2 billion video views and 60
million unique views per month. AwesomenessTV is also developing brand apps for
smartphones, tablets, and consoles.
YouTube is an excellent presentation platform for all things video or moving image and
is a “go to” service for younger audiences.
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Tumblr
As a newer player on the social media landscape, Tumblr unapologetically takes the “best of” a
blog, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Pinterest and puts it all in one place with a very intuitive
interface. The micro-blogging social networking platform allows for commentary, multimedia
presentation, and interaction in equal measure. Yahoo!-owned Tumblr has 420 million users and
hosts 206 million blogs.
Tumblr is about affinity and shared interests more than socialization. It allows users to
post multimedia and short blog posts. Account users set up Profiles using a customized domain
name and design a look for their Profile using HTML themes. Tumblr URLs do not require real
names to be connected to the Profile. Blogs can be public or private and users can “follow”
each other’s blogs. Tumblr’s interface is very simple and user-friendly. The Dashboard is the
site’s primary navigational device where a user can “post” text, video, images, and links,
“comment,” “Like,” and “reblog” other’s posts. Tumblr offers Sponsored Web posts on the
Dashboard.
Like Twitter, users can “tag” their posts with hashtags to allow for search of a topic,
picture or quote – using whatever keyword desired after the symbol. But only the first five
hashtags are searchable. Users can also set up blog posts in a Queue that will post them over
the course of several days. Tumblr has curated sections such as Radar, Recommended Blogs,
and Recommended Posts. The coveted Trending Blogs and Trending Tags features can be
found on the iOS and Android apps. Tumblr offers advertisers customized Sponsored Trending
Blog ads that appear among this most popular content with links to advertisers’ Tumblr accounts.
Tumblr accounts connect seamlessly to Twitter and Facebook so Tumblr posts are also
published on those platforms as tweets and Status updates. Tumblr has mobile apps for iPhone,
Android, Windows Phone, Blackberry, and GoogleGlass. Younger audiences like Tumblr
because it’s both authentic and anonymous.
Entertainment and media companies have recognized the promotional value of Tumblr’s
Trending Blogs. Twentieth Century Fox used it for the soft launch of the film, Devils Due. Dr.
Who, the BBC’s sci-fi classic, gets 21 million posts per month using Live Tumblr during the
broadcast. Dr. Who fans post fan art, make animated GIFS of scenes, reblog, comment, and
more. Sony released the Amazing Spider-Man 2 trailer on Tumblr, sending users to their in-story
universe Spider-Man Tumblr publication, The Daily Bugle. Tumblr offers entertainment
properties significant opportunities to expand their fictional world or provide an expressive voice
to a media property.
If Tumblr can increase its content management and search systems and grow advertising
revenue without alienating users, it may be the social media platform to watch.
Instagram
In its short life since its 2010 inception, Instagram has become a massive social platform with
more than 300 million Monthly Active Users. The service shares 60 million photos daily and has
stored more than 20 billion photos in total. With its mobile-friendly interface and stable of
photo filters, Instagram appeals to younger audiences’ visual communications preferences and
has transformed documenting daily life into an art form.
Owned by Facebook, Instagram allows users to take pictures and videos, apply filters to
them, and share them on social networking services such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Tumblr,
Flickr, and Pinterest. A signature feature of Instagram’s natively-created photos and videos is the
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square shape, but it now supports posting of portrait and landscape photos and videos. Users
post fewer pictures on Instagram than on Facebook, but care more about their quality and ability
to convey story. As a result, posts generate more voluntary interactions. Also, since links aren’t
supported on Instagram, audiences aren’t spammed by ads and salacious celebrity stories.
According to Pew, Instagram’s mobile-first platform almost rivals Twitter among the
social networks for penetration. It’s second only to Facebook for engagement and frequency of
use. The service is closely examining the conversion of impressions (views) to social “Likes.”
Instagram has exceptional reach with African American, global, and younger audiences. Seventy
percent of Intagram’s users are from outside the US. Forty-one percent of its users are 16-to-24
years old. Teens and Millennials use Instagram to define their social graph more than they tweet.
They like Instagram because it’s mobile-friendly; less overtly commercial, yet translates into
commerce quickly; and, is constantly updating and adding new features.
Instagram’s video app also allows for the creation of videos up to 15 seconds, and along
with Twitter’s Vine app, and newcomers Periscope and Meerkat, is contributing to the trend of
real-time video-sharing from mobile devices. To capitalize on the service’s growing influence,
Instagram added image, video, and carousel (images that change in a rotation) ads to its photos
and video service in 2015. This added another platform and revenue stream to Facebook’s
existing 2 million advertisers, positively affecting the parent company’s bottom line.
Consumer brands from Starbucks to Timberland are active on Instagram. Ikea cleverly
built a Web site inside Instagram. And in media and entertainment, National Geographic and
The Ellen DeGeneres Show post regularly on Instagram. In a groundbreaking move, Beyoncé
bypassed music’s rigid promotional and retail machine and launched her eponymous 2013
album to her 8 million Instagram followers with the posting, “Surprise!” It was a terrific surprise
for audiences and iTunes, but not such a great one for retailers, causing Target to boycott the
sale of the album’s hard copy. And its recent move to accepts ads will be a game-changer.
Instagram became a photojournalist platform when AP photographer, David
Guttenfelder posted most of his work from the tightly-controlled North Korea on Instagram.
Instagram is in its early days, but it is growing fast because it is simple and its brand
essence is about quality.
LinkedIn
LinkedIn rules as the business social network for professionals. It has 187 million Monthly Active
Users and more than 350 million total users, adding two new members every second. Almost
70per cent of its users are from outside the US, reflecting the global nature of today’s business.
LinkedIn allows professionals to find jobs, business opportunities, and people within this
professional network. Users create a business profile of their professional experience in an online
resume format, which can be accompanied by recommendations from supervisors, co-workers,
vendors, and partners.
Users invite other LinkedIn users to “connect.” When you “connect” with others on
LinkedIn, they become your first-degree Connections and you gain access to their contact
information, their Connections (second-degree Connections), and can request introductions to
their Connections’ Connections (third-degree Connections).
Users can “Like” others’ postings, “congratulate” each other for new jobs or milestones,
and “recommend” each other for expertise in various arenas. Many professional recruiters use
LinkedIn to scout job candidates, but since a user can see who has visited their profile, recruiters
often search the network anonymously.
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LinkedIn is moving beyond its online professional presence, database, and networking
roots to a publishing and information-sharing platform. It has added Posts, which are like blogs
or news stories (like Huffington Post), company Home Page with graphics (like Facebook Pages),
and “follows” of Influencer thought-leaders (like Twitter). It curates these posts in a newspaperlike service, Pulse.
LinkedIn also has many professional groups that users can join, which have posts and
chats about various subjects. LinkedIn earns almost 60 percent of its revenue through
professional recruitment services and job postings. The rest is split between premium
subscriptions to job seekers, recruiters, and business and sales professionals and selling ads.
LinkedIn offers ads in two formats. The first, traditional ads, which appear on the righthand side of the page, are attached to a LinkedIn profile or another URL and target key
audiences. Sponsored Updates allow companies to promote their content to specific LinkedIn
audiences just like Sponsored Posts on Twitter and Promote Page Posts on Facebook. LinkedIn
launched its mobile app more than 5 years ago, and more than half of its traffic is on the go. It
has made its ad formats mobile-friendly and partnered with mobile companies.
Even the entertainment industry used LinkedIn creatively in the online pre-campaign for
the 2012 film, Prometheus. The film was about a secret futuristic mission to search distant
corners of the universe to find the origins of mankind – sponsored by fictional company,
Weyland Industries. To recruit audiences as mission crewmembers, the campaign’s designers
sent personalized LinkedIn “InMails” (paid e-mails) from Weyland’s corporate recruiting office to
influencers, urging them to participate in the fictional universe’s Training Center experience.
Reporters from Forbes to the New York Observer were “recruited” and wrote about the guerrilla
tactic. The bonus Transmedia Marketing case study, Prometheus, is at www.transmedia.com.
IMDb
Known as the preeminent Internet Movie Database (IMDb) of film titles and credits, IMDb has
entered its third decade as a preeminent database site for film, TV, and celebrity content. The
Amazon-owned service’s online site, imdb.com is the top movie site in the world with a
combined Web and mobile audience of more than 200 million unique monthly visitors. Users
have accessed more than 115 million downloads of the service’s database of more than 180
million searchable items, including 3+ million movies, TV, and entertainment programs and 6
million cast and crew members.
IMDb users can browse, search based on phrases and keywords, get background info on
films and programs, view trailers, see critic’s and user’s reviews, check out local movie show
times, view photo galleries, get personalized recommendations, check out box-office data,
obtain entertainment news, and add top picks to a personalized Watchlist. They can actively
contribute by “ranking,” “commenting,” and “recommending” their favorite entertainment.
Now, the service has a portfolio of entertainment apps for smartphones and a service to
bring it all to reader devices, with more than 115 million downloads of IMDb’s mobile apps
worldwide. The most popular app is Movies & TV. IMDbPro is the subscription service for
entertainment professionals providing a casting service, contact information, listings of film and
television projects in production, and exclusive STARmeter rankings determined by user
searches.
IMDb has other entertainment-related services including a Web series, What to Watch,
helping fans discover entertainment; Withoutabox, a marketplace and submission service for film
festivals and filmmakers; and, Box Office Mojo, the top online box-office reporting service.
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Reddit
Reddit is an entertainment, social networking, and news-sharing site. Its 172 million Monthly
Active Users submit content to a massive online bulletin board in the form of 55 million original
posts or links per month, which deliver 7.55 billion monthly Reddit page views.
Themes and topics curate content into Subreddits, which number more than 8,000 and
represent every possible niche and special interest. Users subscribe to Subreddits to receive
popular posts from those channels to their Home Page. Some of the most popular Subreddits
are Movies, TV, Books, Gaming, and Music. The site’s Home Page made up of content from the
most popular Subreddits. Minecraft has a fast-growing Subbreddit, designated as r/minecraft.
Subreddits can be grouped into customized subgroupings of Multireddits, so users can access
their favorite content on an expandable sidebar.
Users “upvote” or “downvote” submissions to determine their position on “The Front
Page of the Internet.” Content that’s “upvoted” to the Front Page receives a tremendous
amount of Web traffic. Like its former competitor Digg, and current competitors, Voat.co and
8Chan, Reddit is about user-generated content and curation and the discussion around that
content through rich comment threads. Reddit’s “‘hive-mind” culture ensures that the most
valuable content bubbles to the top.
The Reddit community has inside-baseball references, its own lingo, wit, and an appetite
for all types of content. The site even has its own system of goodwill, or Reddit Karma, accrued
when users "upvote" posts or comments, alerting others that the poster adds value to the
community. The site has little tolerance for marketers, spammers, or censorship. As a result,
opinions of all kinds proliferate on the site.
Snapchat
Just a few years ago in 2011, two Stanford students launched the video messaging application,
Snapchat, under the name Picaboo. It allowed users to create snaps or photos or videos to a
controlled list of recipients. The ephemeral nature of its content differentiates Snapchat from its
image-sharing competitors. Users set a time limit – from 1 to 10 seconds – for how long
recipients can view their snaps. Then they’re hidden from the recipient's device and deleted
from Snapchat's servers. The obvious work-around is that the recipient can take a screenshot.
Snapchat took off immediately with teens who are voracious photo-messengers. The
image app allows them to define their personality, provides immediate context for what they’re
doing, is quick and transient, and favors candid moments and authenticity over staged shots.
Also, SnapChat has less social pressure than Facebook or Instagram for “Likes.” Now, Snapchat
has 100 million Daily Active Users and sends 700 million snaps per day, more than half of the
billion photos taken daily worldwide.
In 2013, Snapchat added Stories, a collection of videos and photos that could be altered
with filters and adorned with scribbles, stickers, and text. Each Story installment – individual
photo or video clip – is viewable for 24 hours. A new feature, Our Story, allows for crowdsourced montages broadcast to all Snapchat users, useful for large gatherings such as festivals
and events. Snapchat Stories content is viewed 500 million times per day. Live Stories photo and
video montages of live events average an audience of 20 million people in a 24-hour window.
To dominate the messaging market, the app has upped the ante by adding savable text
messages; a Here blue bubble in the chat window to announce that a friend is available to chat;
emoji icons; and, Snapcash, which allows users to send money to their friends in-app. In addition,
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Snapchat has introduced paid ads, the first being a 20-second movie trailer for the horror flick,
Ouija.
Snapchat hasn’t been problem-free. Because of its apparent lack of trackability, it’s been
used for sexting, bullying, and child pornography. Various subpoenas, search warrants, and court
orders have put into question how long snaps are on the apps servers.
Some experts predict that image-based communications may make texting obsolete
and SnapChat could lead that charge. It could be instrumental in the 2016 Presidential Election.
Shazam
Shazam is the long-standing audio-recognition application that identifies pre-recorded music
and sends users the song title, artists, recording date, album back, and song lyrics. The app has
identified 15 billion songs and tracked the Shazam US Top 10 Chart. Of late, Shazam has added
features and broadened its identification reach to TV, film, and advertising, becoming a fullfledged entertainment companion app. With more than 100 million Monthly Active Users,
Shazam has been used on more than 500 million mobile devices in 200 countries.
Like it does for music, Shazam applies its acoustic fingerprint technology to an audio
sample of a TV show, film, or TV spot, and matches it to its growing database. Once identified,
the app sends info to your mobile device about the video you’re watching, including featured
music and songs, celebrity buzz about the actors, trivia, and which cast members are tweeting.
Shazam also links to iTunes, YouTube, Spotify, and Zune.
One of the world’s top ten apps, Shazam is growing by over 13 million new users each
month.
Skype
Skype is a telecommunications application that brings people together with voice, video, and
text, using Internet-connected computers, tablets, TVs, and mobile devices. It has 300 million
users who use 2 billion minutes of Skype daily.
Registered users’ Skype Name identifies them in a directory, which can be tailored to a
user’s chosen group of friends, family, and colleagues. The service also can search a user’s
contacts lists. The free Skype-to-Skype service allows people to speak in voice chat (using a
device’s microphone), see (via a camera), and instant message (using the Internet) each other.
Skype’s group video feature allows up to 25 users and its instant messaging service includes user
Profiles and online Status indicators, screen sharing, file exchanges, and video messages.
The SkypeIn service allows Skype users to receive calls on their computers dialed by
conventional phone subscribers to a local Skype phone number in a growing list of SkypeIn
countries. By securing local numbers in these countries through Skype, calls are charged to the
number at the same rate as calls to fixed lines in the country. Skype accounts for more than 40
per cent of the international call market share.
The paid service offers phone calling, accessing WiFi, and text chat, including group
chats, emoticons, storing chat history, and editing of previous messages.
Skype is used for business conference calls, to link separated family members, and as an
educational tool. And it’s used widely in entertainment. Gamers use Skype to chat when they’re
playing MMOGs or to record “Let’s Play” videos for YouTube. Jimmy Kimmel Live has used it as
an on-air tool for fans to interview Taylor Swift and One Direction and professional theater
troops have Skyped-In performances to hospitals during the holidays to cheer up sick children.
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Flickr
Owned by Yahoo, Flickr is an image- and video-hosting site for sharing and embedding personal
photos; an online community; and, a resource for bloggers, journalists, and photo researchers to
host or find images. Fully mobile, allowing photos to be searched and uploaded from mobile
devices, Flickr has 92 million total users and has stored 8 billion photos.
Photos can be accessed without an account, but a user must have an account to create a
Profile and upload photos and videos content to Flickr. Registered users create Profile pages
with uploaded photos and videos on their Photostream, which can be organized on Organizr by
Albums, date, and Tags (words) to images. Surfing Tags is a favorite pastime on Flickr. Flickr
Profiles can be connected to blogs.
Users can create public or private Groups and decide with whom they share their
content when they upload it. Also, they can join existing Groups to track images and participate
in special interest communities. RSS feeds allow users to subscribe to other users’ content based
on individual Profiles, Groups, and Tags. Flickr Groups are popular for events because they allow
attendees to share event photos.
Users may simply store or showcase their photos and videos or grant others the rights to
use them. Many journalists and bloggers use Flickr photos to accompany articles, blogs, Web
sites, and social media postings.
Pinterest
Pinterest is a pinboard-style photo- and video-sharing service that is driven by passion and
affinity. Pinterest allows users to upload images and manage image collections by themes or
hobbies and browse and appreciate others’ Pinboards. Pinterest has 40 million Monthly Active
Users and 70 million total users.
One’s love of cooking, movies, or vintage cars is communicated and shared through
users’ posts or Pins of images and videos. Users can “Like” or “pin it,” save other’s images to
their own Pinboards, or search the Web for photos and images for their boards.
Retailers love Pinterest because it’s free advertising for merchandise and it is the leading
social sharing platform for e-commerce. While it began as a women’s network, Pinterest is
quickly shedding that reputation and is being used as part of marketing campaigns because of
its ability to let visuals bring people in and communicate whimsy. Pinterest can reveal fictional or
non-fictional worlds’ souls and personalities.
MySpace
Once the dominant social networking site with 125 million users, MySpace, has suffered an
ongoing decline to 50.6 million Monthly Active Users. The original site was focused on users
posting Bulletins to a bulletin board for everyone on a MySpace user's Friends list to see. They
could upload photos, post short messages on other users’ Profiles, send e-mails using the
internal messaging system, and receive updates from the company’s co-founder. MySpace
offered more graphic customization of the profile than Facebook.
Since its inception, the social networking site has had a significant influence on music
and pop culture, starting the trend of companies and artists creating unique URLs. And, it
created a gaming platform that launched Zynga. MySpace’s ability to serve up-and-coming
music artists by allowing them to host music tracks through a customized music player and
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personalized track list on their own Profiles became the genesis of the service’s recent refocus.
Users can listen to Radio and curate their favorite content on Catalog and Mixes.
Now, MySpace is positioning itself as serving musicians, artists, and other creative
communities. Since its redesign, users can stream entire albums from various popular artists and
replay the tracks for free. But, to truly connect with creative communities, MySpace may need to
rebrand itself to shed the outdated persona connected to the MySpace name.
Vine
Vine – Twitter’s mobile-first app for creating and sharing six-second micro-videos on a loop on
mobile devices – launched in 2012. Because of skyrocketing interest in short-format video, Vine
grew 403 per cent in 2013 and now has 40 million total users playing 1.5 billion vine loops daily.
Not only does the service allow users to record and post their vines, but also it allows
them to “revine” or share others' posts with followers. Popular vines are automatically "revined."
The videos can then be published on Vine’s social service, where users can browse videos by
theme, popularity, hashtag, and “Trending” topics. Vines also can be shared on Facebook,
Twitter, Tumblr, and even as compilation reels, on YouTube.
Younger audiences consume a lot of vines, but don’t make as many of as they view
because of the high competition on the channel for getting a dedicated following.
Despite Vine’s time constraints, users have created very creative videos, many using
stop-motion. Dunkin Donuts and Tridents created vines as TV spots and Airbnb edited and
posted a popular 4-minute video of user-generated vines. In 2013, the Tribeca Film Festival
challenged people to use Twitter’s Vine app to create six-second films #6SecFilms with a
"beginning, middle and end" in the Auteur, Genre, Series, and Animate categories.
Flipboard
Flipboard is a social-networked mobile application software that aggregates content from other
social media and Web sites to create virtual Magazines. Users “flip” through chosen socialnetworking feeds and Web content from companies that have partnered with Flipboard such as
CNN, TechCrunch, Vanity Fair, and Fast Company. Flipboard has 100 million users, 250,000
downloads per day, and has created 15 million Magazines.
Once the feeds have been set up, the First Page displays a list of the subscribed content,
and the mobile version has a Cover Stories section with just the most recent or important posts
from all of the subscriptions presented as a quick overview. In a recent refresh, the app allows
users to follow feeds from 34,000 topics. The Personal Magazine, which pops up when you
open the app, presents topical stories shared by friends and curates top stories from niche
topics, competing with Facebook’s News Feed and Apple’s News app. Flipboard’s Daily Edition
is an editorially-curated news section that sends users a push notification at 7:00 a.m.,
competing with SmartNews and Yahoo News Digest.
Flipbook has embraced e-commerce by creating shoppable Magazines, allowing the
service and its partners to monetize content. Dole Foods’ Flipboard Magazine has more than
700,000 readers. The entertainment industry also has seen the value of Flipboard. In 2012, Snow
White and The Huntsman was the first movie to place an ad and sell tickets to their film. Music
sensation, U2 created its own social Magazine, “There Is No Them, Only Us” as part of its
partnership with RED to fight AIDS.
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Goodreads
Owned by Amazon and loaded into Kindle’s Paperwhite, Goodreads is the world’s
largest social media networking site for book readers, with more than 40 million members.
Goodreads provides the ultimate in WOM marketing for books allowing users to create themed
Bookshelves; see what their friends are reading; track books; rate books based on a five star
system; discuss books; search a book database; and, participate in trivia quizzes and other
promotions. To date, the service has posted 43 million book reviews.
Like many social sites, users add Friends to their Profile and can see and comment on
their Friends’ Bookshelves and other activities. Members also sign up for newsletters and author
interviews and participate in on-the-ground book activities, including author readings and book
signings. The service provides book recommendations via its recommendation engine, which
analyzes 20 billion data points, providing users with tailored suggestions.
For authors, books can be linked to the Goodreads’ Author profile pages and blogs.
Readers can interact with authors through interviews, giveaways, and comments.
The fully-mobile Goodreads, also has an active presence on social networking sites such
as Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest.
Flixter
Flixter is a community of 24 million film aficionados who discover new films and find
affinity among like-minded film buffs on this social site. Owned by Warner Bros., Flixter allows
users to rate films, see a film’s score on Rotten Tomatoes (which Flixter owns), see what friends
think, watch trailers, and manage films in their Netflix queue.
Flixster’s mobile app allows users to access movie show times, reviews, and trailers. The
service has developed applications for several social networking sites including Facebook, and
MySpace with ratings, reviews, and user-generated quizzes.
And, to turn all that interest into movie-going, audiences can click Get Tickets and
Showtimes on the site or Get Showtimes on the app to purchase film tickets through the
integrated MovieTickets.com service.
Raptr
Raptr is a social-networking Web site and instant messenger serving 22 million videogamers and
supporting 200 games from Assassin’s Creed to Portal.
Like a traditional social networking site, users have Walls and Activity Feeds. In addition,
Raptr allows registered users to search and select games to play; import data from Steam, Xbox
Live, and PlayStation Network; track and aggregate gaming activity from gaming networks into
their Raptr profiles; rank players against each other based on their activity in each game; run the
Raptr desktop application to get activity feed updates while playing games; and, add
screenshots and videos to the Raptr site.
The social network has active Communities of thousands of members that serve as
specialized forums for various games including Amnesia, Tribes: Ascend, and Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive. Once users select a Community, they can view all of the Community’s
comments and posts.
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Viggle
Viggle is a mobile app loyalty program for media and entertainment that accrues points
for minutes or hours spent with TV, film, e-books, audiobooks, and music entertainment content.
It has 20.8 million total users and 9.4 Monthly Active Users whose average time spent on the app
is 64 minutes.
Viggle began as a TV-only service. It uses its audio recognition system software to
confirm a program is being watched and determine how long a user is watching, recognizing TV
programs from the previous seven days. Users earn one point per minute, but some check-ins
offer bonus points.
Viggle has expanded its service to other media, so users earn Viggle Points by watching
TV; matching music; purchasing songs; watching videos with Viggle Bonus Point Opportunities
in the app and online at Wetpaint.com; playing Viggle LIVE or MYGUY; playing trivia or real-time
fantasy sports in the app; and, participating in Bonus Point Opportunities like Quests and Streaks.
Points can be used for gift cards, subscriptions to Hulu Premium or Spotify, and giveaways of
Kindles and Macbooks. Users also can use points to make donations to charities.
Beamly
Beamly, formerly Zeebox, is a TV-focused social networking mobile app that serves as a social
TV network, a smart TV planner, and a personalized TV magazine for its 10 million+ users.
It allows audiences to “follow” their favorite TV programs, celebrities, and users; receive
information about programs while watching; see what friends and stars are watching and talking
about; discuss television programs in TV Rooms in real-time; and, post for their followers to see.
It also has a digital TV screen guide, remote control capabilities, a 7-Day Personalized Guide
recommending programs and celebrities, and Throwback Pages, offering audiences the chance
to remember TV shows of the past.
The entertainment industry has capitalized on the service’s live interaction opportunities.
NBC used Beamly in its earlier incarnation to allow the almost 19 million viewers of the live
broadcast of The Sound of Music with Carrie Underwood to see the song lyrics for a sing-along.
Beamly has enlisted pop-culture celebrities from YouTubers and TV stars to host live TV Rooms
to engage audiences before, during, and after TV program broadcasts.
Perisope
Newcomer live-streaming app, Periscope has captured audiences’ love of video and desire for
in-the-moment interactivity. Purchased and launched by Twitter in 2015, Periscope gained 1
million users in the first 10 days after its launch. It has 10 million users, with 2 million adding daily.
Periscope’s service is available via its app or on Twitter, where users can share links for
others to see live-streams of whatever they deem broadcast-worthy. Periscope viewers show
their appreciation to the Broadcaster by tapping on the mobile screen to send "hearts." The
service’s People tab has a Most Loved List that shows which users have received the most hearts
during a Broadcast. Periscope allows streams to be viewed after-the-fact and allows users to find
Friends’ Broadcasts. Users can choose whether their streams are public or for friends and family.
Already, Periscope has become a hit among celebrities including Jimmy Fallon, Tyra
Banks, Ellen DeGeneres, and Ringo Starr. Hillary Clinton used the service in her Presidential bid
at a New York campaign rally. The service demonstrated its broadcasting reach with the
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sanctioned live-streaming of the Floyd Mayweather Jr. vs. Manny Pacquiao championship boxing
bout in 2015. Outlander used the service to live-stream its red carpet event. And, Nestlé was
the first brand to run a Sponsored Periscope Stream, designated by #ad in its title, just as Vine,
Instagram, and Twitter. Periscope is likely to become a significant citizen-journalist tool.
In its short life, Periscope has been the center of controversy for enabling soft porn and
threatening traditional broadcasters with video piracy. Fans’ live-streaming of HBO’s Game of
Thrones Season 5 premiere created a firestorm and, as a preemptive strike, the National Hockey
League banned live-streaming of games by Periscope and competitor, Meerkat.
Meerkat
Built in just eight weeks, the live-streaming app, Meerkat was the darling of the (SXSW) South by
Southwest Conferences and Festivals of 2015. When Twitter purchased Persicope, Meerkat, which
streams off of Twitter, lost its access to Twitter’s social graph, therefore users’ ability to “auto-follow”
those they follow on Twitter. The service has more than 2 million users.
Meerkat’s engagements with live Broadcasts are reflected on users' Twitter profile. The app
also allows for posting directly to a Facebook page and has advanced discovery and
recommendation features. Meerkat’s embeddable player allows content to be viewed directly on
other digital devices, launched with the Discovery Channel’s 2015 Shark Week multi-platform event.
Chinese Platforms
China has the world’s largest population of almost 1.36 billion individuals and the largest social
media market. But many Western digital platforms don’t reach Chinese audiences because
China has blocked many Web and digital properties such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and
all of Google services, including Google+, Gmail, and YouTube. So, you should consider a
presence on China’s sanctioned Internet and mobile platforms.
China’s dominant digital channels are: QQ the Skype-like Web communicator with text
messaging, video chat, voice chat, and online services – with 829 million Monthly Active Users;
Qzone, China’s dominant social networking site with blogging, photo sharing, music, and videos
– with 644 million Monthly Active Users; WeChat a service with voice and group chat, video call,
walkie-talkie, and people nearby – with 438 million Monthly Active Users; Weibo the Twitteresque micro-blogging service that’s popular with younger people, influencers, and celebrities –
with 167 million Monthly Active Users; and, RenRen, which most closely resembles Facebook in
layout and functionality – with 214 million total users.
The future of digital media is both exciting and unpredictable. Technology and
audiences’ relationship with it is changing faster than its monetization and measurement.
Audiences’ use of traditional media platforms and social media have migrated from desktop to
mobile rapidly. All this creates intense pressure for audiences to keep track of and multi-task on
a dizzying array of screens, platforms, sites, and apps.
To make your content hang together for your audience, it’s vitally important to integrate
all of your digital assets so the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. As you shape your
digital profile, design your “owned” digital platforms so they’ll “earn” more media exposure for
your project, such as coverage in media outlets or buzz on social platforms. In all that you do,
whether in your story world or project marketing, lead with graphics or video. And, to serve
audiences’ on-the-go lifestyles, ensure your digital assets – from Web sites to game apps – are
mobile-accessible and your second screen engagements are simple and have low barriers to entry.
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CHAPTER 7

Experiential Media

_______________________________
The five human senses of seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, and tasting, help us collect and
interpret stimuli. Not only do they generate “fight or flight” responses for our basic survival, but
also elicit delight, evoke memories, generate emotions, and trigger contemplation. The firstperson stimulation of our senses places them in higher relief, making their effects more real.
Live performance and physical interaction create immersive and shared experiences that
fulfill our prehistoric yearning to sit around the campfire. Experiential media such as theater,
concerts, exhibits and live installations, theme parks, and toys are media platforms. Experiential
media occurs on the ground – in theaters, convention halls, museums, streets, parks, and family
rooms. It creates a live, present sense of community because it’s shared with other audiences.

© Tye Truitt/SXSW

The Flaming Lips perform at the 2013 SXSW Music Festival in Austin, Texas.

Theatrical Productions
Many ancient cultures have performed theater, but the drama of Dionysian Greece to crowds of
20,0000 created the stagecraft and performance that defines theater today. The classic Greek
theater of Aueschylus’s The Persians, Sophocles’s Antigone, and Euripides’s Electra created
three Genres of dramatic theater – Tragedy, Comedy, and Satire. In some, music combined with
the spoken word. The Roman Empire co-opted Greek drama, and produced mostly tragedies,
such as Seneca’s Hercules Furens, and comedies, such as Plautus’s Palliate comoedia.
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Theater was so popular that the Roman Empire had writers’ guilds to incubate the best
plays. Later in Medieval Europe, plays were highly influenced by religion – generating Mystery,
Miracle, and Morality plays. In sixteenth and seventeenth century England, theatrical verse
prevailed in notable works such as William Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Christopher Marlowe’s
Tamburlaine. Many plays gave homage to past rulers to enhance the monarchy. Greek and
Roman mythology storylines re-emerged, but with modern trappings. And in France, JeanBaptiste Molière set the bar for comedy and satire with the likes of L’Écoles des Femmes.
And later, Henrik Ibsen’s and Bertolt Brecht’s realism and social critique influenced the
Modern and Post-modern era of theater. Prominent playwrights included Anton Chekhov,
Eugene O’Neill, George Bernard Shaw, Eugene Ionesco, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, and
Harold Pinter. Dinner theater became a late twentieth century manifestation of theater. Some
modern productions include Waiting for Godot, The Miracle Worker, Death of a Salesman, The
Importance of Being Earnest, A Raisin in the Sun, A Doll’s House, The Birthday Party, Our Town,
Mothers and Sons, and Enron.
Today’s definition of theater also includes opera, ballets, and musicals. Operas arose
during the Renaissance, harkening back to their Greek roots. Now, opera is highly associated
with classical music with some notable composers including Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
Giacomo Puccini, Guiseppe Verdi, George Bizet, Gioacchino Rossini, and Hector Berlioz.
Nineteenth century German composer, Richard Wagner, influenced opera by balancing the
musical with theatrical elements to ensure a rich storyline. Seminal operatic productions include
Don Giovanni, Carmen, Marriage of Figaro, Rigoletto, Tosca, Turandot, Madame Butterfly, La
Traviatta, The Magic Flute, La Bohème, Fidelio, and Porgy and Bess.
Ballet is story-driven performance dance that began in the courts of the Italian
Renaissance and later morphed into concert dance in France and Russia. It is a classical,
technical form of dance requiring many years of training. It has its own French terminology.
Performed worldwide, but perfected by the French and the Russians, ballet requires both music
composition, like that of Igor Stravinsky, and dance choreography, like that of George
Balanchine. Ballet is closely connected to operatic traditions with ballet companies often housed
and performing in opera theaters. Like dramatic theater and opera, ballet often has elaborate
staging and costumes.
The Nutcracker is a well-known ballet, choreographed by Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanove
and scored by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. Other major ballets are Swan Lake, Don Quixote, Romeo
and Juliet, Giselle, The Rite of Spring, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Sleeping Beauty,
Cinderella, and Peter Pan.
Musical Theater, or Musicals, combine dialogue, music, and dance. Musicals are rooted
in the traditions established by nineteenth century teams, W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan and
Edward Harrigan and Tony Hart. Their work led to a plethora of popular productions by George
M. Cohan, Irving Berlin, George and Ira Gershwin, Richard Rogers and Lawrence Hart, Richard
Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein, Leonard Bernstein, Stephen Sondheim, and Andrew Lloyd
Webber. Popular musical productions include Oklahoma!, South Pacific, West Side Story, Mary
Poppins, The Phantom of the Opera, The Lion King, Wicked, Beauty and the Beast, Mama Mia!,
Les Miserables, Chicago, Cats, The Producers, Miss Saigon, Rent, Hairspray, Jersey Boys, and
The House of Mormon.
Theater is performed around the world, but Broadway in New York, the West End of
London, and the theater district of Toronto are the most prestigious, each with vast theater
districts. “The Great White Way” became a nickname for Broadway in the late 1890s, because
Broadway was one of the first streets to be fully illuminated by electric light. In the US, Broadway
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shows are the most respected. But great theater occurs Off-Broadway, in fringe theaters, and in
regional theaters. If a theater company is the sole company in residence at a theater it is a
producing or Residence Theater. Touring companies present at rental or Presenting Theaters.
Theater performance weeks begin on Tuesdays and run through Sunday, with curtain
times at 7:00 p.m. or 8:00 p.m. Matinees’ curtain times are at 2:00 p.m. on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, and at 3:00 p.m. on Sundays.
Getting a play, musical, ballet, or opera up and running is no mean feat in today’s world.
Like all media, Development of theater requires a premise, Script, Music, Financial Backing,
Distribution, and Marketing. Some of the most difficult aspects of producing a theatrical
production include paying for rights and royalties to a pre-existing production, securing funding,
finding the best talent, and securing a venue. Theater budgets range from $10,000 for homegrown productions to almost $30 million for Shrek. Even after a production is greenlit, it takes
many months of auditions, set design, and rehearsals before opening night.
New hits are hard to come by in theater, which is why so many known, less-risky
stalwarts such as Mama Mia! and Cats return over and over again. Innovative productions such
as Sleep No More, an almost entirely wordless immersive, site-specific interactive production are
few and far between.
Currently, the Broadway play model releases fewer productions, which stay in theaters
for about a year with high ticket prices. Broadway tickets average at $105 and popular shows
range from $200 to $500. Non-profit theaters, where new works, less mainstream content, and
up-and-coming actors are incubated, are increasingly operating like for-profits, partnering with
commercial entities and producers and raising ticket prices. Off-Broadway non-profit show
tickets are generally between $25 and $75 in the early weeks, but if a show becomes a hit, prices
usually rise. The Roundabout Theater Company’s best seats for the 2014 revival of Cabaret
debuted at $162.
The writer gets a down payment, plus royalties ranging from 7.5 to 10 per cent for all
domestic, international, and regional runs once the show has covered production costs. If the
production does not own its own theater, then it must pay theater rent. Theater owners
generally make more money than producers. Most actors get a weekly rate and only star actors
get a percentage of profits. Plays try to minimize the overhead with very small casts and sets to
increase their chances of making money.
Simon and Garfunckel’s 1966 song, “The Dangling Conversation,” posed the question,
“Is the theater really dead?” If you ask many current film actors, they’d say, “Not even close.”
Major film and TV stars from the US and the UK like Danielle Radcliffe, Katie Holmes, and Kristen
Scott Thomas are flocking to theatrical plays and musicals to showcase their live performance
chops. An actor with excellent acting, singing, and dancing skills is called a “triple threat.”
Because of their other commitments, most stars commit only 14 weeks instead of the usual six
months or a year, shortening the runs of these star-laden performances.
Stage productions have a cozy relationship with other media platforms. William
Shakespeare’s written works have been reincarnated into countless versions of stage productions
and numerous film and television adaptations. A Midsummer Night’s Dream is one of the
longest running plays of all time. Other great literary adaptations include The Great Gatsby and
Mary Poppins, which went from book to silver screen to stage. John Water’s Hairspray, the
Monty Python series, and Shrek all have been adapted from film into stage productions. Woody
Allen’s Bullets Over Broadway was adapted into a musical. The Producers has had a unique
adaptation cycle, beginning as Mel Brooks’ dramatic film that was adapted to a Broadway
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musical, which in turn, was adapted into a musical film. The film adaptation of Les Miserables
was successful enough to bring the musical back to Broadway after almost a decade-long hiatus.
Prolific writer Tom Stoppard exemplifies transmedia versatility. Perhaps best known as a
playwright and director of Tony Award-winner Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead; he also
was a novelist of Lord Malquist and Mr. Moon; a film screenwriter, best-known for Oscar-winner,
Shakespeare in Love; penned for radio, with a recent entrée, Darkside; and, also writes for TV,
including Parades End. Across all these media, he’s successfully merged TV and theater
platforms with television plays such as Neutral Ground (inspired by Sophocles’ Philocetes) and a
film screenplay adaptation of the Leo Tolstoy novel, Anna Karenina.
The Roles in theatrical productions’ personnel include Producers, the financial backers
who find other investors; Director, who is responsible for the creative execution; Playwright,
Choreographer; Casting Agent; Actors, and various experts in scenic design, lighting, sound,
technical, costume, and make-up.
The big Awards for dramatic and musical theater are the Tony Award in the US, the
Laurence Olivier Award in the UK, and, the Molière Award in France. The top opera awards are
The Metropolitan Opera Guild’s Opera News Awards, The Opera Awards, the Grammy for top
opera recording, and the UK’s International Opera Awards. The top awards for ballet are
international and are the Prix Benois de la Danse, Prix de Lausanne, Telstra Ballet Dancer Awards,
and the Mae L. Wien Awards.
Theatrical Marketing is difficult because only about 12 per cent of productions’
budgets are dedicated to marketing. Promoting a touring production is very market-driven, with
the marketing coordinated with the schedule of cities. If it’s a “national” production on
Broadway, or in Toronto or the West End, both mass media and targeted market media are
optimal. Marketing techniques include: Advertising in local newspapers, destination publications,
Web sites, and billboards in tourism venues such as airports, train stations, and taxi cabs; Web
and newspaper Listings; E-mail blasts; Social Media interactions; WOM Recommendations on
sites such as Yelp, Going.com, TripAdvisor.com, and Craigslist Events; and, Promotions with
event ticketing companies and travel agents and hotel concierge services to attract tourists.
One of the oldest promotional techniques, securing Publicity Reviews by theater critics
and influential bloggers, is still paramount. For Broadway publicity, the New York Times still
reigns supreme. A review from longtime theater critic, Frank Rich, dubbed “The Butcher of
Broadway,” could make or break a show. Now, reviews, features, and listings by online sites and
bloggers complement coverage in traditional media outlets.
Some top Media Outlets for theatrical productions include New York Times, New York
Magazine, The New Yorker, TimeOut New York, Curtain Up, Broadway.com, The Stage,
BroadwayWorld.com, NewYorkTheaterGuide.com, Entertainment-link.com, TheaterMania.com,
Aisle Say, and the London Theatre Guide. Key trade publications are American Theatre, Show
Business, DramaBiz, Stage Directions, and Back Stage. Top opera outlets are Opera magazine
and Opera News. Key ballet publications include Ballet Review, Ballet Dance, Pointe, and Dance.
To “fill the house,” theatrical production marketing must continue through its full run,
not just leading up to the show’s premiere. But if the production gets rave reviews and solid
WOM, that job becomes much easier.
Like film, it’s harder to get productions on stage than ever before. But the theatrical
experience – whether tragic or joyful, whether communicated by dialogue, music, or dance –
remains a fulfilling expression of community human storytelling.
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Concerts
The definition of a concert is a musical performance for audiences. Concerts have been around
since humans sang their first songs or played their first instruments. One person performing or a
very small group is a Recital. Multiple performers are a musical Ensemble or music Group such
as an orchestra, choir, or band.
Concerts vary by musical Genre from Heavy Metal to Classical and can take place at
private settings or in huge arenas, sports stadiums, or amphitheaters. Larger venues tend to be
much more theatrical, with elaborate lighting and pyrotechnics, or in an unique outdoors setting,
such as The Three Tenors’, The Rolling Stones’, and Lady Gaga’s concerts. Popular artists take
these concerts on multi-city tours for months or even years.
The Jazz and Country Music genres also have music Festivals with multiple artists and
concerts playing over the course of several days. Some well-known music festivals are the
Newport Jazz Festival, The Woodstock Music and Arts Festival, SXSW Music Festival, Coachella,
The Parachute Music Festival, and The Soundwaves Festival. Some of the top rock concerts of all
time are Bob Dylan at The Newport Jazz Festival; The Beatles at Shea Stadium; Jimi Hendrix at
the Monterey Pop Festival; The Doors at the Dinner Key Auditorium; Woodstock in Woodstock,
NY (Santana, The Who, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young); The Rolling Stones at Altamont Speedway;
Bruce Springsteen at the Roxy; and, Metallica at Tushino Airfield.
Concerts are a $24 billion industry and remain popular with audiences. Mega tours are
very expensive and require up-front backing by major concert promoters. Live Nation
Entertainment and Michael Jackson’s last concert promoter, A.E.G. Live, ultimately found not
responsible for Jackson’s death as he prepared for a world concert tour, benefitted hugely from
Jackson’s death. Co-produced by Sony, the Michael Jackson Company, and A.E.G., the This Is It
documentary concert film of Jackson’s rehearsals for the tour, made $261 million in its worldwide
release. And, it helped sell the This Is It song, album, and the subsequent tour with the music
and dancers. Michael Jackson: The Immortal World Tour was a theatrical production by Cirque
du Soleil combining Jackson’s music and vision with Cirque du Soleil's unique acrobatic
performance style to create a realistic concert experience. It was the most financially successful
Cirque production and highest grossing tribute show in history.
The revenue from ticket sales goes to performing artists, producers, the venue,
promoters, and brokers. If a charitable organization is connected to the artists or the tour, a
percentage of proceeds go to the charity. Many concerts raise additional money through
sponsor promotion or advertising and online and on-site merchandising. The highest grossing
concert tour of all time was the U2 360 tour from 2009 to 2011, launching U2’s new album, No
Line on the Horizon. The tour grossed more than $730 million.
The Roles in concerts are varied. In addition to the performing Artists, there are
Producers, who finance the concert and concert Promoters, who are responsible for creating
concert concepts, booking the talent, managing concert distribution through the venues and
logistics, and promoting and marketing the events. Other roles include performing artist
Presenters, live Event Specialists, Sound Technicians, Lighting Technicians, and stage production
crew, costume, make-up and more. The big tours are like travelling circuses with hundreds of
people behind the scenes as the tour moves from city to city.
The top concert Awards are The Billboard Touring Awards, recognizing categories for
Top Tour, Top Venue, Top Festival, and Top Promoter, and the Pollstar Concert Industry Awards.
In addition, the Grammys recognize many concert artists.
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Concert Marketing is its own, seasoned discipline. Concert promoters are integral to a
concert’s marketing and its success. A top concert marketing vehicle is working with radio
stations by creating Radio Promotions (giving away tickets, downloads, and memorabilia);
buying Advertising spots; and, conducting live or pre-recorded Interviews with the artists. Other
kinds of concert advertising include outdoor (taxis, billboards, trains), in publications, and online.
Cross-promotions with bars and clubs (House of Blues), musical instrument makers,
alcohol companies, event ticketing companies, other media properties, and associated charities
are effective concert promotion techniques. Garnering Publicity coverage with music, arts, and
cultural press and bloggers is important, as is securing Listings in print and online event
calendars. Top Media Outlets include Rolling Stone, Billboard, New York Times, NPR, Spin,
Artistdirect.com, Allmusicguide.com, and the many music reporters at general media outlets.
The artists’ or music genres’ fanbase is integral to generating buzz through Social Media
and Online marketing. Tactics include releasing photos, audio clips, and video clips to online
fanclub sites; creating a Facebook Event; and, sending E-mail blasts to former concert attendees.

Exhibitions and Live Installations
The language of exhibition has entered twenty-first century media in powerful ways. Comcast’s
Infinity service promotes this feature, “Right now you can check out the best of Modern
Family as curated by show creators Steven Levitan and Christopher Lloyd.” The curation of
anything – digital content or art – is important, especially in an era when there’s an
overwhelming amount of information to keep up with. That’s what exhibits are, someone you
trust choosing what’s interesting or important among the many, and presenting it creatively.
Exhibitions and live installations are about physical art, artifacts, or structures and can be
powerful aspects of transmedia projects.
Exhibitions are public showings of objects of interest or pieces of art in museums, art
galleries, trade fairs, or special events. Exhibitions cover a broad territory and can range from a
solo creator’s exhibit of a single item in a garden to many exhibits at massive global events such
as The World’s Fair. Exhibits are public showings of a piece of art or an object, or a small
collection of them, whereas an exhibition is a larger selection united by a theme. Some
exhibitions are permanent, such as Monet’s Water Lilies panel collection at the Musée de
l’Orangerie in Paris. Other exhibitions are temporary, shown in only one venue or travelling to
multiple venues such as the Smithsonian’s The Art of Video Games.
Live Installations are often 3-D works of art that are site-specific and are designed to
change the landscape or affect the audience’s perception of that space. Outdoor installations
are also called Public Art, Land Art, and Intervention Art. The As If It Were Already Here rope
sculpture between skyscrapers in Boston merged art and architecture. The AT & T Stadium, the
home of the Dallas Cowboys football team, is a creative example of sports meets art. The
stadium houses a permanent collection of museum-quality fine art that sets a reflective tone for
fans as they enter the stadium. During the games, the video board flashes “truisms” narrated by
different voices, created by artist Jenny Holzer. Sample installations are “The Cruelest
Disappointment Is When You Let Yourself Down” or “Raise Boys and Girls the Same Way.”
Exhibitions and installations also can be virtual or a hybrid of virtual and physical space
by using locative media or virtual reality devices. For example, former Newsweek journalist
Nonny de la Peña created an immersive six-minute simulated user experience, Hunger in Los
Angeles to highlight the rise of hunger in the US. Using game-development tools, Unity 3-D, a
body-tracking system, a head-mounted goggle display, and live audio, Hunger in Los Angeles
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allows audiences to experience an eyewitness account of a crisis on a food-bank line at the First
Unitarian Church on 8th street in L.A. Someone tries to steal food, a man in line falls to the
ground in a diabetic coma, and emergency personnel arrive to assist. Audiences can interact
with the characters in this virtual world.
Like all experiential events, exhibitions and installations have a Development cycle,
requiring Conception, Funding, Installation, Event Planning, and Marketing.
The Roles in exhibition include the creators of items for display or Artists. Exhibition
talent includes Curators, who may conceive of the exhibition and select the items for display,
and Writers and Editors, who research and provide text ranging from labels to catalogs, as well
as audio and visual content to accompany exhibited items. Other key personnel include
exhibition Designers, Graphic Designers, and Architects. The more event-driven roles include
Executive Producer, who creates the media for special venue media installations and Producers
or Project Managers, who handle logistics of special venue productions.
Top Awards include the American Alliance of Museum Excellence in Exhibition Awards,
IBC’s Exhibition Design Awards, Exhibition News Awards, Exhibitor Magazine's Exhibit Design
Awards, Event Awards, Special Events Awards, and EuBEA Awards.
Exhibition and Installation Marketing is a subset of event marketing. First, it requires
articulation of the experience you want to deliver to audiences, which is often graphically-driven.
Key exhibition promotional tactics include local and travel-related Advertising such as TV, print,
outdoor, and online; Listings in visitor media outlets and sites; Cross-promotions with other
subject-aligned organizations and travel-related professionals; and, Publicity reviews, features,
and listings with media outlets, bloggers, and other influencers. Key trade Media Outlets include
Exhibition, Exhibitor, Expo, Event, Meetings & Conventions, MeetingsNet, Event Marketer,
Special Events, BizBash, and Event Solutions.
Because of the increasing influence of digital media, it’s valuable to heighten the Social
Media presence around the genre, topic, or location to send audiences to the presenting
institution’s or media project’s online assets. MOMA (the Museum of Modern Art) has cultivated
its online presence and has the most museum Twitter followers in the US, who constantly
promote the museum and its exhibitions. Finally, exhibition experiences are holistic, so attention
to Signage and the experience of “place” are critical.

Theme Parks
Amusement and theme parks were born from the fairs of the Middle Ages in Europe and
subsequent pleasure gardens, both intended for recreation. Performance, rides, and novelties
prevailed. Technological advances gave rise to World’s Fairs and expositions, which further
influenced amusement parks.
Today’s definition of an Amusement Park is a group of attractions, rides, or events in a
location designed for audience pleasure. They include setting, buildings, attractions, personnel,
and amenities. Coney Island is an older example and a modern example is Six Flags. Theme
Parks is a subset of amusement parks but are pegged to a theme or story. Educational theme
parks include Seaworld, Busch Gardens, Dinosaur World, and The Holy Land.
Story-driven theme parks began in 1955, when Walt Disney realized parks’ transmedia
potential by opening up Disneyland in California. There, audiences could experience The Magic
Kingdom first-hand, first revealed in his animated films such as Snow White. Disneyland was such
a hit that Disney opened a second US Magic Kingdom theme park, Disney World in Orlando,
Florida in 1971 using the 47 square acres to create an entire story universe. Now, the Walt
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Disney World Resort in Florida hosts four theme parks, Magic Kingdom, Epcot, Disney’s MGM
Studios, and Disney’s Animal Kingdom, and is the most visited vacation resort in the world. Walt
Disney Parks and Resorts is one of Disney’s five top divisions, operating theme parks in the US,
Paris, Tokyo, Hong King, and Shanghai, attracting more than 120 million guests per year. It also
manages resorts, cruise lines, and more.
Disney’s success spawned other entertainment-oriented theme parks such as Universal
Studios Hollywood, featuring attractions from the studio’s top properties such as Psycho and
Jaws. Later it opened Universal Orlando with popular features including a migration from books,
The Wizarding World of Harry Potter. Not surprisingly, videogames have entered theme parks.
Universal is bringing Nintendo’s wildly popular games, characters and worlds – from Mario and
Donkey Kong to Zelda and Pokémon – to its theme parks. And, LEGOland theme parks and
discovery centers are popping up worldwide around the ubiquitous children’s building toy.
LEGOland is owned and run by UK Merlin Entertainments, the world’s second-most visited
theme park company in the world.
The creation of an entire theme park or an attraction within a theme park is “pie in the
sky” for a media maker or marketer. But, if you’re pitching to an entertainment studio (especially
Disney or Universal) or already have a wildly successful media enterprise on another platform
such as a film or game that lends itself to a theme park experience, you can advance the
concept. But be sure to have a good intellectual property lawyer at hand. Any media property
that is immersive and has a big following could be appropriate for a theme park. Minecraft or
The Hunger Games attractions may pop up in the future (revenue from the food concession at
The Hunger Games attraction would soar).
The Development of theme parks is extremely complex and involves Financing,
Production, Mechanics, Construction, and Marketing. And, the financial commitment is massive.
Developers invest at least $100 per expected first-year guest. So, if the goal were to attract a
million paying guests per year, the total investment would need to be at least $100 million.
Theme parks make their money from ticket sales, concessions, and merchandising.
Roles in theme park development or attraction creation include Creative and Concept
Developers, Designers, Character Designers, Directors, Art Directors, Visual Development and
Story Artists, Writers, Producers, Animators, Special Effects, and Interactive Technology
Specialists. In the construction areas there are Architects, Structural Drafters, Designers,
Engineers, Ride Systems Specialists, and Project Managers.
Theme parks Awards include the Amusement Today Golden Ticket Awards, Theme Park
Insider Awards, and the IAAPA Brass Ring Awards.
Theme Park Marketing is different from amusement park marketing, which is largely an
arms race of claims of being the tallest, fastest, scariest, or wettest ride. Marketing theme parks,
on the other hand, is about driving traffic by communicating an engaging communal experience
within the story universe. As a result, theme parks Brand everything within and without the park to
create a cohesive story universe. A park’s Web site is one of its most important marketing vehicles
because it’s how audiences get key information about the theme park experience.
Other key marketing tactics include Advertising on TV, radio, print, online and outdoor;
WOM on Social Media platforms and Recommendations on sites such as Yelp, Going.com,
TripAdvisor.com, and Craigslist Events; and, Publicity, in the form of listings, feature stories, and
reviews in travel, family, lifestyle and leisure media outlets and sites. Key Media Outlets include
Amusement Today, Funworld, Park World, and Theme Park Insider.
In addition, theme parks employ Promotions, Travel Packages, Travel Agent B2B
Marketing, Corporate Partnerships, character appearances at Events, and Loyalty Programs.
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Toys
Dolls, soldiers, and animals fashioned from stone, wood, or clay in prehistoric times are the
earliest known toys. Who can forget their first Barbie doll or Transformers action figure? The
concepts of play have remained steady from prehistoric times to now whether it’s parental roleplaying with a doll or building a new virtual community. Toys entertain and promote cognitive
development and creativity. And, they reflect the culture of their times.
There are a variety of toy Categories, including Dolls, Vehicles, Action Figures, Puzzles,
Puppets, Arts & Crafts, Construction, Scale Modeling, Weapons, Robots, Musical Instruments,
Water Toys, Traditional (paper planes, marbles, stilts), and Educational Toys. Because traditional
toy makers are losing sales to videogames, many toys in today’s $25 billion toy industry feature
technology, such as Electronic components or games or online elements. For example, Disney’s
Mr. Incredible action figure toy, like all 17 characters in the Disney Infinity toy series, has a chip
inside that can beam information to game consoles and store saved games.
The other big element of the toy industry is leveraging already-established media and
entertainment brands from film, TV, books, comic books, and videogames. Merchandising is a
$110 billion business and its connection to entertainment is legion. Film loves licensed
merchandise. Ben and Jerry’s launched a new ice cream flavor, “Scotchy Scotch Scotch” from
the popular line in Anchorman; chocolatiers Vosges and Wild Orphelia sold Hunger Games
Catching Fire treats; and, Smurfs 2 signed on more than 100 third-party partners such as Toys ‘R
Us, McDonald’s, Walmart, and Macy’s to co-promote the film. Games such as Angry Birds and
Skylanders, and TV programs such A & E’s Duck Dynasty also have seized licensing opportunities.
But no other media franchise has capitalized on all this more than Star Wars. It has an
elaborate Expanded Universe (EU) that film director George Lucas still controls. It includes six
films in the two film trilogies: Episode I: The Phantom Menace, Episode II: Attack of the Clones,
Episode III. Revenge of the Sith, Episode IV: A New Hope, Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back,
Episode VI: Return of the Jedi, and Episode VII: The Force Awakens. It also includes TV series,
such as Star Wars: Clone Wars and Star Wars Rebels; TV movies, such as LEGO Star Wars: The
Quest for R2-D2; radio adaptations, such as NPR’s A New Hope; books, such as Splinter of the
Mind’s Eye and Jedi Quest; comic books, such as Star Wars; and, games, such as LEGO Star
Wars and Knights of the Old Republic. Its extensive line of branded merchandise includes
clothing, trading cards, and toys, including 14 full lines of Hasbro action figures based on the
Star Wars Universe.
Action figure toys based on beloved characters are one of the most popular kinds of
official merchandise for media properties, especially for children. Many films and comic books
have inspired toys. Marvel Comics transformed their comic book characters into film, TV
programs, and action figures, such as Iron Man, Thor, and Spider-Man. Mattel has a huge line of
toys based on entertainment properties such as Batman, Aladdin, Toy Story, Battlestar Galactica,
Green Lantern, and Harry Potter.
The opposite is also true. Toys and games have inspired films from The Care Bears and
My Little Pony to Hotwheels and the classic toys featured in Toy Story. Hasbro’s toys have
translated to feature films, including the Transformers film franchise, several G.I. Joe films, and
Battleship. LEGO has created an entertainment empire based on the simple building toy,
including films, such as The LEGO Movie Sequel and LEGO Atlantis; TV programs, such as LEGO
Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitzu and Legends of Chima; videogames, such as The LEGO Movie
Videogame and LEGO Star Wars: The Complete Saga; and, LEGOland theme parks.
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Toys have become such an integral aspect of developing certain film and media
franchises that studios are consulting big toy companies like Hasbro and Mattel on film scripts
some 18 months before a film premieres to ensure the characters will translate well into toys.
But, in order to license a media property, you must “own” the Intellectual Property (IP).
Trademarked brands, logos, or character images are licensed to toys or product manufacturers
for an agreed period of time within an agreed-upon territory. The IP holder gets a one-time
license fee and sometimes, royalties on the product sold. Striking such a deal from your media
property requires a seasoned IP attorney.
Once licensed, toy Development involves creating an initial Model, creating a Prototype,
securing user Feedback, refining it to a Master, creating Molds and Model Component Parts,
Production, Assembly, creating Packaging, retail Distribution, and Marketing.
Toy Roles include Commercial and Industrial Designers, who create, design and test toy
concepts. Top toy Awards include the Oppenheim Portfolio Toy Award, The Toy Association’s
Toy of the Year Awards, The Parents Choice Awards, and Family Fun’s Toy of the Year Award.
Toy Marketing and promotion is a highly scrutinized arena because young children
cannot differentiate between content and advertising, hence are seen as more impressionable.
But marketing alone is not enough; children must have an inherent motivation to want to play
with a toy from their own perceptions or peer influence.
Marketing a toy begins with what it represents – its Brand essence. A toy has heightened
appeal if it represents a relevant role model or favored activity, or is associated with a beloved
film, TV, book, or game character. What it looks like – bright colors, interactive features, and fun
packaging – attract children. A toy's educational or social benefits attract parents and caregivers.
One of the top ways to promote toys is Advertising on children’s TV programming. The
first televised toy advertisement in the US was in 1955 for Hasbro’s Mr. Potato Head. Connecting
toys ads to other children’s media is also very important – including Trailers or ads on film or
television DVDs, streamed media, and videogames. Product Placement in other forms of media
platforms such as films and television programs is also highly effective.
Sponsorships and Promotions with retailers and food companies, which in turn feature
the toys and characters in their marketing, are highly effective. Creating other branded
Merchandise, from T-shirts to lunchboxes, serve both as promotional tools and revenue streams.
Online advertising and Social Media sell toys, especially the visual and WOM attributes of social
media. Toy Publicity Reviews or Top 10 lists in trade and consumer media outlets, especially
around Christmas, boost sales.
The top Media Outlets for the toy industry include trade publications such as The Toy
Book, Toy News, Toyworld, Toy Insider, Licensing Expo, Global Toy News, The Bloom Report,
The Game Aisle, Toy Industry Association Toy News Tuesday, Edplay, and Cynopsis and
consumer outlets such as Parent’s Choice, Family Fun, Baby & Kid, and Parenting.
But, before marketing to the public, toys must be launched and marketed to retailers
through business-to-business (B2B) Industry Shows. They include The New York Toy Fair, The
American International Toy Fair, The Toy and Game Expo, and The Annual Licensing Expo.
Whether in an outdoor stadium or private café, experiential media offer live, perceptible
experiences that connect content to audiences’ physical world and their sense of community.
This fully-present community experience is different from the one-on-one experience of viewing
a film on a tablet. The basic human need for community is why we still go to the movies, watch
live TV while commenting on our social media platforms, muse together in museums, or
participate in Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs). A live media experience is perhaps
the most stimulating and immersive experience possible because you give your whole self to it.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion – Transmedia Platforms

_______________________________
Transmedia Platforms: A Creator’s Guide to Media and Entertainment has laid out a vast array of
traditional and digital media for expressing your transmedia project. By now, you understand
that investing in your project’s creation and production is paramount, and that investing in its
marketing and distribution is equally important. Transmedia storytelling and marketing are
aligned, sharing the goal of creating an immersive audience experience. By combining story,
marketing, and media platforms, you can create the architecture to support audience
engagement – the ultimate goal of content creation and marketing.

iStock.com/scanrail

The cloud and the Internet of Things will connect everything in the transmedia future.

Shaping Your Transmedia Profile
Today, transmedia creators tell stories to their audiences using every available platform in a
variety of configurations. By no means should your project fire on all of Transmedia Marketing’s
suggested platforms – Film, Broadcast, Books and Publications, Games, Digital Media, and
Experiential Media. You probably can’t execute all of these platforms well, nor should you ask
your audiences to keep track of too much. So, you must choose among them – three to six
media platforms – and commit to executing each very well.
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If you want to qualify for The Producers Guild of America’s (PGA) new Transmedia
Producer Credit, which recognizes of the trend of developing cross-platform storylines, you must
use at least three media platforms:
A Transmedia Narrative production consists of multiple narrative storylines existing w ithin
the same narrative story w orld across three (or more) platforms recognized by the PGA
New Media Council as w ell as Narrative Distribution, Commercial and Marketing rollouts,
and other technologies that may or may not currently exist. Narrativ e elements must be
additiv e to the story or connected thematic universe. Adapting or repurposing material
from one platform to another platform w ithout substantial commentary or additional
narrativ e development does NOT qualify for the Transmedia Producer credit.

!
One of the Guild’s early iterations of the credit listed the platforms of “Film, Television, Short
Film, Broadband, Publishing, Comics, Animation, Mobile, Special Venues, DVD/Blu-ray/CD-ROM,
Narrative Commercial and Marketing rollouts, and other technologies.”
Don’t try to use the latest digital technology du jour just because it’s new, it does
something “cool,” or everyone else is using it. Ask yourself, "So what? Why would audiences
care? What unique experience does it offer them?” If you don’t know those answers, then
maybe the digital asset you’re considering doesn’t truly add value or contribute to your project’s
story. In the end, the online, social, or mobile services that best answer these questions will win
the digital platforms arms race. That’s because story reigns supreme – whether it’s a characterand plot-driven fictional story or your project’s marketing and promotion narrative.
Carefully evaluate the best ways to tell your story and what platforms could anchor your
transmedia project. If your project lends itself to the Moving Picture, consider film, TV, video,
Webisodes, vlogs, YouTube, Vine, or Periscope. If you’re seeking a highly Interactive experience
for your audiences, think about a videogame, ARG, online interactive feature, theatrical
production, mobile app, Facebook, Twitter, virtual reality experience, live installation, or toy. If
the Written Word will effectively convey your narrative, consider a book, magazine, e-book, blog,
online newspaper, Tumblr, or Flipboard. If Sound or Music will connect with your audiences,
think about an opera, musical, podcast, YouTube, iTunes, MySpace, or Shazam. If Images speak
for your story, consider an exhibit, comic book, Pinterest, Instagram, Flickr, or SnapChat.
The media platform that anchors your transmedia project may be a film, TV program,
book, or game. If so, you should develop an online Digital Hub for your project such as a Web
site or Facebook Page where you can provide information, post images, encourage audience
comments, and stream trailers and videos, or link to a site such as YouTube that hosts video.
And, you should establish social media or messaging platforms that Link Your Digital Assets and
encourage audiences to interact with and share your content – from Twitter and Reddit to
Google+ and LinkedIn. To provide behind-the-scenes Production News, set up a blog, vlog,
Facebook Page, Tumblr, or YouTube account. If you want to extend your project’s Fictional
Universe, consider a Web site, blog, YouTube, Twitter, and Tumblr that support in-character and
in-story world profiles. Each platform should offer something different, and all platforms –
traditional and digital – must work together to provide an über narrative for your project.
As a transmedia creator, you can express your project’s brand personality, influence how
your target audiences feel about and relate to your project, and create on-ramps for them to
intersect with it. To do so, you must cultivate acute storytelling, social, and visual sensibilities –
all attributes that professional transmedia creators possess.
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There are several key Roles in transmedia. The first is Transmedia Producer, which the
PGA describes as person(s) responsible for a significant portion of a project’s long-term planning,
development, production, and/or maintenance of narrative continuity across multiple platforms,
and creation of original storylines for new platforms. Like filmmaking and television, the core
team is the Producer, Writer, and Director, but in recognition of how much audience rules in
transmedia, the Director may also be called the Experience Designer. Transmedia projects also
include Designers, Graphic Artists, and technical team members.
Many entertainment and marketing Awards recognize transmedia. The American
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences’ Emmys includes categories for Interactive Media in
Multiplatform Storytelling, Original Interactive Program, User Experience and Visual Design, and
Social TV Experience. The Tribeca Film Festival has the Bombay Sapphire Award for Transmedia,
The Association for Broadcasting has a Best Transmedia Production Award, and USC has
Transmedia Awards. BAFTA acknowledges Multi-platform and Original Interactive Productions.
Digital’s Webby Awards, and marketing awards, the CLIO Key Art, PromaxBDA, Cannes Lion,
PRSA Silver Anvils, and PR Week Awards also recognize transmedia projects and marketing.
Some key Media Outlets that cover transmedia include Variety, Hollywood Reporter,
Deadline Hollywood, The Wrap, Screen International, ReelScreen, World Screen, Filmmaker, TV
Guide, Entertainment Weekly, Broadcast & Cable, Broadcasting, TV Week, Billboard, IGN,
Game Informer, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Yahoo Tech, Mashable, TechCrunch,
Wired, BuzzFeed, IMDb, Metacritic, Rotten Tomatoes, Ad Age, Ad Week, Brand Week, DMA
News, Creative, MediaPost, PR Week, and Marketing Week.
Transmedia Marketing: From Film and TV to Games and Digital Media is about
Marketing Transmedia, and marketing of all media. It’s about integrating storytelling and
marketing content creation across multiple media platforms, harnessing the power of audience
to shape and promote your story. When your project’s “owned” and “co-owned” content plays
out on more than one platform, it’s more likely to be seen. When your project’s “earned” and
“paid” marketing also fires on multiple platforms, it’s more likely to spawn audience interaction.
And, when you integrate your storytelling content platforms with your marketing platforms,
audience interactions and ambassadorship will grow exponentially. Transmedia Marketing will
shape your project’s overall narrative by helping you find your storytelling and marketing
platforms, techniques, and voice – guiding the relationship between them all.

Embracing the Transmedia Future
Transmedia is here to stay. Humans are impelled to tell stories – over the campfire or through
the cloud. Media is the first language of the youngest generations. They’re curating their own
YouTube channels, participating in Alternate Reality Games to solve fictional universe mysteries,
and becoming citizen scientists to help cure major diseases. Their ease in moving across
platforms and willingness to participate directly with different kinds of narratives, speaks to the
bright future of transmedia.
Audiences’ appetite for media has accelerated with each new storytelling platform and
content experience. And entrepreneurs’ capitalization of the media business has fed that
demand with a dizzying array of technologies and products. The mass circulation newspaper
press barons of the nineteenth century gave way to the film studio, broadcast network, and
publishing house media moguls of the twentieth century. The new media behemoths of the
twenty-first century boast transmedia portfolios including film, broadcast, print, online, streaming,
games, social media, and mobile media. Whatever the century, there have been business forces
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with dominant ownership, control, and influence over mass media enterprises – operating from
the Top Down.
Today’s new media barons are Apple, Comcast, Amazon, Google, and Facebook,
operating over entire ecosystems and controlling and selling content, distribution systems, and
devices. Apple, Comcast, and Amazon dominate distribution – how you access the
Web through tablets and other screened devices. Google and Facebook dominate audience
data and psychographic profiles – who you are and what you do.

I think the most interesting thing to watch will be the way in which the Internet invades
television. And I think that that will be much more consequential than what’s already
happened. I don’t think we know what that’s going to look like yet. There’s not just a
corporate fight to be had, the most interesting fight to follow is the fight between Google
vs. Apple on the digital front or either of those players versus Comcast on the kind of
traditional versus new insurgent front.
—Andrew Golis, general manager, The Wire, The Atlantic
But what’s different in the twenty-first century is that the massive media enterprises are
joined by a new crop of media moguls, people like you who create and consume content alike –
operating from the Bottom Up. As a collective, audiences are the most powerful new force in
media and entertainment. With increased access to videocameras, editing software, broadband,
and wireless connectivity, audiences are media makers, media distributors, media marketers, and
media consumers. And they’re operating side-by-side and in league with big media. Technology
has truly become the great equalizer.
The tectonic shifts in content creation, distribution, and consumption have ushered in a new
Platinum Age of media and entertainment. Media and entertainment growth and innovation are
exploding, with media stocks out-performing the overall market. Some key Drivers already in play are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Globalization of entertainment, with China and India emerging as powerful forces
Accessibility of cross-platform media production, attracting new and diverse creative talent
Time-shifting and mobile media consumption revolutionizing distribution models
Entertainment proactively linking with technology, witnessed by the surge in Silicon
Beach startups
Socialization of media – making audiences co-producers and co-marketers
Big data providing targeted, actionable insight
Brands becoming content, rather than interrupting it
Comedy serving as the context for almost everything

As transmedia progresses, it won’t look like you or your neighbor. It will look like a mosaic of everyone.

The most powerful element at the moment is the globalization (or at least the
transnationalization) of transmedia. Transmedia assumes different shapes depending on
the cultural contexts in which it operates. We can point to the differences people have
identified between the West Coast “Mothership” model and the East Coast ARG model
within American media, we could think about the Japanese Media Mix model, the more
public service-oriented models in Canada or the EU, and a more multi-cultural model in
Brazil and other parts of Latin America. But wait until Bollywood or Nollywood get
ahold of transmedia and reshape it to their local particulars. What will transmedia look
like in China, Russia, or the Islamic world?
—Henry Jenkins, provost professor of communications, journalism and cinematic Arts; USC
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Transmedia not only affects how people are entertained, but also influences culture.
There are several technologies on the forefront of Shaping Culture:
•
•
•
•

The cloud – allowing audiences to store, share, and collaborate virtually
The Internet of Things – connecting people, data, processes, and things (offices, homes,
cars, media devices, people, and animals)
Wearable personalized media systems (headsets, clothing, and devices embedded in
human bodies) – integrating technology and humanity
3-D printing – creating customized objects for construction, vehicles, medicine, and art

The most exciting or far-reaching advancements are limited only by our imaginations.
Transmedia will be on the leading edge of all of those possibilities because transmedia
is a pioneer, an experiment, a journey, and an evolution. Its players will come from many other
walks of life – musicians, artists, comedians, scientists, doctors, philosophers, politicians,
technologists, entrepreneurs, architects, and students. Along with entertainment and media
makers and marketers, they will innovate across integrated media platforms to entertain,
educate, inspire, and motivate.

I believe that media will cross more and more with science and serve different functions
besides entertainment and advocacy. Media as emotional and behavioral tools could
become a healing vector, while Augmented Reality (with Google Glass) and Virtual
Reality (with Oculus) could earn a strong place in education. In all of this,
transmedia is and will be the glue, the fil rouge that could make this evolution happen.
—Nicoletta Iacobacci, curator, TEDxTransmedia
In the future, transmedia simply will be part of everything we do. It will push the
boundaries of storytelling, communicating, and innovating. Transmedia might be called
something else, because describing our relationship with media may be more about the audience
experience than about the media platforms that deliver it. No matter what, transmedia 2.0 will be
about discovery, goals, challenges, feedback, socialization, impact, and fun.
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